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SGA plans book sale
to avoid long lines

CHRISTMAS TIME'S HERE. Sunday night a
Christmas tree lighting, decoration ceremony
was held on the If Merest Front lawn. Dr.

Carrier and his family attended the ceremony
which was presented by Chandler Hall.
Photo by Mark Thompson

S

The Student Government
Association is sponsoring a
used book sale during the first
three days of classes next
semester.
The project is an SGA
student service, to avoid long
lines and fighting over cards
on the used-book board, according to Mike DeWitt, SGA
second vice-president.
Students may bring their
used books to the SGA office
by Thursday, or during the
first week of classes next
semester.
An index card will be taped
to each book with the student's
name, course number, and the
Erice asked. Books will then
e sold Jan. 12-14 in three
meeting rooms in the Campus
Center.
The used book sale evolved
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'Ongoing landscape plan needed
By LlNDA--MeCREADY
Madison College should
have "an ongoing landscape
architectural plan available
which would not be adversely
effected
by
personnel
changes," said Margaret
Gordon, a biology professor
and planning and development commission member.
A plan which is ongoing,
regardless of personnel
changes, is a value, she said,
because it would prevent a
plant from being put where
one person wants it and then
have it cut down later by
someone who doesn't like the
plant in that particular place.
"Where is the master plan?
Isn't there a kind of master
plan where an interested
individual or alumnus can see

the plantings in addition to the
building plan?" she asked.
Now Madison plans its
landscaping over a five-year
period, according to Ernest
Higgs, Jr.. grounds supervisor.
Higgs may map an area
that needs development,
making an outline of the
plantings and estimating the
cost. He presents the*plan to
Gene Wagner, director of the
physical plant. Wagner and
Col. Adolph Phillips, vice
president, for business affairs, then study the plan
making necessary changes.
Higgs sometimes receives
the original plans through the
physical plant office, if
Presdient Ronald Carrier
decides he wants an area

developed with trees and
shrubs.
The final plan is decided
upon by Carrier. Phillips,
Wagner and
Higgs.
"Basically, it is by our
working together as a group
that the planning is carrier
out," Higgs said.
The college has completed
most of the present five year
plan. Building and Grounds
has landscaped Burruss, X
and P parking lots, the
baseball field the stadium and
Maury, Chandler and Miller
halls.
Areas to be developed in
the next five year plan are
now being studied, but.
"nothing has been put on
paper," Higgs said, adding
that such areas will be

primarily those under construction. such as the lake
dorm complex.
In Madison's early years,
classes planted trees on Arbor
Day. These trees have subsequently been removed,
Gordon said.
To prevent this from
happening again, there should
be a centrally located place
listing the contribution,
Gordon said, so the college

when Mike Anestos, SGA
President, asked for research
into ideas to make new books
available at lower prices,
DeWitt said.
"Not much can be done"
about new books, DeWitt said,
but the used book sale will
"hopefully" help students
save money.
During the first three days
of classes next semester, the
used books will be sold during
certain hours, probably in the
afternoons
and
early
evenings, he said.
Final details will be worked
out Tuesday night at the SGA
meeting. Some senators think
an additional five to 10 cents
should be charged for each
book, DeWitt said.
This service' charge would
help the SGA cover bad
checks at the sale, and pay for
any books that may be stolen.
DeWitt said he is personally
against such a charge.
Books not sold will be
returned to the student.
The sale will be run entirely
by volunteers, DeWitt said. At
least two, and preferably
three students will be in each
room. Two students would
serve as security, and the
third would collect money, he
added.
DeWitt considers the
project a "dry run." If it
works next semester, the SGA
will continue the used book
service.

Sports Special
Today's Breeze contains a special, 32-page sports
section about athletics at Madison College.
The section was prepared by Journalism students in a
Communication Arts sports seminar in conjunction with
the regular Breeze sports staff.

New library may be needed, but is uncertain
■

Madison low in space, volumes

It is 'hard to be optimistic9

By KAREN HOBBS
The Madison College library has fewer square feet per student than
any other college surveyed by The Breeze, and ranks near the bottom
in number of volumns per student.
Madison, with 4.48 sq. ft per student ranked lowest of 15 schools in
Virginia and bordering states. Vanderbilt University in Tennessee,
with 63.18 sq. ft. per student, raaked first.
Second lowest was Virginia Polytechnic Institute (VP I), with 5.26
sq. ft. per student. The State Council of Higher Education for Virginia
(SCHEV) ranks VPI first on a list for new libraries, and Madison is
ranked third. Both are in SCHEV's fifth category of priorities.
SCHEV and other governmental agencies use square feet per
person as a way of determining adequate workspace.

By KAREN HOBBS
Funds for a new Madison College library are still in limbo, and as a
result Dr. Mary Haban is finding it "hard to be optimistic" about
acquiring a new library.
Additional library space is needed very soon, according to Haban,
dean of libraries and learning services. Madison can't "wait six years
or whatever," she said. "In a sense, the present building will hold two
years only." Within two years, she contended, additional space or a
new building will be needed.
Despite the low priority given to a new library by the State Council
of Higher Education for Virginia (SCHEV), Madison College
President Ronald Carrier is optimistic.
"We'll get the library," Carrier was quoted as saying in an Oct. 22
Breeze article. "I have talked to enough legislators who are sympathetic and to the Governor who is very sympathetic to know that
they are going to respond to these needs," he said.
SCHEV, which makes recommendations for educational
allocations to the state legislature, ranks Madison's need for a library
in its fifth category of priorities. In that category, Madison is third,
behind VPI & SU and Central Virginia Community College, on a list
for new libraries.
The legislature is most important in financing a new library, Haban
said, adding. Carrier knows the "mood" of the legislature better than
she, and perhaps better than SCHEV.
SCHEV reports student usage of library resources at 243.7 per cent
afVPI, 516.7 at Central Virginia Community, and 218 per cent at
Madison. A 60 per cent space shortage in the Madison library was
reported by William Jackameit, director of institutional research at
Madison, in accordance with SCHEV guidelines.
"If we have to cut enrollment due to space because the legislature
is not authorizing building, it will draw response to help persuade
others of needs here," Haban said.
(Continued on Page 3>

See graph on page three
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Of the colleges surveyed, the average number of students was 8,540, .
and the average floor space was 152,615 sq. ft. Average floor space per
student was 17.87 sq. ft.
Schools most similar to Madison in student population were
Morehead State University in Kentucky with 7.12 sq. ft. per student,
Appalachian State in North Carolina with 10.5 sq. ft. and the
University of North Carolina at Charlotte, with 10.56 sg. ft.per student.
Library space in other Virginia state colleges include Old Dominion
University with 10 sq. ft. per student, Radford with 11.45 sg. ft.,
William and Mary with 20 sq.Tt., and Washington and Lee with 21.87
sq. ft. per student
Of all surveyed,the average number of volumes was 681,561. The
average number of volumes per student was 80.
In terms of average volumes per student, Madison ranked fourth
from the bottom with 38. Behind Madison were Middle Tennessee
State with 33 volumes per student.and Radford. and UNC- Charlotte,
(Continued on Page 3)
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Chrysalis failure
and cultural decay
By GREGORY BYRNE
May I, Gentle Reader, as
one who has had some little
association with writing in
general and the Chrysalis in
particular, comment on the
current brouhaha concerning
said literary magazine?
My sole contribution to that
institution is a pathetic and
rather drekky little story I
wrote two years ago entitled
"The Comedian," which
should serve as a lesson to
aspiring writers everywhere
that one should stick to
writing about subjects one has
some knowledge of. Beyond
that, there is little to
recommend the piece, save
for a line or two that I feel
were especially well phrased.
And at that (he said
humbly), it was the best piece
in the booklet.
The problems with the
Chrysalis are in large part the
problems of society as a whole
today. Literature has gone
the way of the kiwi.
Television, film and even
theatre are replacing the
novel, short story, and poem
as sources of entertainment
and spiritual enlightenment.
Unless a work is written
with an eye towards an easy
screenplay adaptation, it is
doomed to failure. Hence, we
have developing an artistic
community peopled by the
likes of Michael Crichton,
Leon Uris and Paul Gallico,
hacks all, who should be
ashamed to call themselves
authors in the same way that
Dickens, Faulkner, et al are.
Couple that with the plain,
simple fact that Madison does
not draw the young intelligent to its gilded portals. Intelligent students, yes.
Often, brilliant ones.
Alcoholics, most assuredly.
But one can hardly blame
an
intellectually-minded
student for shunning Madison
and opting for William and
Mary, Princeton or even UVa.
The Land of Duke simply does
not have a reputation for
academic excellence.
Hence is it any wonder that
Chrysalis is a poor anemic
creature? An administration
other than the highly anti-

intellectual one now in
evidence would, perhaps,
prove of assistance, but
somehow one gets the feeling
that even if Daniel Boorstin
were president of the school,
the intellectual vacuum would
still have to be filled by
something other than boozeand dope-crazed robots
lusting after financial security
first, and education second, if
at all.
Is there hope for Chrysalis?
Yes. I think.
We are told that more than
100 submissions were made
last year. That is a good
number of submissions for
any literary magazine on the
(Continued from Page I)

My friend Norman was a funny guy
By PAUL McFARLANE
I went to a party last
Friday night at Hansberry
Hall and saw an old friend of
mine, Norman Fitzjammer.
Now, Norman and I go way
back; we even wear the same
letter jacket. We got drunk
for the first time together, and
we sure did cruise that night,
hanging out at Burger Chef
and Pizza Hut.
Norman's also one of the
funniest guys I know. There's
no doubt that we'll go down in
our school's history as two of
the best partiers.
Anyway, the Hansberry
party was going really .well:
there was plenty of beer, good
music and plenty of goodlooking girls.'
Norman shouted to me as I
walked through the door,
signaling me to join him at the
bar. He handed me an Old Mil
and patted me on the
shoulder.
"How ya' doin' ol' buddy,"
he blurbed out to me.
Norman showed the rip in
his jacket.
"Remember how I got
this?" he asked after a short
while.
v
I got another beer. ^I dud remember how he tore
the coat, but I told him I didn't
just to hear him tell the story.
He's a funny guy.

Correction
A Dec. 3 Letter to the Editor, "Swine flu vaccine
suggested for all" read that never has a biological
change in flu viruses been followed by an epidemic. 11
should have read never has a change not been followed
by an epidemic. The Breeze regrets the error.

EDITOR
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He went into his routine
about the time we met some
football players. We beat
them in a game earlier in the
season and a fight almost
started between us. I held
Norman back and pushed him
into a fence. The arm of his
jacket got caught on the fence
and ripped.
\
^ thought my arm got torn
instead of my jacket,'' he said.

jacket and get away with it.
No sir.
Norman fronted this guy
and told him to apologize for
the damage to the coat. The
guy told Norman where to go,
but Norman can handle
himself in a battle of words.
"I've been there, but I
didn't like your mother's
cooking."
Norman's a funny guy.

'The guy apologized too late1
He's so funny.
I got another beer.
This
short,
stocky
character stumbled into
Norman trying to get to the
bar and spilled the last few
drops of beer from his cup on
Norman's letter jacket. It hit
Norman right between his
varsity swimming letter and
his jayvee cross-country
letter.
Now, Norman doesn't take
that. He may be a funny guy,
but there's just so much he'll
take.
The guy apologized but it
was too late. You don't spill
beer on Norman's letter

A few people stepped
between the two. Some people
left and others encouraged a
fight.
"What did you say?" the
stocky fellow asked.
"You heard what I said"
Norman replied.
"No I didn't. Say it again."
"What are you,deaf?"
Norman whined.
Norman's a funny guy.
The two moved a step
closer.
Norman was pushed back
into me and the place erupted.
I pushed Norman back into
the crowd and headed for the
door.
All I heard behind me was

the crashing of a lamp, the
smashing of flesh and the
shouts of those trying to break
up the fight.
The fighting even flowed
into the hallway. The glass
protecting the fire extinguisher had been shattered
and there were blood stains on
the wall near the glass. A girl
had been punched and was
lying on the floor.
I ran to get out of the hall. I
was met, however by -a guy
yelling "Security." He too
tried to break up the fighting
but too many people were
involved to stop it.
I finally made it to the door
the same time Security rushed
the party. About eight officers
threw bodies to each side of
the hall and escorted people
outside.
I was standing in the
courtyard by this time and
saw people leaving the fight
with their eyes swollen and
their mouths bloody. The girl
that had been punched was in
trauma when she was carried
out by a friend. All she could
say between her tears was
"Why? Why?"
Rumor spread in the
courtyard that the fight had
(Continued on Page 7)

Letter:

Obvious crackdown exists
To the Editor:
Mike Webb and Bill
Johnson can talk through their
teeth as long as they want, but
it is obvious to all that there is
a crackdown on liquor use
here.
There have been hundreds
of parties in my four years
here at which alcohol was
sold.
Now students are
suddenly being hauled into
court for having such a party.
And they say there is no
crackdown?
We are legal adults. We
don't regulate Mike Webb's
social life. Why should we pay
him to regulate ours? Why not
use his salary to hire a new
professor or improve the DThe
Madison
administration is a master at its
brand of subtle, creeping
repression.
Last year the biggest
campus issue was whether
kegs should be allowed on
campus. This issue is practically forgotten as we fight
for the right to have parties in
dorms. Next year We will be
fighting for the right to have

alcohol in dorms.
The fact that the University
of Indiana prohibits alcohol is
irrelevant. Am I suppossed to
be happy that I attend a school
that is merely conservative
instead of reactionary?
While Webb and Johnson
are correct in believing that
the primary purpose of dorms
is to further educational
advancement, dorms are also
meant as a place for students
to mingle and increase their
social maturity.
Students
know before they move into a
dorm whether or not it will be
a quiet or noisy one. There is,
therefore, no reason why
soldiers' rights should be
more important than partyers' on Friday and Saturday
nights.
If the noise bothers them
that much, they should be
mature enough to study in the
library on Friday and
Saturday nights, rather than
complain. Or better yet, they
could take a break from.the
books and join their friends at
the party.
No
off-Campus
party
location is satisfactory for a

permanent partying place.
For one thing, it radically
increases drunk driving.
The Auto Auction, while
being spacious, has several
bad features. The parties are
usually overpriced. You also
have to pay whether you drink
or not. The 3.2 beer served
there is an insult to one's taste
buds.
All parties there are ended
at midnight. While that may
be a find bed time for
geriatrics, farmers and
mental pre-pubescents, to
most students its like coitus
interrupt us.
Since Webb has said that
there are no restrictions on
parties where no alcohol is
used, I would like to take this
opportunity to announce that
my friends and I are holding a
party on second floor Shorts
this Friday nite. It will be an
"Electric Kool-Aid" acid
party.
Admission is free,
since we're not allowed to sell
anything without a license.
Everybody is invited. Shorts
Till Dawn!
Joe Ktrby
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Funding in limbo,
'optimism difficult'
(Continued from Page 1)
"If we have to cut
enrollment due to space
because the legislature is not
authorizing building, it will
draw response to help persuade others of needs here,"
Haban said.
"If people choose Madison,
then we shouldn't have to turn
them away because of
inadequate
building
facilities," Haban said. "I
think the legislature would
perceive that."
The library is "coping as
well as it can with a 60 per
cent shortage," and reasonably
satisfying student needs, she
said.
However, she cites many
problems with the present
arrangement:
Among periodicals, new
issues should be better
displayed. Three times more
space is needed for reference
works.
Every inch in the stacks is
used.
There should be a
certain proportion of empty
shelves for new additions.
-There is not adequate
space for special services.
Eventually, micro-media and
visual aids should be combined into an electro-media
department.
--Staff space is overcrowded, especially
in
technical services, where
there is "hardly space for
another shelf or typing table."
-Reading and study space
is deficient. At times, such as
early evenings, every seat is
taken.
This should never
occur, Haban said. In addition, more comfortable
furniture is needed, such as

The "best 1 « for
Madison" is larger finding for
the collections.
The state
library committee is attempting a better formula for
the next biennium.
The Clapp-Jordan formula,
presently used, is based on
deficiency funding. It was
originally meant as a general
form for evaluation, Haban
said.
With limited funds, each
department and program
cannot be adequately covered,
she said, adding, a "college as
strongly residential as ours
ought to attempt" a stronger
leisure reading collection.
However, Haban is "very
hopeful the state will change
its formula." In addition,
Carrier always appropriates a
great deal more than the state
grants, she said.

THE SUNDAY-NIGHT crowd is becoming a regularity at the library.

Madison low in library space and volumes
(Continued from Page 1)
both—with 27 volumes per
student.
Duke University has the
most volumes per student.314.
and Washington and Lee was
second with 210 volumes per
student.
However, Duke's
figures include both its law
and medical school libraries.

The W&L figure does not
include the law library there.
Figures for olher Virginia
schools were: Old Dominion,
44 volumes per student; VPI,
53; and William and Mary,
106.
Morebead State and Appalachian State, most similar
in enrollment to Madison had

42 and 41 volmes per student,
respectively.
A question not reported on
the accompanying chart was
the date of the last major
library renovation and the
extent of that renovation.
Among the Virginia colleges
and universities, all but VPI
have had a new annex or a

The Breeze library 8urvey
SCHOOL
(Enrollment)

VOLUMES

FLOOR SPACE
(sq. ft.)

BUDGET*

Washington & Lee
(1600)

336,495

Wake Forest
(3300)

550,000

Radford College
(4800)

131,000

55,000

500,000

of new room

William & Mary
(6000)

645,050

120,000

1,171,000

on lower level*

Morehead State
(7300)

310,000

52,000

658,957

Madison College
(7800)

296,500

35,670

260,000

Appalachian State
(8000)

330,000

UNC-Charlotte
(8000)

217,765

84,500

Duke University
(8800)

2,764,348

348,609

Vanderbilt Univ.
(9100)

1,336,477

575,000

3,944,323

UNC-Greensboro
(9500)

913,976

220,000

li470,000

Middle Tenn. State
(10,200)

337,004

107,496

412,836

East Carolina
(ll,7O0>

465,000

190,000

1,777,034

Old Dominion
(13,000)

575,730

130,000

1,098,232

VPI & SU
(19,000)

1,014,070

100,000

3,250,000

'Remodeling takes
advantage

that in the president's room.
-With the encouragement
for faculty research, areas for
"privileged faculty research"
are needed; presently, none
exist, according to Haban
Moreover, s he sees a need for
conference rooms for small
groups.
This
semester's
remodeling takes advantage
of new room on the lower
level. The reserve collection
is now in the basement, adding reading and study space
for the reserve area, Haban
stated.
Microfilm is now out of the
hallways la Room 101,
creating more room for
micro-material users. With
microfilm and microfiche in
the same room, it is easier to
find items, Haban added.
Also,
some
service
librarians are now close to the
collections they handle.
Specifically, Haban said,
reference librarians are
■aarer the law and government documents.
The biggest problem with
the collections is needing
more money, Haban said The
state formula for book and
periodicals acquisition ■ is
"inadequate," she added.

Photo by Proctor Horvoy

«.

35,000

$

374,913
890,000

84,000

1,400,000
1,279,400

* Several different methods of computing library
—budgets were used by these-responding—to -the- survey,
t *. i.

.

« '

new building since 1966.
William and Mary added a
new library in 1966 and
"within the next sue years...
hopes to add a fourth floor."
Radford built a new annex in
1966, while Old Dominion
added a new building in 1976.
Washington and Lee began
construction in July 1976 on a
new library that will have
130,000 sq. ft of floor space.
Madison constructed an
addition to the rear of the
library in 1969-1970. It
provided additional stack and
study space, and classrooms
in the basement
VPI, bower, reported no
major renovation since the
1954 construction of the
building.
Budgets from the schools
could not be compared,
because some librarians included staff salaries in the
figures they provided to The
Breeze. Madison's $260,000
budget included only the
collections, according to Dr.
Mary Haban, dean of libraries
and learning resources.

i
\

HRM club begun

(

Madison College students
have started a HotelRestaurant Management
(HRM) Club.
The club has drafted a
constitution which is presently
being reviewe"
director of studenfcs/ctivities,
before goina>#bT^its final
review.
The HRM? Club is looking
for students interested in the
hospitality field. For more
information call Patrick at
438.
0

Prof.exhibita art
Jim Crable, assistant
professor of art at Madison
College, has been selected as
one of seven Viriginia artists
to represent the state in an
exhibition entitled "Thirtyfive Artists in the Southeast,"
organized by the High
Museum of Art in Atlanta, Ga.
The exhibition will be at the
High Museum until Dec. 26,
then will appear at the Birmingham (Ala.) Museum of
Art, the Greenville County
Museum of Art in Greenville,
<S.C.faiMl the Hwiter Museum
of Art in Chattanooga, Tenn.

(
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Madison needs an 'ongoing landscape plan'
(Continued from Page 1)
"Representative plants of
the state" could be transplanted in the woods, but
won't be alienating alumni in
the future. "I care about what
is going to happen in the
future." she said.
Dr. James Ferry, a retired
biology professor, mapped the
campus species in the early
1960"s. This map is now
completely outdated because
many of the plants have been
removed and new species
added. Gordon said.
"I would like to see the
campus maintain certain old
trees, so our heritage in time
is more apparent." she said.
It would be helpful if the
biology department could be
notified of the changes of
plants. Gordon said, so the
department would know
where the species are to be
studied by students.
Trees are removed because
of disease, vandalism, and
improper growing conditions.

)

)

such as unfertile soil or lack of
water. Higgs said.
Sometimes the campus has
trees that are diseased and
die. no matter how much care
is-taken to prevent it, he said.
Some trees planted in the
past, such as gum trees, do not
do well on-campus because of
the soil. Honey locust trees
also are not doing well now.
When Higgs sees a tree that
is not doing well, he "gives the
tree a chance," watching and
studying it. If the tree does
not improve, it is removed.
Higgs makes a note of the
tree so it can be replaced. If
the tree is diseased, a tree
that is less susceptible to
disease is planted.
"We don't lose a lot of trees
from disease, we lose them by
vandalism," Higgs said. Most
trees cost from $40-$60 a piece.
The holly trees that were
damaged near X parking lot
this semester cost $T00 each,
he said.

Chrysalis failure
Perhaps the answer is The
Breeze,
as has . been
suggested, but I tend to think
not.
What should be
established is an organization,
other than the English club
and the Art club, to deal solely
with the Chrysalis.
The
Criterion dub has always
been a dead appendage on the
college body and should be
mercifully put out of its
misery.
•■
Secondly, it should have not
faculty advisers, at least not
ones who use the magazine to
paperhang their own works.
Thirdly, the new Chrysalis
should be more open to the
college as a whole. In the
past, it has been the domain of
a half dozen individuals who
controlled the input and
forced their somewhat
strange tastes on us all.
More importantly, it is time
to put the magazine in perspective. True, Chrysalis has
been awful in the past. It has
been filled with poorly written, pretentious and dull
pieces, uninspired photos and
expendable artwork. In at
least one case, about eighty
pieces were not used, hence
we shall never know how good
last year's magazine could
have been.
But Chrysalis is at least an
effort towards bringing some
degree of literacy, and
hopefully even literature, to
the Madison campus. I know
it won't hustle fatcat alumni
into shelling out more dough
for the school, but they do say
money can't buy ever

(Continued from Page 2)
college level, although it is
certain that they came from a
small handful of authors.
I, in fact, submitted a story,
rather better than the last I
like to think, that was refused
because it was too long to fit
on one of the cute posters that
comprised last year's booklet.
One can hardly argue the
logic of that decision.
What is lacking is intelligent, sensitive
management, something not
in evidence for the past five
years. Whatever the quality
of the pieces submitted there
is both cause and substance
for a good Chrysalis.
One feels that if the
management of the past few
years had been more concerned with the content and
not the cutesy packaging and
pale, mindless photographs so
much in favor, we would have
had a much finer product.
Further complicating
matters is the student
government involvement.
Their attitude towards the
Chrysalis, the only literary
effort on campus, is typical of
the mental constipation of
student government
everywhere.
v I heartily agree with SGA
that they should not be funding the literary magazine.
Someone with some sense
and, more importantly,
sensitivity should be doing it.
I shudder to think what the
thing would look like if that
gang got ahold of it.
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with care," she said.
Norlyn Bodkin, a botanist
in the biology department,

said the college should be
landscaped in the tradition of
state plants first and then
exotics should be added.
The college should plant
native plants of the state, such
as American maples, instead
of "foreign ornamental
hybrids." such as Norwegian
maples or Chinese elms, he
said.
certain conditions would have
to be developed, such as
making the soil more fertile,
he said.
The college would then
need a person knowledgable
about arboretum plants to
care for them, said Bodkin.
Plants representing
"various plant families" that

could be planted in an arboretum include orchids,
jack-in-the pulpit, bloodroot,
violets, ferns, flowering
shrubs, native trees and
primitive vascular plants,
such as ground pine and
ground cedar, according* to
Bodkin.
About ten "well-selected"
acres would be enough land
for an arboretum, he said.
Trails would have to be
developed and information
marker and trail signs made.
"The college could have a
beautiful, aesthetic arboretum that people could
enjoy for a nominal amount,"
Bodkin said ,
not for
"thousands of dollars."

Garber recreates Dating Game
By ZELDA TERRY
resemble? "Dopey-it's just that sheepish
Residents of Garber Hall recreated the
look."
infamous Dating Game Thursday before more
Overall, the replies to the questions were
than 250 attentive and boisterous students
short, obviously spontaneous" and, in many
gathered in the dorm's main lounge.
instances sarcastic.
The Garber lounge was decorated with
Much of the color of the event was due to the.,
diverse fa.shions'"exhibtted, eveiythihg hum
colorful posters and signs, and a multi-level,
stage with a partition to keep the three con1 ' blue jeans to a tuxedo, worn by the M.C. Some
testants anonymous to the person choosing his
of the female contestants wore short, sexy
or her date.
dresses with daring, plunging necklines, while
Six persons, three male and three female,
others chose the more refined, dignified look of
were chosen to ask questions at separate fivea below-the-knee length skirt with matching
minute intervals, making six different shows.
blazer.
Humor predominated the event. The
The questions were provided by the participants themselves. In some instances it was
audience broke out in laughter several times
as contestants tripped over microphone cords,
quite obvious that no producer helped write the
questions, as was the policy on the original
and as one bachelorette was described as
Hollywood show.
having "blue hair and blond eyes."
"What do you do in your spare time other
The audience participated by shouting
than study?" one questioner asked. "Wouldn't
unsolicited comments and responses to
you like to know? was the reply.
questions as the participants themselves
Other questions dealt with individual's
searched for answers.
reactions to a panty raid situation. Some
On a more serious note were the six couples,
questions were asked to get an overall imfatefully united, as they carefully listened to
pression of the person's personality, attitudes,
hear what prizes they were offered. Each
likes and dislikes, but reasons for choosing a
couple was awarded a night of fun, including
particular contestant as a date were not cited.
free dinners, beer and movies, donated by
Contestants were asked to describe each
several.Harrisonburg businesses.
other as an animal. One replied "You'd have to
Twelve Madison students now have plans
go to the moon" to find such an animal. And,
for a "night on the town" and will see
what Disney character did the contestent most
Harrisonburg at it's finest.

The Student Government
Association's

BOOK SALE
If a student has any used books that he wants
to sell, then he may bring the books to the SGA
office before Dec. 16. (Books will also be accepted next semester between January 10 and
13)
Volunteers are needed to help with the sale!!!
(Contact Mike Hewitt at 6376, 6560 or offcampus at 433-2232)

I
I
I
I
I

Avoid the "Book Board" hassle!!!

1"

The SGA does the work for YOU!!!

| All the Spaghetti you can eat
\
plus
.
I FREE Qt. of Beer w/Madison JD_|

I

When building and grounds
purchases new plants, they
choose the proper size of
plantings and fast growers,
such as maples, Gordon said.
Gordon would like to see
the selection of some exotic
plants, those plants that could
grow in the area, but are not
normally found, such as a
smaoke bush or a linden
basswood tree.
The college should have a
few exotics, so the botanists
can use these as examples of
various types of plant
structure, "if they are chosen

I

CfS

The used books will be sold between January
12th and 15th in the meeting rooms of the
Warren Campus Center. (The exact time to be
announced!)

(Aren 9t we "Nice Guys ")
'.»'»'; ' ■ 'J 'I '■'
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SideShow

Pesnyary : America's first taste of Soviet rock
'More than a typical Wilson Hall concert9

By JIM DAW80N
The first sign that this was
going to be more than a
typical Wilson Hall concert
came when an eveninggowned matron asked me to
please find a seat other than
the one I had humbly taken,
"because we're expecting
16 Soviet ambassadors to
show up in addition to the
patrons."
Patrons? Hmmm. . .
It was then that some other
interesting details of the
evening became apparent:

'sound deligh tfu lly
.;.-**&* ±*U**frnnx anything
Americans
accustomed to9
The average age of the
audience would lean to the
high end of a 35 to 50 spread,
there were virtually no
Madison students in sight, and
everyone was at least semiformally attired.
The Community Concert
Association's (CCA)
presentation of the Soviet
musical group Pesnyary with
the New Christy Minstrels
Wednesday night had gone
completely unadvertized to
Madison students, and attendance was limited to
subscribers of the CCA concert series.
Although
CCA
subscriptions entitling the purchaser to attend this concert
and two others this year were
available at the door for the

not-unreasonable price of sue
dollars, there didn't seem to
be many student takers.
Even with publicity, it is
debatable how many of the
undo.-25 set would show for a
New Christy Minstrels concert, and it's fairly certain
that the Washington Post and
WMAL television would find a
better place to dispatch their
reporters, photographers and
cameramen if the American
group had been the sole attraction.
What made this show
special was Pesnyary, billed
as "the Soviet Union's leading
pop group," which was
making its first American
appearance. What made it
even more special was the
rather impressive fact that
this was also the first appearance of any Soviet rock
group in the United States.
Prom their first minute on
stage, it was endearingly
obvious that the "pop group"
label was a misnomer for
Pesnyary.
Their songs,
largely
derived
from
Byelorussian poetry, used
elements of classical, rock,
and the purely esoteric in
addition to the expected folk
characteristics, resulting in a
sound delightfully alien from
anything Americans are
accustomed to hearing.
Pesnyary (literally, the
"Balladeers") suffered only
two real handicaps during
their performance.
Their
volume level became almost
painfully
loud
during
sustained high notes, resulting
in some rather ungracious
(Continued on Page 7)

PESNYARY, a Soviet rock group, performs
during last week's Wilson concert. Featured is

^

Vladimir Mulyavia, (center) lead guitarist.
Photo by Earlo Copp

Soviet folk-rock group on tour
By JUDY MOON
They were everything we had hoped for and
so much more.
After all, it's not every day that you meet
the members of a renown folk-rock group who
are as eager to speak with you as you are with
them. •
Of course, the fact that they were Soviets
only added to the excitme.nt..
The Pesnjary are a folk-rock group from the
Soviet Union who are currently on a two-week
tour with the New Christy Minstrels.
The nine member band from Byelorussia is
popular both in the Soviet Union and abroad. In
January 1976, they participated in the Cannes
song festival, where they attracted the attention of a Minstrels' manager, Sid Garris
Garris helped arrange Pesnjary's tour in the
United States with the Minstrels.

The Pesnjary is a unique group of young
men. There is as much as a 15-year age difference among its members. Each member
plays at least one instrument (most play three
or more) and sings.
Their music is not censored in the Soviet
Union because they (fortunately) have
musical interests that coincide with the
goverment's policy. Their director, who
functions on the same basis as a private
manager, is a representative of a governmental organization in Byelorussia that
regulates groups such as the Pesnjary.
Wednesday night, Wilson Hall auditorium
was packed. The program was one of the shows
on the Community Concert Association
schedule. '
(Continued on P*g« 7»

Theatre review

'Miss Reardon9flawed but fun

BOB STEIN (Joe Acker) tries to reason with Anna (Allison
Chaudet) in Ike Experimental Theatre production "And Miss
Reardon Drinks a Little."
_„
•
• 'Photo** Goor** Bowles
IMHIMMMMII
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By EDWINA JONES
Despite the over-sized set
and inconsistencies in certain
properties, the Experimental
Theatre's production of Paul
Zindel's "And Miss Reardon
Drinks a Little," kept the
audience on the edge of their
seats.
Zindel's story tells of the
three
Reardon
sisters,
Catherine, Ceil and Anna.
Catherine (Christina Davis) is
the Miss Reardon who drinks
a little; Ceil (Sherry Ramsey), the eldest sister who is.
anxious to get the youngest
sister put away; and Anna
(Allison Chaudet),
the
youngest who is going mad,
possibly due to the recent
death of their mother.
The show is the zany account of the strife that exists
between the sisters in their
inability to agree on just what
to do with Anna.
The set, a model of Miss.'
Reardon's apartment,
overtook the audience upon,
entrance to the tbeatre-not
with awe, mind you, but with
wonder-wonder of how in the
hell all of the people would
possibly fit in the theatre after

IMI.'/UIJMM

such a monster of a set was
already there.
The action took place at
every possible corner of the
set which made the play at
times seem to be a simulated
tennis tournament. Words,
often obscene, were thrashed
back and forth. But, in this
case, the tension would have
been more believeable had the
audience not had to be interrupted by moving their
heads to stay with the action.
The size of the set was
overpowering, but the shade
of red made it look like an
actual battle had been fought
on the walls. Who in their
right minds would have bloodred walls in their Jiving room?
True, the red was to accentuate the fiery feud between the three Reardon
sisters, but if the purpose of
the life-size set was to create
realism, why didn't this
realism rub off onto the walls?
For 1970, in a $200 plus coop, one would expect more
than
toilet-bound
cockroaches, blood-red walls
and blue plastic plates.
Other properties were
inconsistent with the script

Karen Marcus must have
been pushed for time when she
settled on the black monstrosity of a phone that was'
probably twenty years too old
to play the part of the modern
And, if Marcus was attempting to create an
elaborate cocktail setting, she
certainly settled for an incongruent combination when
she had tupperware coasters
accompanying a silver serving tray, pewter ice bucket
with tongs, and Manhattans.
One
additional
inconsistency in the performance can be attributed to
the director. Closing the cloth
curtains separating the kitchenette from the other rooms
couldn't possible have
prevented Catherine's
overhearing the conversation
in the other room.
One must wonder why
Luttrell
allowed
these
distracting inconsistencies
when going to great lengths to
provide realism.
Those
measures which ranged from
having the actors eat real
zuthini to firing a real pistol
(Cootinued on Page?)
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Scholar talks about need
to teach independence

Lit. class explores personality
By AVRA KASLOW
A man visits his cousin in a
tuberculosis sanatorium
expecting to stay but a few
weeks. Fascinated by the
spectacle of decay and the
aura of timelessness, he extends his visit. Eventually, he
becomes a victim of the
disease and remains at the
sanatorium.
Why did Hans Castorp want
to stay at the sanatorium, a
place filled with death and
sickness? What psychological
and moral changes evolve for
Castorp?
What literary
techniques are used to define
the evolving character of
Castorp in Thomas Mann's
"The Magic Mountain?"
The combined EnglishPsychology 300 class will
encounter these and other
questions next semester when
they are "Exploring Per-

sonality Through Literature."
The class, which is teamtaught by Pat Anderson of the
English department and Jim
Hart of the psychology
department, is essentially an
attempt to study/literature in
light of personality theory.
Similar to "The Magic
Mountain," the course will
give a philosophical treatment
of modern man's problems.
"It undertakes to answer the
question: what is man? It
concerns itself with this issue
from
a
humanistic
viewpoint," said Anderson.
The philosophical orientation, she noted, would
provide students with a wide
range of reading material so
that their discussions of
literary works may offer
greater insights into the
psychological make-up and
motivations of the characters

in a work of literature, Anderson explained.
Required textbooks will
stress a humanistic approach
to psychological study. In
addition, students will be
reading literature including
Shakespeare's "Twelfth
Night," a collection of short
works entitled "Types of Short
Fiction" and "The Magic
Mountain."
To round out the semester's
activities, Anderson and Hart
are planning a series of
complementary lectures from
other departments.
Primarily, "Exploring
Personality Through
Literature" is designed to
give the student background
in personality theory by way
of introduction to in-depth
studies of human behavior
and character, said Anderson
(Continued on Page 7)

Announcements
All announcements
submitted to the Breeze
must be double-spaced
typed, signed by an officer of the organization
and hand delivered to the
Breeze office.
Deadlines for announcements are 3 p.m.
Tuesday for the Friday
paper, and 3 p.m.
Saturday for the Tuesday
paper.
All announcements are
subject to editing and are
printed on a spaceavailable basis.

Christmas Star
The December show at the
planetarium in Miller Hall
will be "The Christmas Star,"
exploring what might have
occurred in the skies at the
time of Christ's birth The
free show will be presented on
Dec. 2,9, 16 and 23 at 7 p.m.

MC tournaments
Campus level tournaments
to determine the top men'3
and women's players at
billiards, chess, bridge and
table tennis will be held Jan
17-21 in the campus center.
Winners will represent
Madison at the regional
tournament to be held at the
University of North Carolina
at Charlotte.
Anyone wishing to enter
may sign up at the WCC main
office. There is a $1 entry fee
for billiards. There is no entry
fee for other games.
CAREER
PLANNING
AND PLACEMENT OFFICE INTERVIEWS FOR
DECEMBER 1976
Dec. 7 Augusta County
Public Schools Staunton,
VA 9 a.m.-4.30 p.m
Firestone Tire * Rubber
Company
December
graduates only 9 a.m.-4:30
p.m.
Dec. 64 US. Marines
Dec. 9-10 Prince William
County Public Schools
Manassas, VA 9 a.m.-4
p.m.
A»

Dec. 10 AHeghany County
Public Schools Covington,
VA 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

English club
The English Club will meet
Tuesday, Dec. 7, at 7:15 in
Meeting Room D of the
Campus Center. Dr. Ralph
Cohen will present his London
film.

Christmas party
The Council for Exceptional Children will be
having a Christmas party for
the exceptional children of the
community on Friday, Dec. 10
from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. In the
Anthony Seeger cafeteria. All
interested, call Pat, at 4863.

WCC tree lighting
President Carrier will light
the Christmas tree in the
Warren Campus Center on
Friday, Dec. 10 at 7 p.m. The
Madison Singers and the
Madison College Flute Ensemble will perform.
Refreshments will be served.

Veterans rep.
Robert Con well, Veterans
Representative, will have a
new office schedule effective
immediately. He may be seen
in Keezell Hall, Room B-2-B
each Monday and Wednesday
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Mr. Conwell will also be in
Godwin
Hall
during
ngjstntion Jan. 10 and 11.

Photo lecture
Ralph Hattersly will
present
a
lecture
on
photography as an art on Dec.
14 at 7:30 p.m. in Latimer
Schaeffer Theatre.

Used book buyers
Used book buyers will be in
the bookstore from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. on Dec. 15-17 to buy used
books, including current
paperbooks.

By JOHN HARNSBERGER
"If independence is worth
celebrating, it is worth
teaching in school," according
to Dr. Jack Frymier, a
professor of education at Ohio
State University.
Frymier, who spoke here
Nov. 19 as part of the-Visiting
Scholars program, said
education should proceed
towards redirecting and
recreating
value
in
democratic ideals. This would
help us to "understand our
heritage and give freedom of
equality to all individuals," he
said.
Choice must be maximized
and differences encouraged to
facilitate growth in schools,
Frymier said. Progress will
depend on who controls the
schools, ability to create
iniative and social responsibility among students, and
alternatives provided for
secondary education, he said.
"We have taken a thin slice
( of all knowledge) and
compelled the student to learn
it," remarked Frymier, adding that a student learns
"one-billionth of subject
matter available" during 12
years of school. "We must
increase the information
available and decrease the
compulsion to learn specific
points."
"Compulsive education is a
restriction of choice," he said.
"Twenty-five to 28 per cent of
students don't graduate (from
high school) because they
hate school. You couldn't get
them to come back if you
clubbed them."
Frymier contends that
growth versus control in
education is one of education's
biggest problems. "People
(students) who are dependent
are not free," he stressed.
He
labeled
behavior
modification, which is based
on reward and punishment, a

"clear, classic example of
control orientation." Its use is
ethical when a person has
pathological disturbances, he
said, but when "the notion is
advocated to help teachers
control students who are
immature,' it"- is inappropriate." Frymier believes
behavior modification is
useful only when the "individual is mature and has
articulated objectives that he
wants to accomplish."
Control starts with parents
Frymier said. The "intention
of the first person (parent) is
to control the second (child),
and the second responds by
counter-manipulating the
other way." He gave the
example of a young girl whose
parents rewarded her with a
quarter for each word she
could spell and pronounce
correctly.
When asked to
pronounce a very difficult
word, the girl said "I think
that word is worth fifty cents."
Teachers
are
held
responsible for what their
students learn, according to
Frymier, who calls this
"notion of accountability" a
fallacy which "forces the
student to be dependent upon
the teacher."
No one has the right in
education to create situations
where
this
dependent
behavior results," he said.
Five, six and seven year olds
are being given more choices,
but 15, 16 and 17 year-olds
"still have to ask to go to the
bathroom," Frymier said.
"We may be imposing
layer after layer of restriction, restraint and denial of
choice among teachers," said
Frymier, who thinks conditions of work in school are
becoming "similar to that of
an assembly line," and are
producing "disillusionment of
(Continued on Page 7)

Bio. Interest
The Biological Interest
Organization will meet
Wednesday, Dec. 8, at 7 p.m.
in WCC Meeting Room A. Mr.
Dickerman, Chairman of the
Virginia Wilderness Society
will be the guest speaker.
Alpha Beta Alpha
Alpha Beta Alpha's (ABA)
annual Christmas Parry will
be held Wednesday, Dec. 8, at
8:30 p.m., in the lower level of
the library. Activities include
decorating the tree, and a
bake sale afterwards.
SGA used book sale
The Student Government
Association will be sponsoring
a consignment book sale next
semester. Bring any used
books you want to sell to the
SGA office in the campus
center before Dec. 16. The
sale will take place in meeting
rooms A,B, C and D on Jan. 1214.
If you have any questions, call Mike DeWitt at 6376 or
6560 or off-campus at 433-2232.

TKE
presents

The
Christmas
Farewell
Party
Friday, Dec. 10
of The Aufo Aucfion

Advent celebration
The Wesley Foundation is
sponsoring its annual Advent
Celebration at the WCC
ballroom, Wednesday, Dec. 8,
7:30 p.m. All are invited to
join in the celebration of
Christ's appearing.

1f

Live Band and 50 Kegs .
Only $2/Bpdy
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Pesnyary - atypical rock music
(Continued from Page 5)

the
older
Pesnyary's

wincing and hand-to-ear
action by some members of
the audience.
There was also a question
of audience appropriateness
for Pesnyary's portion of the
concert.
Where the New
Christy Minstrels' scrubfaced,
down-home
wholesomeness was
predictably appreciated by

audience,
generally

progressive-rock
flavors
seemed to leave a bemused
question-mark in a tolerant
thought balloon hovering over
the politely respectful crowd.
All of Pesnyary's songs but
one were sung in Russian,
with instrumentation of a
pleasantly exotic FocusRennaissance-ELP tinge that

Lit. class explores
(Continued from Page 6)
encouraged to contribute
and Hart.
poetry or other selections for
Because of the numerous
group discussions.
selections from the works of
The class was first offered
well-known psychologists and
two years ago to ascertain
philosophers
and
the
student interest in interdivergence of philosophical
disciplinary courses, acissues on contemporary
cording to Anderson.
society, the professors anThe class will be open to
ticipate a flexibility in class . non-majors, but students
discussions.
enrolling must have comHart indicated that the
fileted the prerequisites for
choice of readings also atreshman and sophmore
tempts
to merge the
English, and psychology 231"psychological with the
32 or 233-34.
humanistic tradition" in that
Anderson
added
that
the focus is more on human
anyone who wishes to take the
interests or ideals rather than
course but has not satisfied all
on human behavior.
Krerequisites should consult
Students will be strongly
er or Hart.

Talks of independence
(Continued from Page 6)
teaching."
Frymier is a member of
Phi Delta Kappa, a national
honorary education fraternity. The fraternity's main
interests are love of truth,
commitment to freedom, and
equality in education. The
organization believes learning
demands more of life's
energies than anything else,
and considers the line between

authoritarian systems and
democratic control to be
narrow. Authoritarianism
can be avoided by teaching
students to be independent
and responsible, according to
Phi Delta Kappa standards.
"People are the major
substance of our creation,"
Frymier said, concluding that
"we are built out of what we
perceive."
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would fit nicely on WMRA
After Hours. But it seemed a
rather odd choice to put on
stage with the folksy muzak of
the New Christy Minstrels.
When Pesnyary finished its
set with a song sung in
English, which garnered a
standing ovation from the
capacity audience, it was as if
those in attendance were not
only being appreciative out of
international politesse, but
were also downright pleased
that the Soviets could be
"good old boys" in addition to
being artists.
If for no other reason,
America's first taste of Soviet
rock made for an enjoyable
evening because of the
music's atypicality; the
unique approach taken by
another culture to music
already familiar to Westerners but in a different form.

(Continued from Page 5)
The New Christy Minstrels were first on the
bill. They gave an excellent preformance as
they combined popular and traditional songs
with humor and good instumental work. But,
though we were enjoying the Minstrels, they
were not who we had come to hear.
For more than a week the air of excitement
had been growing among Madison's Slavic
Club members. We had volunterred to help set
up the band's equipment and had planned a
reception for the Soviet group after their
. concert.
As the hour of their arrival approached, the
mood for the entire day was set. One student
put it very simply:"I can't remember when I
was so excited!"
There we all stood in Wilson awaiting their
arrival, but the word came down they were
going to be a little late because they had left
Washington.D.C. late.
The Pesnjary were very tired, someone
said. With the 16 hour time difference between
Moscow and Washington and their arrival only
the day before, we could sympathize that the
jet lag was taking its toll.
Suddenly someone yelled, "They're here!"
Even so, it was hard to believe the time had
really arrived. For some in our group this was
the first time to use their Russian; for others
tablished. The first job was moving in the
equipment, so everyone pitched in Then came
a cry from the wardrobe mistress that her
irons would not work on our current.
"No problem," we sent a message back.
Several members rounded up irons and ironing
boards and set to work helping the wardrobe
mistress. She spoke no English, but that did not
detour the students who found there is more to
communication than just speaking.
There was a brief press conference and the
two groups practiced for a short while, then
every one left to get ready for the concert.
Eight o'clock approached and the foyer and
the auditorium of Wilson were buzzing. The
concert began with the New Christy Minstrels.
During intermission, the level of excitment
rose-you couldfeel it throughout the audience
the experience was not so new, but no less
exciting.
It did not take long for rapport to be exand you could see it on the faces of the Russian
students.
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(Continued from Page 5)
loaded with real blanks to
"Russell Stover chopped
meat" that looked absolutely
scrumptious.
"Miss Reardon," despite
these inconsistencies, served
as the vehicle for some fine
actors to ply their wares.
Chaudet's Anna was slightly
demented and she did an
excellent job of portraying
this.
Davis' Catherine displayed
contempt, scorn and sarcasm,
just as she should have. And
there quite possibly could
have been no one better on
campus to play "Miss
Reardon."
Fleur Stein (Kathy Endlein), the "flurry," flighty
neighbor, and her fed-up
husband Bob (Joe Acker)
create a tremendous amount
of turmoil while on stage.
Bob's hell-fire nature was
kept concealed until his ap-

Suse-winning exit. In fact,
face became so red when
he yelled that had his
monologue been but one
moment longer, the complementary color blue may
nave been the next to appear
Lynn Baker, who played
Mrs. Pentrano, and Dennis
Hoffman, the delivery boy
each added a light touch to the
show.
The lighting, done by Hilde
Audeskirk, added nothing to
the play, but yet took nothing
away. Her choice of blue gells
during the closing scene,
however, carried the chill to
the end of the play and was
particularly poignant.
Luttrell and her crew,
despite a few imperfections,
made an honest effort at
producing an enjoyable and
genuinely funny show. And
the result was an entertaining
evening for those who attended.

Soviet folk-rock group on tour
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The lights went down, the audience grew
quiet as the curtains opened and the Pesnjary
appeared. And they sang
Oh, did they sing! Singing old Byelorussian
folk songs, and playing both electric instruments and Byelorussian folk instruents
they captured the audience with their own
brand of folk-rock.
Even so, the real excitement was at the
reception afterwards. The Pesnjary arrived
and they seemed more at ease now than earlier
in the day. And so they should, for their first.
American concert had been a success. They
had received a standing ovation.
The informal setting of the reception was
what we had been waiting for all day. We
talked with them about everything-music,
families, our countries, mutual interests. We
were exchanging ideas-in Russian.
These were real Soviets speaking contemporary Russian with us. They were not the
words of great Russian authors, not the tape
recordings of unknown voices, not the
classroom-stilted conversations. As one
student said, 'This is the real thing!"
We had wanted to see if, after all our
studies, we could really communicate in
Russian-and we could!
Suddenly it was 12:30 a.m. and we found
ourselves reluctantly saying goodbye to the
Pesnjary and the Minstrels. They were leaving
in a few hours to give a concert in West
Virginia.
It was all over; only the clean-up remained.
The Pesnjary were gone, but the excitement
their visit had generated remaid.
It was there on Wednesday night as we all
sat exhausted in a deserted Hoffman rec-room
and talked. It was there in the foreign language
center as we swapped tales and ate leftover
cookies Thursday morning. And it will be there
for many days to come. It was one of those
once-in-a-lifetime events.
As we talked we reached some conclusions.
The Pesnjary had enjoyed their visit here,also.
The visit had been good for Madison; it had
brought new contacts to the Russian department and the Slavic Club. But the most important contacts make, we decided, were the
personal ones-the visit had been great for us.
We had talked with some interesting, talented
and very nice young Soviets.
It was everything we had hoped it would be
and so much more!

My friend Norman
(Continued from Page 2)
been broken up and that the
Harrisonburg Police were
arresting pecp!a.
"Arresting people?" I
asked. "Over a fight at a
party? you must be joking"
'They never did this in high
school" I said to no one in
particular.
I continued watching the
police load the people into the

police cars in the street.
"Hey ol' buddy."
It was Norman. His left eye
was practically shut and there
was blood trickling from his
nose. His letter jacket was
torn badly. I then noticed he
was handcuffed being led by a
Harrisonburg cop to the police
car.
»

"We never had a party like
this in high school huh?
college is all right"
Norman is a funny guy.

•«•*'*
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Classifieds
For sale
SNOW TIRES: 2 steel radial
snows HR 78-14. Nearly new.
$25 each. F.H. Goodyear, 4336559.

DOONESBURY
TULIPS, IT SEEMS,
COME AND GO, BUT
THE DEPARTURE OF
\ BJ. EDDY FROM THE
EAST LAWN MARKS
THE END OF AN ERA.
MORE ON THAT STORY
FROM BOB SCHIEFFER.

typing
d

TYPING:
experienced in
preparing theses-term
papers. Telephone 434-4504
and evenings & weekends, 434.4377.

727 THE THOUSANDS OF BULBS FOR
WHOM THE WHITE HOUSE GROUNDS
HAVE ALWAYS BEEN HOME, THE
HEAD TUUPS DISMISSAL HAS
COME AS SOMETHING OF A
SHOCK. FOR. IF B.J. EDDY
MAS N0THIN6ELSE, HE WAS A
PERENMACS PERENNIALJT*~}

THE THRD GENERATION PR06ENY
OF A PRIZED HYBW OF AMSTERDAM REDS. EDDY FIRST
MNEDTHEWHITEHOUSE
INmTAS A HOUSE PLANT,
WHEREHE WON WIDERECOGNITIONAS AN A66RESSHE,
EARLY BLOOMER.

IT IS HARD TO IMAGINE JUNE IN
WASHINGTON WnHOUTB.J.EDOY. HE
KNEW BALANCE. HE UNDERSTOOD
FORM. AND EACH GPRJN6, HIS LOVE
AFFAIR Um VIBRANT, PRIMARY COUX<\
WASEXPRESS&WnHAN EBULLIENCE
THAT WOULD HAVE DOJ6HTED

NO LONGER. TODAY M MUTE HOUSE
GARDEN IS FROZEN AND LOCKED
INS/LENCE. WWCANM&SURE
THE 6REATNES6 OF A SINGLE
FLOWER'AND WHO WILL REMEMBER
AFTER THE SNOWS HAVE FILLED HIS
TINY HOLE THE FRAGILE GENIUS IT
ONCE CONTAINED?
/

CwttrrY Trudvau

REPOTTW
DURING
HEY,
THENWN 6RBA1 cc**'
ADMNIS- COLOR
TRAWN.. F00TA6E1

1

f

GREAT BARGAIN Ski boots
for sale, good condition. San
Marco Size 7. 50 dollars or
best offer Call Beth 4556 P.O.
3887.
SCUBA DIVING DISCOUNT
Rental, Rock Shop.Blue Ridge
Dive & Craft Shop, 1726 Allied
St., Charlottesville, Only
Hours: 1-5 Sat. & Sun. Phone
804-293-6984

IP-Y

flmLCK
WERE HAVE
ALL THE FLOWERS
GONE f THE LE6ACY
i OF A TULIP IS COM1
POST FOR ERIC
SEVARBlfe FERTILE
IMAGINATION

f

3^

AND WATS
Tie WAY
IT/S...

m
VHAM!. •'

Star delivery
•
I

ANYONE INTERESTED in
room-delivery
of THE
WASHINGTON STAR
newspaper next semester for
25 per cent discount seven
days a week of only 85 cents
per week, Contact Tom Floyd,
Box 1071
SERVICE IS
GUARANTEED!

Rooms for rent

UUULfl
600DEVENIN6.
TONIGHT WE ARE
FORTUNATE TO HAVE
IN OUR STUDIO THE
RECENTLY OUSTED
HEADTUUPOFTHE
WHITE HOUSE LAUN,
BJ.EPPY.

HARRYREASONER'.
5CHVNKV.'-CHUNK'!
■CHUNK'J BARBARA
t WALTERS!-CHUNK-!
■CHUNKS-CHUNK-'!
BRING YOU THE
f NEWS!

fTISMYPLEA5LJRE, BARBARA!
THANKYOU ONLY FOR YOU,
R3RB&NG BARBARA, WOULD
WITH US
I DO THIS EXTONIGHT.. CLUSIVE INTERVIEW! <r

FURNISHED TWO ROOM
EFFICIENCY Apartments, as
low as $110. Including all
utilities. Available Jan. 1.
Lease-Deposit Call 434-8334.

Roomate wanted
FEMALE
ROOMATE
WANTED to share apartment
with two girls. Rent is $80 a
month. All utilities included.
Located one block from
campus next to the Baptist
Student Union. Call 433-9415 or
289-5531.

Reward
REWARD for return of wallet
lost in Warren Campus
Center, Tuesday before
Thanksgiving. Phone 434-2751.
I need my ID.

Personal
FOUND WATCH in front of
Huffman ocSaturday. Nov. 20.
Call 433-7362 and ask for
Sherry or Amy to identify it.

IMM

GARBER BOYS: Maybe next
semester you can take some
lessons from the MEN in
Ikenberry on how to make
time with the Madison women
without having to hide behind
an outdated "Dating Game."
signed, S.T.U.D. Inc.
JOANDELL Have a Happy,
Happy Birthday with love a
friend.

UONDERIF
WELL, BARBARA,
FIRSTItL BE
YOU COULD
TELLUSYOUR FLYING BACK TO
IMMEDIATE
HOLLANDFORA
PLANS?
LONG REST..

*

FOR
RENT-Efficiency
apartment, partially furnished for l or 2 people.
Private entrance, occupancy
Jan.. 1st. Location- Lee Ave.
call 433-2304
ROOMS FOR RENT-rooms
for two female students with
semi-private bath available
second semester. Two blocks
from college. Call Mrs. Rodes,
434-9452.

B.J., I

AJ.,I'P
LIKE TO

&,JMU

We will be
OPEN...

feCT^tf~

The Fabric Shop

For your shopping
convenience, 'till 9 P.M.
every night (except Sat.)

rTAApc

until Christmas.

V.

157 N. Main St.
PV^J

BQOKS & RLCORDS

RECORDS

for everyone on your list! .

,77S"M«O,.

st* '

Harrisonburg, Va. 22801
I Michael Hellberg

703-434-5663

-

THE BREEZE WELCOMES 'CROCK'
one of several new features for the 2nd semester.
We still need reporters, writers and people with interesting ideas.
Phone6127. LAST FIRST-SEMESTER ISSUE FRIDAY DEADLINES TUESDAY
CROCK

bvBUIII«cfci.*Br..tPterk«T

I A\NT GCtolGl....-
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Duchesses look ahead after 8-6-3 record
Patrick leads field hockey team
By JIM MORGAN
Madison College field
hockey coach Dr. Leotus
Morrison looks back on this
season's record with a smile.
"I'm really very happy with
the way our team performed
this year," she said, following
the team's trip to the
Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women Region II
tournament at Winthrop
(S.C.) College.
The Duchesses finished the
season with an 8-6-3 record
after losing in the semi-finals
of the regional tournament to
Longwood College, a team
Madison had beaten earlier in
the season 2-1.
"Sure there were some
disappointments," she said,
"but we gained a lot more
than we lost."
Morrison pointed out that
Madison's predominantly
young team had gained
valuable experience against
some of the best competition
in the East, and had ended the
season with a winning record.
"I think that it's always
important to win a few more
than you lose," said Morrison,
who is Madison's Associate
Director of Intercollegiate
Athletics, and in her 16th
season as the Duchesses' field
hockey coach.
Despite the team's success
this season, Morrison felt that

the team could have been
improved, especially on attack.
"One of the things that
disappointed me was that we
never realized ^our real
scoring potential," she ex-

Elained "1 think this was the
ey reason why we didn't win
more matches."
Madison lost much of its
scoring punch late in the
season, but in the first few
weeks the Duchesses were

A MADISON PLAYER shoots the ball past an
opponent dlrlng an early-season match. The

very strong on attack, and
outscored their opponents 22-4
en route to a 4-1-2 record.
Junior Dalynn Patrick led
the team in scoring with 15
goals in 17 games, while goalie
Diane Ostergren recorded

Duchesses finished the year with an 84-3
record.

Face tough basketball schedule:

Women hoping to regain championship
Madison College will be
looking to regain the women's
state basketball championship this season, despite
the team's most challenging
schedule ever.
"That's our goal," said bead
coach Betty Jaynes, " to win
the state tournament and then

get into the nationals."
Madison
hosted
the
Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women national
basketball tournament two
years ago after winning the
state title.
Madison lost one starter
from last year's 13-6 team that

SOPHOMORE MINDY CHILDRESS fires up a shot diring one
of last years games.

lost just one game to a
Virginia opponent before
being upset in the semi-finals
of the Virginia Federation of
Intercollegiate Sports for
Women
tournament
by
Longwood. Madison was
seeded number one in that
tournament.
The Duchesses need all of
their experience and strong
support from the bench if they
are to match last season's
record, according to Jaynes.
The schedule includes the
likes of Old Dominion
University, Georgia Southern,
Illinois State, and East
Carolina, as well as Virginia,
Wake Forest, North Carolina,
Maryland, North Carolina
State and South Carolina in
the annual University of
Virginia Invitational Tournament.
The Duchesses will be led by
All-America choice Katherine
Johnson, a S-foot-8 senior and
a three year starter who holds
the Duchesses' records for
career scoring and rebounding. Last season she became
the first woman in Madison
history to score more than
1,000 career points. Johnson
has scored 1,036 points in 64
games at Madison.
Joining Johnson in the
starting lineup at the post will
be Bette Nataro, a 5-8 junior,
who averaged nearly 10 points
a game last season. She will
be joined in the front court by
Mendy Childress, a 5-10%
center, and Kathy Peter, a 510 center. The pair averaged
over 16 points and 16 rebounds
a game last season.
Anna Harvey, a 5-2 guard,
who plays agressive defense,
will probably start in the back
court Guard Lynn Abbott, a
senior who has been slowed by
a preseason Injury, and Cindy

Livesay, also a senior who has
been hampered by injuries
much of her career, will share
the team captainship with
Johnson.
Sophomore transfer Sharon
Cessna and freshmen Patty
Bell, Kim Miley and Cindy
Waddell will give the
Duchesses depth.

seven shutouts. Kathy. McC'leaf. who missed several
games, added 6 goals. In 1975
she led the team with 17 goals.
All three return next season.
With a nucleus of experienced players returning,
Morrison feels that the
Duchesses should go to the
AIAW national tournament
next season. She added that
she had hoped the team would
have gotten that far this year.
Last year Madison hosted the
national tournament.
In the regional tournament
Madison opened with a 4-0 win
over High Point College, but
fell to Longwood. William &
Mary, who Madison tied
earlier in the season, won the
regional with a 1-0 win over
the University of Virginia.
However, participating in the
regional was not the highlight
of the season, according to
Morrison.
"Our tie with William &
Mary on the astroturf was the
best day the team had all
season," she said. "It wasn't
that Madison alone played
well, but both teams looked
extremely good."
"It was just outstanding
hockey that was very enjoyable to watch," she added.
The low point of the season
was the 1-0 loss to Towson
during a driving rainstorm.
Madison was forced to cancel
a match with Maryland- the
same weekend because of the
weather.
"The entire weekend was
just a disaster," she said. "It
seems that we're not good
mudders."
In Madison's 52nd year of
field hockey play, the
Duchesses and Morrison are
happy about last season, but
already looking ahead to next
year.
"I hope to think that we'll be
improved," she explained.
With a strong team returning
and the prospects of good
weather, the Duchesses
should be.
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SPORTS
SPECIAL
The SPORTS SPECIAL is a joint project of
The Breeze sports staff and members of a
Communication Arts 580 class: Preparing
the Sports Feature.
Class members are Sandy Amann, Annie
Berlin, Steve Buckhantz, Ed Budds, Edward
Connors, Mark Davison. Becky Furbush, Bob
Grimesey, John Harnsberger, Tom Joyce,
Tim Killoran. Linda McCready. Gary
Michael, Judy Moon, Walt Morgan, Jim
Morgan, Bobby Morgan. Tim O'Leary, Frank
Rathbun. Jeff' Raymond, Wade Starling.
Georgia Stelluto. and Ken Terrell.
The Breeze sports editors are Jim Morgan
and Wade Starling.
Advisor is Alan
Neckowitz.
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Walt Morgan and Mark Davison were the
principal photographers for the sports
feature. A special thanks to the regular photo
staff of The Breeze for their contributions.
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Division Irecruiting difficult:
X,

Madison basketball ahead of coach's goals
By JOHN HARNSBERGER
Madison
College's
basketball team has not only
achieved the goals set by
coach Lou Campanelli when
he came to Madison four
years ago. it has surpassed
them.
Campanelli's goals included building a winning
program with student athletes
and reaching the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
Division II tournament in four
or five years..
The Dukes have more than
reached those goals, winning
73 of 104 games and participating in the NCAA
tournament twice in the four
years Campanelli has been
here. Also, every Madison
basketball
player
has
graduated with his class,
according to the coach.
Last
season
Madison
played five Division I teams,
defeating two of them, VMI
and East Tennessee State.
This season's schedule includes 11 Division I teams.
The caliber of Madison
players has increased, but
Campanelli maintains a
cautious outlook toward the
upgraded schedule.
"The fans have to realize
we're not going to have the
same success in terms of
winning and losing as our
schedule gets tougher," he
said.
Dean Ehlers, athletic
director, projects a similar
view. "If we're going to judge
success only by winning and
losing, Madison is in trouble,"
he said.

To be competitive with
most of the teams on the
present schedule. Madison
has had to recruit top notch
players. That process was
four years ago when Sherman
Dillard, John Cadman and
Van Snowden were persuaded
to enroll at Madison.
Organized recruiting is one
of the keys to maintaining a
winning program. "We have

Ehlers looks to scheduling
problems encountered by
schools like Madison at the
Division II level. "If we don't
go Division I, who are we
going to play?" he said.
Madison's membership application to the Mason-Dixon
Conference was rejected.
Probably the biggest factor
in moving to Division I is
pride.
Many
people

Ht'a tough to rt'cmil players

without another fieldhouse'
to have someone experienced
to step in" when the front line
players graduate, Campanelli
said.
Moving to Division I will
not help recruiting, according
to Campanelli. "If we have to
keep these same (academic)
standards at Division I, we
will lose a lot of blue chip
players," he said.
Academic standards at
many Division I schools are
more lenient than Madison's,
Campanelli said. "If a kid is a
great basketball player with a
2.0 average in high school, he
can get into college with
almost anything on
his
college boards. But Madison
has to bring in students who
have a chance academically,"
he said.
Madison also has another
problem in
recruiting,
Campanelli said."It's damn
tough to convince players, to
come to Madison without
another fieldhouse."

throughout the state don't look
at Divison II with respect,
except for Old Dominion and
Roanoke," remarked Campanelli.
Mention has been made of a
Virginia basketball conference that would include Old
Dominion, VMI, Richmond,
William & Mary, Virginia
Commonwealth,
and
Madison. According to Ehlers,
such a league would be invaluable to all the schools
involved. The con ference
would "generate revenue
through increased state interest, be an automatic
qualifer for the NCAA
playoffs,
and
increase
television
and
media
coverage," Ehlers said.
The growth of the Madison
basketball program has not
been without its problems.
The program has outgrown
Godwin Hall, but education
building and a new library are
the
college's
building
priorities.

"Other needs on campus
have to be met before a new
fieldhouse," Ehlers said. But
this doesn't help the situation
now encountered in Godwin
Hall, where scheduling
problems affect practices and
classes.
"Our building is an
educational building," said
Ehlers. "We need to get
athletes out of Godwin."
Until Madison can get a
building with a much greater
seating capacity, success in
recruiting
outstanding
basketball talent may be
difficult. "We have recruited
as good as student athlete as
we can now," Campanelli
said.
"We run into problems with
basketball traditions," said
Campanelli, referring the
recruiting battle with more
established programs tfith
better facilities. "We are
constantly fighting this," he
said.
Whatever the problems
encountered at Division I, it is
quite possible the coaching
staff will take the blame.
"Coaches are paid to make
decision. They have more at
stake than anyone in the game
based on winning or losing,"
said Ehlers, a former coach._,
Coaches must project good
images to both players and
fans. If those images are not
accepted, problems develop.
"When I left the bench and
went up into the stands, I sat
with a bunch of declared
experts," quipped Ehlers. He
said it is easy for a fan to have
h indsight, "but a coach has to

act and make decisions before
he knows what will happen."
Campanelli
has
been
criticized in the past for
playing what some people call
a "control" game. He said
that people confuse the control
game and the running game.
The head coach wonders how
some people can label his
style of basketball controlled
when the Dukes averaged 80
points a game last year.
Campanelli said his team
plays basketball according to
what the opposing team does.
Madison didn't score over 100
points in the VCAA championship game against St.
Pauls two years ago playing a
"controlled" game, he said.
And Sherman Dillard's 29
points in the first half against
Elon last season certainly is
an example of the running
-game.
Campanelli
believes
basketball games are won by
several factors. "Playing with
control and emotion, making
split-second decision, and
having poise in the last
minutes of a contest are most
important," he said. "One
breakdown can make the
difference between winning
and losing."
Student support is considered of equal value.
Campanelli said support for
the Dukes reached a peak last
year, and called it "utterly
fantastic." He said that it was
an intimidating factor for the
visiting teams and helped
Madison win two or three
games they might not have
won.

Dillard driven by a love for basketball
By JOHN HARNSBERGER
How ironic it was that watches were being
presented, because time would determine
whether Sherman Dillard would display his
skills this basketball season.
Dillard, an All-America the previous three
seasons, accepted his gift in a precarious way
before fans at CharTottesville's University
Hall. He was a non-participant in the tip-off
tournament because fate had caught up to him
for the second time in the past two seasons.
Last year it was a knee, and this year an
injury that was aggravated before it was
healed. "I think everybody (all athletes!)
wonders about these injuries. Up until the last
two years, all my Injuries were minor. Last
year was (he first time I missed a ballgame
because of injury," Dillard said.
A stress fracture of the fifth metatarsal
bone in the foot probably wouldn't meanmuch
to most people, but that injury is provoking the
biggest decision Dillard has ever made in his
basketball career. He has to choose between a
partial season this year, or "redshirting" so
he would be eligible to play next year. It is a
decision that has not been made, because he
can't be sure how fast the foot will heal.
Dillard has specific goals he wants to accomplish before leaving Madison College. He
wants to have a career total of 2000 points, to be
a bonafide Ail-American instead of honorable
mention, and improve.what he termed his
"inabilities." They include defense, ballhandling, and aggressiveness.
If Dillard did wait to next season to play, it
would provide one distinct advantage for him.
He wants to play professional basketball and
playing the entire season would give him more
exposure to pro scouts. "If I play 10 games
(this year) and average 25 or 30 points, it's
cool. But it would be unfair to myself if I came
back half-assed," he said. Dillard said he
would be able to "go all out" if the injury was
completely healed, but it would take him two
or three games to get his rhythm back.
Although Dillard has not been contacted
personally by any professional scouts, he said,
[i have this feeling that somebody has contacted Coach Campanelli." The scouts "have
•watted'to'Me'fcowlean-do against Division I

teams," be added. Dillard remarked that be
would prefer to play pro ball out west, but
"wouldn't mind playing anywhere."
Pro scouts have in fact contacted Madison's
athletic- department in regard to Dillard
Several inquiries have been made and one
group has requested a film.

One General Manager of an NBA team said
after Dillard's junior season that he was, "pro
material and should be drafted if he had a good
senior season."
If he can't play professional or European
basketball. Dillard will attend graduate school
in physical education or education. "I would
then teach or coach somewhere if I received a
good job offer," he noted.
While those goals are most important to
Dillard, his experiences at Madison College

have given him the chances to achieve them.
Although he has a 3.6 cumulative average,
Dillard said, "my basketball really got me in
school. Right now, I'm working for basketball.
The name I made for myself in basketball
could be enough to get me a job in future
years." Dillard has received state and
national attention because of his basketball
skills.
'
When Dillard first came to Madison, he was
"kind of skeptical" how things would be. "My
freshman year I thought I could play on a
freshman team or junior varsity. I didn't have
any idea I would be scoring 20 points a game,"
he said.
These 20 points a game helped lead Madison
to playoff bids during his freshman and junior
years. "It's just an honor being in playoff
games," he said. Dillard also considers his
1000 point performance, two games of 40 points
or more, and his bank shot that won the
Madison Invitational in 1974 as thrills of Us
career. He also noted that the addition of
Ernie Nestor to the Madison coaching staff had
a special meaning to him.
Nestor was
Dillard's high school coach at Bassett, Va.
While basketball is not all thrills and
rewards for Dillard, he tries to enjoy even the
arduous tasks. "In practice, you say put out as
much as you can in two or three hours.
Practice has carry-over value. If you practice
bad, you play bad," he said. "If you are
proficient, you can motivate yourself." Dillard
doesn't particularly enjoy pre-season, but says
he "loves the game from December to
February."
The publicity Dillajd has received has also
caused him problems. "If we go out of town,
certain people don't like me and tick me off
because I'm Sherman Dillard. They want to
destroy my image. People think they can build
up their ego by saying something that I did
wrong." He labeled these people "ignorant "
Dillard said he has "made a lot of friends
and enemies at Madison." While admitting
that external rewards and recognition have
something to do with motivation to play
basketball, Dillard stresses another factor. He
has a genuine love for basketball and all
sports.
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Madison College. Friday. October 31,1952

Welcome Hockey Players!
Virginia Colleges Will
Send Players Here
For Hockey Tourney
by Celeste Ulrich
For two thrill packed days women's
field hockey will reign as queen of
sports at Madison College. This year
the Virginia State Tournament of the
Virginia Field Hockey Association is
being held at Madison College on
October 31 and November. 1.
Field hockey has been gaining in
popularity during the last decade and
hundreds of school girls, college woHere's the home team yarsity with all your hockey favorites: (left to rifht) Dot Harris, RH; Dorothy Shef- men, housewives, professional women
field, RW; Margaret Plumb, CH; Mary Ann Henley, G.; Anne Wilshire, RF; Gwen Hockman, CF; Jane Wine, and even a few men are now ardent
RI- Jane Longanccker, substitute RH; Rutty Turner, LW; Grace Mat*, LH; and Betty Sorenson, LI.
participants.
Hockey Old Sport
It is believed that hockey was an integral part of the sports scene years
before the Christian era. Old Greek
Friday, October 31
plaques, dating as far back as 500 B.
State Hockey Tournament
C, depict scense with youths participat
Saturday, November 1
ing in hockey.
7:00
p.m.
—
Singspiration
Miss Constance Applebee of EngEvelyn
Shepherd,
R.
H.;
Edith
Brandt
Hockey squads which are not pictured include teams from Longwood L.F.; Harriet Walton, R.F.; and Elix-. 7:30 p.m. — Farewell To Yesterday — land first introduced the game to the
United States about 1901. The game
College, William and Mary College, abeth Burger, G. Two substitutes are
Movie

CALENDAR

Many Teams Compete
For Virginia's Teams

necessitated dividing the country into
six sections for better coordination,
and these sections are still functioning
today. The country is divided into
Northeast, Southwest, Southeast, Middle Atlantic, Great Lakes, Midwest,
and Pacfic Coast sections.
Sectional Tournaments
Sectional tournaments are held in
each division each year and the best
players, according to position, are
chosen to represent the section at the
national tournament.
From these
groups, at the national tournament, the
representative AU-American Team is
chosen. A second team rounds out the
squad.
This year the National Field Hockey
Tournament will be held at Sweet
Briar College, Sweet Briar, Virginia
on November 27, 28, 29, and 30.
The United States 6rst and second
team represent the country at all International tournaments. During these

This is a typical sports page from The Breeze when there were only women's sports at Madison

From bloomers to Astroturf...
\

Women's sports growing toward quality

By JUDY MOON
Bloomers on the tennis courts behind
Alumnae; basketball games in Reed Gymnasium; hockey tournaments on the Astroturf.
Each of these has a part in the history of
women's sports at Madison College.
Almost from the day the doors swung open
at the State Normal and Industrial School for
Women at Harrisonburg, women's athletics
have played an important and active role here.
During the first year, 1908-09, athletic
organizations were set up as planned by the
faculty earlier. There were three basketball
teams organized that first year-"Scalpers,"
"Tip-Top" and "Tomahawkers." There were
two tennis clubs-"Racket Tennis Club" and
"PinquetTennis Club." The basketball games
were played on outdoor courts until Ashby Hall
was completed and tennis was played on courts
located near where Burruss Hall and the
library now stand.
The Athletic Association was established
during the school's first year, and was
responsible for organizing and scheduling all
club and inter-group competition.
The
association, to which both the entire student
and faculty bodies belonged, also became
responsible for scheduling varsity opponents
when varsity programs were later added.
In 1912, inter-group hockey was organized,
in the form of the "Cherokee" and
"Chickasaw" teams.
A few years later
another team, "Sbenandoah," was added.
Class volleyball competition began during
these same years. And by 1917, a few golf links
had been added to the other outdoor facilities.
The demand for a more diverse program
and the growth of enrollment have caused the
athletic department to move three times since
its beginnings in Maury Hall. In 1910, the
facilities were moved to Ashby Hall where a
gymnasium had been built. In the mid 1920s
teams found themselves playing in Walter
Reed Hall, with its new indoor pool and larger
gymnasium. Reed is now Keezell Hall, and the
basketball court is now the offices of the
English Department Finally, the Godwin Hall
sports complex was completed in 1970 and
clubs, teams and classes began meeting and
competing there.
During World War I, it would not have been
unusual to see students' marching on the quad

and performing military drills at daybreak.
These activities were incorporated into the
athletic program and classes competed to see
which was the best in this new activity.
During the 1920s and 30s, there was a great
interest in sports on the campus. In the late 20s
there were even varsity swimming and tennis

teams. But it was always basketball which
generated the most interest and enthusiasm at
Harrisonburg Teacher's College (HTC), as the
school had been renamed by this time.
In 1920-21, varsity sports were introduced to
the campus; varsity basketball brought the
(Continued on Page 5)
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A modern look at women's field hockey
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'Something is going on' in women's athletics
By SANDY AMANN
"Something is going on."
according to Dr. Leotus
Morrison, associate director
for women's intercollegiate
athletics at Madison College.
"People are getting committed to doing something
active."

This interest in physical
activity is growing most
notably in women, according
to Morrison.
In the past, opportunities
for women to participate in
sports were less extensive,
she said. Since being involved
in a sport or activity is a

A MADISON volleyball player spikes a shot in a recent tournament held in Godwin Hall.

"habitual thing," fewer
women were in the habit.
In addition, there are
sociological reasons that
women are not as involved in
sports as men, Morrison said.
"From the time boys are two
or three years old, they are
expected to be more active
than girls."
However, she believes
women are as interested as
men and points to tennis as an
example. Women now in their
30's and 40's, who never had
an opportunity before, are
getting involved in the game.
Morrison can't explain the
phenomenon of why women
are becoming more interested
in physical activity, but she
gives some credit to tennis
star Billie Jean King and
Olympic gymnast Olga
Korbut. Those two have had
"more impact than ony other
women."
Both possess a
charisma which sparks the
interest of women toward
sports, Morrison said.
Madison Collge has a
women's sports program for
those women who want to be
involved in a vigorous competitive activity, she said,
adding that the college
provides for this in a variety
of ways.
Morrison believes that
different sports should be
supported equally,« because
"people love their own sport."
Although intramurals
provide an opportunity for
exercise, the activity is not
vigorous or skilled enough to
challenge some people,
Morrison said.
"Everyone
needs something challenging,
something that allows him to
stack himself up against
others, so he can gear his
living to make himself better," Morrison said.
She pointed out that the
college provides opportunities
in drama, music and other
areas for people whose
challenges are not athletic.
Morrison considers the
Madison College women's

intercollegiate program to be
one of the best all-around
programs in the nation. It
provides breadth of opportunity and emphasizes a
high level of competition, she
said.
"Other schools are
powers in one sport," she said,
but Madison competes on a

high level in all its sports.
Morrison estimates between 250 and 300 women
participate in the program
here, which includes 12
sports: archery, basketball,
equitation, fencing, field
hockey, golf, gymnastics,
(Continued on Page It)

KATHERINE JOHNSON (light) and teammate Bette Nataro
go up for a rebound.

Women's sports: from bloomers toAstroturf
(Continued from Page 4)
HTC women their first winning season.
The early games were well publicized in the
Harrisonburg paper. In the late 1920s, games
even received publicity in the Richmond paper
as the basketball team compiled a three-year
undefeated record and was recognized as the
state champion.
Games were social and athletic events for
both students and townspeople. During a lively
rivalry between HTC and its traditional foe,
Radford College, more than a thousand
spectators packed Ashby Gymnasium, according to the"Schoolma'am," predecessor of
the "Bluestone."
^
During the early 1940s, all varsity sports
were discontinued due to an emphasis on the
war effort.
Inter-class and club sports
regained importance during this period. After
the war, dormitory teams became the basis for
intramural sports, so more people could
become involved.
In the late 1940s, varsity sports were
resumed, now called "extramural" sports.
Like other women's colleges, Madison, as the
school was renamed in 1938, took up the trend
of eliminating the word "varsity." To many
people, the term connoted something unfeminine and parents did not like the idea of
their daughters exhibiting athletic prowess in
public. The new word, extramural, did not
really change the program at Madison but the
term lasted well into the 1950s.
The public was forming a new attitude about
women iiLsports, or perhaps just exhibiting an
old attitude more strongly. A "social stigma"
became attached to women in sports during
that time. Only a few dared brave the public

and private criticism brought to them by
continued participation in sports outside the
campus.
"ft was all right for women to participate in
sports as long as they were cloistered in a
small women's college like Madison, but they
better have no expectations of continuing these
persuits outside of the campus and sheltered
college life," said the current head of
Madison's Physical and Health Education
Department
At the turn of the century, women had been
encouraged to be physically strong, because
rural life in America demanded it, according
to department head Marilyn Crawford.
Women were to be strong, but still southern
belles. As the nation became more urban,
there was less emphasis on being strong and
more emphasis on being the southern belle.
Recently the women's movement has
helped people to realize that "femininity and
athletics are not incompatible," according to
Dr. Crawford.
In the future, the major change caused by
the implementation of Title IX, a federal law
governing college athletics, will be the
awarding of basketball scholarships to women,
said Dr. Leotus Morrison, the director of the
women's sports program. But there will be
several indirect changes that may occur as a
result of the scholarships. The amount of time
spent recruiting will probably increase, as well
as the amount of release time for the coaches.
Rules of the Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women stipulate that a school
cannot provide funds for recruiting, but
Morrison said, "Where do you draw the line
between recruiting and public relations?"
"The administration has always supported

the women's program," Morrison said.
"Funding for men's and women's programs is
about equal, and any inequities are probably
the result of things we haven't askea for."
The national and state tournaments held at
Madison recently have helped to increase the
college's "visibility in the state, nation, and
community," Crawford said.
"They were good P.R. for the department,
the school and the women's programs. And
they provided leadership and educational
opportunities for a great many students,"
according to Morrison.
The role of women's sports has always been
one of providing leadership opportunities on
campus, according to both Morrison and
Crawford. But with the rapid growth of the
campus community, the programs are far
more diverse and provide more opportunities
for leadership than ever before, according to
Morrison.
There are no new additions planned for the
women's sports program in the immediate
future, Morrison said. The most recent addition to the program was women's track and
field, added in 1974-75. Madison currently has
12 intercollegiate sports for women.
The empha sis in the coming years will be to
"improve the quality of the women's program,
not to expand its quantity," Morrison said.
Even back in the days of bloomers in Ashby
gymnasium, the women's sports program was
a strong and growing one. Todays program is
equally strong, but its emphasis has shifted
from growth in quantity to growth in quality.
In this way, the program is maintaining its
own high standards of quality set down by its
earliest participants.

~\
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Attempts to form lacrosse team 'frustrating
By TIM OLEARY
During the years of
Madison's rapid athletic
growth, many teams have
thrived and become a part of
the college's well-organized
sports program.
But the forces lobbying for
intercollegiate lacrosse at
Madison have met with
frustration after frustration.
"I tried to start a club last
spring," said senior Tom
Parissi. "I had about 25 to .30
interested guys, but when it
came down to footing the bill
interest just died."
Attempts to foster growth
of the sport go far beyond the
spring of 1976.
In September, 1974, Dean

•

Ehlers, director of intercollegiate athletics, told a
Breeze reporter, "Men's field
lacrosse will probably be the
next addition to Madison's
athletic program."
His statement then was
based on the confidence he
had in a group of students
headed by Eric Gustafson.
who seemed ready to tackle
the problems of finding
competent coaching, equipment and a realistic schedule
That attempt, like the one
initiated by Parissi, failed
after a promising start.
The question one would
naturally ask is why can
student-initiated sports like
rugby and volleyball succeed
where lacrosse cannot?
Ehlers said that sports
must go through the club
stage first before they can
enter the realm of intercollegiate competition.

As a club, the sport is totally
student-funded;
students
must get their own coach, buy
their own equipment, arrange
for officiating and acquire a
schedule.
After a year as a club the
team can start receiving
money from the recreational
activities fund, headed by
George Toliver, but it may
take years before varsity
status is achieved.
"I don't think schedules
would be a problem for us at
all," said Ehlers. "Madison
already has a coach who said
he would be willing to double
up and coach lacrosse. If you
have the money, I think you
could build a lacrosse team
pretty quickly."
Ehlers also compared the
cost of building a lacrosse
team to that of a football
team.
Lacrosse equipment, he
said, can be obtained from a
sporting goods wholesaler at
the following rates: sticks.
$25; helmets., $24: goals, $100:
and nets. $130
Necessary football items
cost wholesale almost as
much as those of lacrosse.
Helmets cost $25, shoulder
pads $28 to $40, and hip pads
$9.
Parissi said that he had
arranged a deal -with a
wholesaler whereby each club
lacrosse player could purchase a stick, helmet and
gloves for the nominal cost of
$30~far below normal prices.
But students who had ex[tressed an interest in club
acrosse balked when such
serious planning occurred.
Ehlers called on interested
students to assume more
responsibility in starting a
men's lacrosse team.
"If students take the ball
and run with it, then we'll get
involved," Ehlers said. "With
the change to Division I, we're
going to have to guild our
present programs. It's going
to be a little harder to build
new varsity sports," he said.
Lacrosse would be a
natural for Madison, according to Ehlers. It could be
revenue producing sport, he

said. Other schools draw good(
crowds for their games.
"Too many people nave
talked to me about lacrosse."
Ehlers said. "We need a doer,
someone who does a service to
lacrosse rather than just
talking about it," he said.
But are there people out
there able to carry on the fight
to gain men's lacrosse at
Madison?
•, \

Parissi.
a
physical
education major,
must
student teach this semester.
Gustafson hopes to see
something worked out by this
' spring, but he is apprehensive
due to lack of funds.
The problem Ehlers faces
is whether to put money into
new or existing sports. The
students would have to risk

forming a club without
financial backing, something
neither volleyball nor rugby
need to do due to their Tow
equipment prices.
Neither group has been
able to solve the problem b:
taking
necessary
a
ministrative steps, something
that could wreck any chance
of gaining men's lacrosse at
Madison College.

I
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Interest in lacrosse expanding
* By ANNIE BERLIN
Lacrosse, a graceful sport
first played by the Indians of
North America, may well be
the fastest growing sport in
America.
As an organized sport,
Lacrosse had
sporadic
beginnings. Played among
the Eastern Algonquin tribes
in the St. Lawrence River
valley, primitive lacrosse was
a mass game played with
anywhere from 100 to 1,000
participants.
The goals were often set
miles apart in the country
sides or wooded areas.
Although the game was a
means of recreation for the
Indians, lacrosse also served
to train warriors and observe
religious activities.
The birth of modern
lacrosse was not apparent
until 1834 \n Montreal,
Canada.
]
The Iroquois Indians introduced the game as a field
sport at the St. Pierre race
course, with each team
consisting of seven men.
Some 22 years later The
Montreal Lacrosse Club was
formed, and by 1867 approximately 80 teams were
organized.
The early Canadian code of
lacrosse slowly gained a
foothold in the United States.
By the end of the Civil War,
the United States was
prepared for the introduction
of the new game and lacrosse
clubs began organizing
primarily in New York.
The
development
of
lacrosse as an organized sport
was a slow and tedious

THE BODY SHOP
wishes the Dukes
a successful basketball
season!

process. Indeed, almost 100
finesse in stickwork is
years elapsed before lacrosse
essential, Luce said.
was introduced at Madison
In order to insure and
strengthen stickwork, Luce
College.
Under the direction of
emphasizes "hard concoach Janet Luce, an Ursinus
ditioning on the fundamentals
and Smith College graduate,
of the game."
the Madison College women's
The
fundamentals
of
lacrosse team displays speed,
lacrosse, Luce said, are
grace and smooth teamwork.
natural functions of the
Hampered by injuries
human body. Running in an
during the latter part of last
upright position, catching the
year's season, Madison's
ball in the crosse and adover-all record was 5 and 4,
justing field position are
with l tie and two losses in the
essentially natural reactions
state tournament.
which require physical _
Madison competes in the .—«ipltr:c tfw«a.J .eSUlt is a " - ^
seemingly effortless, graceful
Southern District, with games
form on the playing field.
sn»heduled
throughout
Virginia, Pennsylvania, New
Spectator interest in
York and New England.
lacrosse is rapidly spreading
Each team consists of 12
as the sport becomes adopted
players operating on 110 by 50
by more and more nigh
yard field. Games are 50
schools and colleges.
minutes in duration.
On the latter level, lacrosse
Standard lacrosse equippresents a mixture of college
ment consists of a stick, or
and club competition. Since
crosse, and a rubber sponge
there are not a large number
ball weighing approximately
of college teams, those with
five and one-fourth ounces.
teams need the competition
The crosse is four feet long
the club teams provide.
and nine inches in its widest
Interest in this old Indian
point, and is made of wood or
game will continue to grow as
synthetic material.
additional college and clubs
Lacrosse requires "good
team develop. Luce envisions
footwork and speed for both
the spectator appeal to grow
the offensive and defensive
at Madison College.
player," according to coach
"With
the
graceful
Luce. Although the offensive'
movements of lacrosse, it is a
player need not be quite as
beautiful sport to watch," she
fast as the defensive player,
said.
»»*»**««^^^^
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Dulaney: sportscasters are frustrated jocks
By LINDA McCREADY
"SjHKH ' ~s-are nothing
more than frustrated jocks."
according to Tom Dulaney,
sports director at WHSV-TV,
Harrisonburg.
Dulaney is a freelance
sportscaster who works under
contract for WHSV and
Madison College. Although he
is mainly a studio sportscaster for WHSV, Dulaney
also covers the play-by-play
for Madison College football
and basketball, and for a
number of area high school
games.
Interested in sports since
childhood, Dulaney played
basketball in high school and
college. When he stopped
playing basketball, Dulaney
said, he found it was difficult
to be just a fan. "I wanted to
participate," he said.
Since Dulaney's athletic
abilities were too limited to
participate in professional
sports, he said, he became a
sportscaster.
Before becoming a sport^^^.SCastpfaJjuia■»» worked ao.a..
■ -•^^nssujoWeyvwiin snows from?'
p.m. until midnight and 6a.m.
until noon. He went from
Washington
D.C.
to
Fredericksburg as a disc
jockey and sports person.
Dulaney began turning the
volume back on a Saturday
afternoon football game and
taping his wn play-by-play
commentary'while he taped
the original play-by-play from
another television set in a
separate room. Then he would
compare the two. Or he would
go to a basketball game, sit in
the stands with a tape

recorder and tape his play,W-,
play.
^^*
"I learned by doing," he
said.
He then sent the tapes to
people in broadcasting and
asked them if they needed
someone with his abilities.
While in high school
Dulaney participated in a talk
show for WBAL-TV in
Baltimore.
The panel interviewed key community
figures, such as Spiro Agnew,
before football games.
Dulaney graduated from
American University with a
major in political science and
a minor in communications.
He went to the career
academy of broadcasting
while he attended American
University.
Dulaney
graduated from the academy
at the top of hiaclass. He then
got a job at WSLF radio in
Fredericksburg and taught
at the career academy.
Dulaney's first job in sports
broadcasting was working for
WSLF radio. While at WSLF
iic^anted to do locker room
interviews with the Baltimore
Colts. When his superiors
agreed to the idea, Dulaney
began to talk to the players
after Colt games.
Dulaney
came
to
Harrisonburg as a result of his
insurance business. As an
insurance agent for Equitable
Life Assurance Society of the
United States, Dulaney
received an offer to transfer to
Harrisonburg. WHSV-TV also
had an opening for a sportscaster.
Dulaney saw a
chance to get into college
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TOM DULANEY describes basketball action.

Men's archery most successful
By JEFF RAYMOND
If national tournaments
mean anything, men's archery is the most successful
sport at Madison.
Last year the archers
placed third in the National
Archery Association (NAA)
College-Division tournament,
and this season coach
Margaret Horn believes the
Dukes have a chance to finish
higher.
"We have a wealth of talent
returning from last year's
team and I think we are
capable of doing better than
we did last season," Horn
said.
According to archer Kevin

WERNER'S

Wilgus, "the Dukes have a
chance of being No. 1 in the
nation this year." In a preseason poll, they were ranked
third nationally.
This year, the team is lead
by returning lettermen Dick
Davies, Wilgus, Eric Snyder,
and Bob St. Clair- nicknamed
Chief for his uncanny shooting
ability. These four archers
Elus the fact that Madison will
ost the National Intercollegiate archery finals,
may well prove Wilgus's
prediction.
In 1972, the Dukes produced
a rare commodity at Madison,
an AU-American
in Bob
Ryder. Ryder went to the
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~~srte at Madison, so he
transferred.
A sportscaster for eight
years, Dulaney has been at
WHSV since 1975.
As a studio sportscaster
Dulaney's major responsibility is planning and airing
a sports report for the s ix and
eleven o'clock news on WHSVTV. He spends three hours a
day planning for the news,
shooting film and conducting
interviews.
Dulaney said he tries not to
duplicate what is offered on
Washington or Charlottesville
stations. He offers local high
school and college events to
the viewers.
"I put my strength in some
things they can't do," Dulaney
said.
At least three times a week,
Dulaney
tries
to
use
something visual during his
sports report. On Monday, he
usually has film from a
weekend network game;
Tuesday, taped highlights
from Mondav night football;
Wednesday, slides as visual
aids; and Thursday, a sports
feature on such topics as grass
skiing or a local swim team.
Dulaney's features are
usually about an unusual
angle of a regular athletic
(Continued on Page 28)
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Olympic trials in 1972 and
placed third, good enough to
give him an alternate position
for the Olympic games.
"Archery is a team game
but it also pits the archer
against himself," Wilgus
noted.
The game requires a
tremendous amount of selfdiscipline because to be a
good archer it takes total
concentration and effort on
every shot. For every arrow
in order to produce a winning
score, you must have it
sighted in, timed, pulled back,
and released in exactly the
same manner as the previous
shot.
Once you get the basic
archery techniques down,
food archery just requires
etermination, extreme
concentration and dedication
to the game. However, those
are the three qualities that
always separates the winners
and losers in any sport.
Madison should take pride
in the archery program. Its
members
possess
this
determination, concentration
and dedication, and if may
carry them to a championship
season.

Come Visit .

BACK ALLEY BIKES
"HARRISONBURG'S HOUSE OF WHEELS"

151 South Main St. - across from Leggett
434-9484
Is your old reliable not so reliable any more?!
Drop by, take advantage of our winter tune-up
special
50% of our existing stock is drastically reduced for
•■-.-■
Christmas
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Gymnastics:
art and sport

Poise and grace displayed on the balance beam.

By TIM O'LEARY
Several years ago, Hayes Kruger came here
from Mt. Vernon, New York, to start a gymnastics team. The team of five practiced in old
Keezell gym, which they could use only from 10
p.m. to midnight.
Hayes Kruger built the Madison College
men's and women's gymnastics teams
from nothing. Now, Madison boasts one of the
strongest women's teams in the state and the
program has blossomed.
The combined teams got their first real test
of the year last Friday night in a practice meet
with Virginia Tech.
"The women, on paper, should be the best
team in the state," said Kruger. "But we have
to prove that. The potential is there, but
whether we realize that or not this year is
questionable. The competition has gotten so
much better."
"The men have yet to win a meet in eight
tries," he added, "but we think they may get
one this year."
Kruger's philosophy goes well with a sport
whose very nature defies the "win at all costs"
attitude.
"It is an individual effort," he said. "Gymnastics is unlike many other sports in that the
gymnasts is really competing against himself.
He's trying to become a master."
"Gymnastics requires a certain inner
toughness," be added. "The gymnast must
have tenacity, patience, the desire to work
hard and the ability to withstand pain. GymO nasts always experience a great deal of pain."
Another quality a gymnast must have,
Kruger said, is concentration, "the ability to
concentrate on the goals of the moment."
And, he said, "if they're ego oriented, they
won't make it"
Although one female gymnast said, "The
more ego oriented you are, the better," most
seem to concur with their coach's philosophies.
They also like and respect him very, very
much.
Kruger's goal as a coach is to instill self motivation in each of his athletes. "I don't like
to have a strong proprietary feeling about a
team as if each one of them belongs to me." he
said. "I think they need to be self-disciplined
enough to make the sacrifices gymnastics
requires. Ideally, they should be able to control
their won destinies in gymnastics."
But are the men and women gymnasts
ready to challenge powerhouses like Virginia
Tech and William and Mary for state honors
this year?
"This meet should tell them something,"
said Pete Novgrod, team manager and
Kruger's right hand man. "They've been
finding out in practice that they don't have
their endurance yet."
"That's what to night's all about." said
Kruger. "To see who can do what"

The Rings: a test of strength
Coach Hayes Kruger intensely watches his team.
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Unionization, arbitration, litigation:

Real sports action is in the courts
By EDWARD CONNORS
The real action in professional sports these
days is not always in the playing arenas. The
most exciting confrontations often occur in the
courts and in Congress.
The sports pages of America are filled with
technical business law discussions and stories
of union demands, arbitrations and litigations.
Scorecards are being discarded in favor of
Blacks Law Dictionary. A major American
institution, professional sports, appears to be
undergoing a radical change.
Simplified, the current situation in
Erofessional sports centers on the conflicts
etween the players and the owners. Choosing
sides is difficult.
Do you favor the owners, who cry poverty as
they manipulate the lives of players for their
own financial ends, bartering atheletes for
huge sums of money that is, in many cases,
untaxed through depreciation write-offs?
Or do you side with" the players, often
glamour boys who sell panty hose and purses,
many of whom are so enamored of their own
self importance that they seem bent on

Show long
before the public is fed up'
alienating those loyal fans who make their
salaries possible?
Beyond this simplification, a myriad of
legal suits is slowly shifting the balance of
power from management to labor. All of the
major league sports have been involved in
court battles in the last decade. Each of these
organizations has been forced to realize that
players are human beings who can't be bound
to one team, one owner. Tor a lifetime; nor can
they be bought and sold at the whim of team
owners.
But how far are the scales to be tipped ? How
much pampering will pass before the public
gets fed up with the capricious demands of
athletes?
Recent court decisions involving the football
college draft and the Andy Messersmith arbitration ruling in baseball have backed the
club owners against a wall. At least four
judicial decisions involving pro sports are
currently under appeal in higher courts, the
results of which will most surely and
profoundly change the internal structure of
most major sports in the next year.
So involved is the off-the-field action that
Baltimore Oriole Reggie Jackson's prediction
has compelling irony;"Next year, the bubblegum cards will have pictures of lawyers."
The legal aspects of the struggle between
owners and players revolve around the reserve
system and its relation to anti-trust laws.
Anti-trust laws prohibit business competitors from participating in activities that
would inhibit the operation of a free enterprise
system. Some of these dubious activities are
price fixing, collusive bidding and mergers
that would create monopolies.
Baseball, by virtue of an obscure 1922
Supreme Court decision,is the only major
professional sport that has immunity from
anti-trust laws. However this immunity has
come under close scrutiny recently by the
House Select Committee on Professional
Sports, which is to deliver its conclusions later
this year.
Should baseball lose its blanket immunity
from anti-trust laws, there is another narrow
road to exemption. Under federal labor laws
there is antitrust immunity for agreements
reached under collective bargaining. This is
the thin umbrella under which football and
other non-exempt sports shelter their
monopolistic practices. But anti-competitive
practices established under collective
bargaining are being questioned more
seriously by the courts, making this loophole
even tighter.
The reserve system enables an.employer
(owner) to command the services of an employee (player) when he is not under contract.
It continues to control a player after his con~-\ -tract expires and even before he has even
signed it.
The reserve system is a device which
promotes even competition between teams.
But the reserve systems also put a lid on
competitive bidding for players, thus holding
down the salary base of all players. This is the
conflict of the reserve system and anti-trust
laws. By being bound to one team, a player is
»»*^dajM«diha, tight 4a.aegottateJitoaaai»iaaBik>4fct-. •MT* T

open market. The club owners are allowed to
monopolize these services through means of
college drafts and elaborate farm systems.
The impasse between players and owners
has been brewing for many years. Since the
early 1950's, the sports business has boomed. \
Two factors have contributed largely to the
boom: post-war affluence and television.
The affluence created by the post-war
economy provided professional sports with an
inviting market. The average citizen had more
leisure time to spend watching popular sports.
And he didn't mind paying top dollar for
events, either.
Television contracts provided major sports
with guaranteed incomes that boosted team
earnings to tremendous heights. While
professional sports evolved into an American
institution, it also grew to be a multi-million
dollar business.
Meanwhile, the players were changing. The
average player in 1966 was better educated
than his counterpart in 1940. The players were
becoming more aware of their position as
employees and thus more sensitive to the
strangle-hold applied to them by the reserve
system. Unions were organized to strengthen
the position of the players. Union leaders

money imitators in the form of new leagues. In
the mid-1960s, with the emergence of new
football and basketball leagues, the salary
bases rose sharply in a competitive struggle
for prime talent.
The players exploited this competition for
everything they could get. Before the riscrof
the American Basketball Association (ABA),
the average NBA player was making $20,000
per year. By 1976, after eight years of competition between leagues, the average salary
was up to $107,000 per year!
The goal of these new leagues was not open
competition but rather to merge with the
established leagues. Merger meant stabilized
salaries and thus was welcomed by team
owners as one means of ending the bidding
wars. The NFL Players' Association fought
the 1966 merger between the NFL and the
American Football League but it lacked the
unity to prevent it.
The NBA Players' Association (NBAPA)
learned a lesson from its football brothers. In
1971, the NBAPA scored a striking legal victory by preventing the merger of the NBA and
the ABA. The players argued that the merger
would have created a monopoly which would
keep competetive bidding down, in violation of
anti-trust statutes. This was a significant step
in the struggle of management and labor in
professional sports. The decision gave the
basketball players a wedge that would force a
collective settlement with the owners.
That settlement came about this past
February in an agreement on a modified
reserve system. The new agreement allows a
player, upon expiration of his contract, to
negotiate with any team for whatever salary
he wants. If his original club matches the
highest bid offered by a competitor, then that
club may retain the rights to the player. Thus,
the free agent player has access to the highest
bid the market can offer.
It came as no surprise this past June when
the NBA announced that it had agreed to.
merge with the ABA. The players, having
achieved an acceptable covenant, offered no
opposition to the merger. This give and take on
the part of both the owners and players should
serve as an example for other sports.
And indeed it has in baseball, with some
modest pressure. Last year an arbitrator ruled
Andy Messersmith pitcher for the Los Angeles
Dodgers a free agent, allowing him to sign with
the team of his choice. The owners' challenge
to the decision was overruled in federal court,
giving unlimited bargaining freedom to all
players who become free agents by completing
contract obligations.
This turn of events led to a four-year
agreement between the baseball owners and
the baseball players' union. Under the pact,
each free agent, at the conclusion of the
season, may talk with any team in the league
until Nov. 1 about general terms such as how
he would be used in the lineup. He may not,
however, discuss money with anyone except
his former team.
All talk then ceases for three days to allow
time for a final list of free agents to be compiled.

'more changes are due
9

wanted to see the players sharing in the
for professional sports
growing prosperity of sports.
At first the owners complied with the unions
by granting higher pensions, negotiated
On Nov. 4, a draft meeting will be held in
greviance procedures and minimum wages.
New York. The 24 teams will hold a common
But the dissolution or modification of the
draft, picking in reverse order of the final
standings. A player may be selected by 12
reserve system was fought with dagger in
clubs plus his former team, thus restricting the
mouth.
free agent market to 13 teams.
At collective bargaining sessions broke
An ironic twist in baseball's business affairs
down, the players turned to the courts. In 1972,
Curt Floods anti-trust suit challenging the
occurred this past summer when Charles O.
Finley, owner of the Oakland A's, decided to
standard baseball contract and its binding
beat the new system in his own way. Finjey, in
clauses was heard before the Supreme Court
need of money because of business set-backs
The court relied on the 1922 decision and turned
and a divorce settlement tried to unload free
down Flood's appeal.
agents Joe Rudi, Vida Blue and Roland
Baseball was shaken by the pubicity of the
Fingers for $3.5 million. Baseball comFlood case. A battle was lost but the players
missioner Bowie Kuhn blocked the sale in
felt that time would be the largest barrier in
order to "preserve the honor of the game."
this war of legal suits.
Finley is appealing Kuhn's action in court
The reserve systems in other major sports
have also been tested in courts. Oscar
Whatever the results, this stand-off between
Robertson took the
National Basketball
an owner and a commissioner chosen by the
Association (NBA) to court and Joe Kapp
owners is unique to professional sports.
challenged the National Football League
Pro football's troubles are now in the
(NFL). Both cases involved the legality of the
spotlight. The owners have been dealt two
standard player contract of each league.
severe blows in 1976 by federal courts. Earlier
As the players struggled for a greater inthis year federal judge Earle Larson ruled that
£u«QO0r b jg inoney«f>«ri»he4tafta*tf»etiiig'bi» v. w.ww.v.\ vKVMthfeitif-on V*gr iw *«•*■*•>•'
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NCAA proposals receive mixed reactions
Many coaches favor drop to Division II
BY JIM MORGAN

The recent move by the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association to reduce the
number of Division I schools
received a mixed reaction
from members of the Madison
College athletic community.
Several of the coaches and
administrators contacted
support the new proposal
which would drop Madison
back to the Division II
classification.
According to the plan, which
will be voted on in January at
the annual NCAA convention,
a Division I school must have
a Division I football program.
Madison's football team,
unlike the other 11 intercollegiate sports, par-

ticipates on the Division III
level.
Madison would also be
unable to meet other standards under the plan, including financial aid commitments.
Madison Director of Intercollegiate Athletics Dean
Ehlers, who was present at
the NCAA meetings in
Chicago two weeks ago where
the proposal was unveiled,
explained that the NCAA was
not giving the schools that
couldn't meet the proposed
criteria any options.
"What it comes down to,"
he said, "Is that the NCAA is
saying if you want to spend
that much money to be
Division I then go ahead."
Madison can't.

favor of Madison going
Division I and would be
overjoved to see the NCAA
pass the proposal that would
drop Madison back to Division

coaching staff at Madison
hopes the new plan will gain
approval.
"I'd love to see it pass,"
said wrestling coach Jimmy
Prince. "It would allow us to
be Division II rather than I,
and would give us the chance
of being the cream of the crop
in one division rather than the
tail end of another."
Prince explained that this
season he would have several
wrestlers that would have
gained national recognition in
Division II, but will probably
be
overlooked
in
the
University Division.
Swimming coach Charles
Arnold faces the same
situation.
Drew Balog, golf coach,
noted that he was never in

For Madison to qualify
under the new plan the football team would have to be
upgraded. To compete on the
Division I level, the average
annual budget for the team
would be in six figures, according to Ehlers.
If the move passes it would
end Madison's hopes of joining
a basketball conference with
other Virginia Division I
schools, including William &
Mary, Richmond, VMI, Old
Dominion University, and
Virginia Commonwealth.
Under the proposed changes
Madison, VCU and Old
Dominion could not qualify.
For that reason Ehlers
hopes the plan will not pass.
However, a majority of the

n.

"We were a legitimate
favorite to win a national title
on the Division II level," he
explained. "We have the
talent to be one of the finest
small college golf teams in the
nation, but we had to compete
on the Division I level."
"It is virtually impossible
for an independent team like
Madison to be able to compete
on the national level successfully," he added.
Football coach Challace
McMillin pointed out that the
changes would not necessarily
be good, and said that he
would not care to see them
pass. He added that the NCAA
seems to have a habit of
changing things every few
years, and so long as that
process is intact it would not
matter whether the plan was
approved or not.
"As long as we know that
programs and ideas are being
evaluated and we allow for the
process of change we know
things are all right," he said.
Ehlers and McMillin agree
that proposals might not pass,
but NCAA President Jack
Fuzak of Michigan State and
J. Neils Thompson of Texas,
the men who were responsible
for presenting the plan to the
meeting in Chicago, are
confident that the proposal
will gain approval.

Something going on in women's athletics
College athletic program in compliance with Title IX
(Continued from Page 5)
lacrosse, swimming and
diving, tennis, track and field,
and volleyball. There are no
plans to add any sports, she
said.
The sports program at
Madison
does
not
discriminate against women
interested in sports, according
to Dr. William Callahan,
chairman of the Title IX study
committee on athletics.

which
sets
rules
and
regulations concerning
athletic scholarships. Each
school is limited to 12
basketball scholarships.
Madison would probably start
out with just a few scholarships, Morrison said, and
increase the number year by
year, reaching the maximun
in about four years.
Morrison said basketball is
the most likely sport to give

'a parity of opportunity1
The

committee

unanimously decided this
summer that the college
athletic
program
was
"basically in compliance with
Title IX overall," he said.
Title IX is a federal law
which
prohibits
discrimination in higher
education on the basis of sex.
The law does not require
dollar for dollar equal expenditures for athletics,
Callahan said, because the
sports the two sexes are involved in require different
equipment and facilities.
There must be "parity of
opportunity," however,
Callahan said.
Educational institutions
must comply with the law by
July 1978, or they will face the
loss of federal funding.
Title IX will cause some
changes in the program here,
Morrison said.
The most
notable change will be the
addition of athletic scholarships for women, most likely
beginning with basketball
players, she said.
The Madison women's
program is governed by the
Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women (AIAW),

scholarships because the
school is trying to build the
level of competition of its
women's basketball team.
A tentative time-table is
being set up to correct other
discrepancies found.
Both
Morrison and Callahan called
these discrepencies "minor."
Among the changes will be
more release time from
teaching classes for women
coaches, a new hiring plan for
women coaches, and additional locker room space for
women's teams.
The time table for any
changes is "subject to
budgetary considerations,"
Callahan said. It depends on
the Virginia legislature and
state's economy.
Morrison believes the
women's program here is
given equal support as
compared to the men's
program.

There is cooperation .between the two programs in the
use of facilities such as
Godwin Hall, she said. The
sports that are in season get
first priority on facilities, she
said, but when basketball is in
season, for example, the
women have early practices
three days a week and the
men have early practice three
days a week. Everyone gets a
chance at the facilities, she
said.
The
AIAW
forbids
recruiting in the traditional
sense of the word, Morrison
said. However, she believes
the rule may be changed.
In the meantime, Madison
has a "very positive way of
recruiting," according to
Morrison.
Many Madison
Sadua tes are now teaching in
gh schools and let their
students know about Madison.
Morrison tries to maintain
contact with women who have
graduated from here and said
that many of the women
athletes now here first heard
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about the program in that
manner.
In addition, Morrison said,
many members of the staff
are involved in national
organizations, which allow
more people to hear about the
college and its programs.
The move up to Division I
by 11 .of Madison's men's
teams will also have an effect
on the women's teams here,
Morrison said. The impact
will probably be felt in terms
of money and scholarship aid.
However, she said, "the men
haven't felt the full impact of\
the change yet," so it is difficult to assess the effects it
will have on the women's
program.
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Tlay for pay' - the path to competitiveness
By PRANK RATHBUN
Why does Madison College
offer athletic scholarships?
"To be competitive," according to Dean Ehlers,
Madison's director of intercollegiate athletics.
"To be competitive," said
Leotus Morrison, associate
director of intercollegiate
athletics.
The
Madison
College
Student Aid Foundation
raised, and the athletic
department gave more than
$50,000 to 36 Madison athletes
during the 1975-76 academic
year to help make Madison
athletically competitive.

"were initiated on the basis of
need," Ehlers said.
Football programs competing in Division HI will not
be allowed to offer athletic
grants after 1978, Ehlers
added.
This past summer, all
Madison intercollegiate
athletic teams were elevated
into Division I, with the exception of the football
program, which moved in the
opposite direction to Division
III.
Football was placed in the
lower division primarily
because of economic considerations. For Madison's

'largest gran t given
this semester totaled $1,298'
—

This financial assistance
came in the form of athletic
scholarships, or grants, which
subsidized the .recipients'
college expenses.
For a complete scholarship
these expenses include tuition,
room and board, books ana
mandatory fees incurred by
the athlete, Ehlers said.
NCAA regulations limit
financial assistance to these
items only, Ehlers added.
The largest grant given this
semester totaled $1,298.00,
according to Bob MacDonald,
director of financial aid. The
smallest athletic grant given
this semester was for $50,
MacDonald said.
Many talented athletes
have been lured to Madison
because
of
financial
assistance offered by the
college's Intercollegiate
Athletic Department, according to Ehlers.
Madison's Student Aid
Foundation initiated the
scholarship program four
years ago when basketball
recruits Joe Pfahler, Dave
Correll, Wilbert Mills and
others were given full grants
for their participation in the
infant basketball program.
Since then, the number of
recipients has increased
steadily, reaching 36 last
year.
Only one of the 1975-76
scholarships was given to a
woman, and none were given
to a woman this semester.
But this pattern may change.
Ehlers said he will recommend a scholarship program
for women's basketball next
year. (See related story.)
Of 36 grants given this
semester, only 14 were full.
Thirteen members of the
basketball team and one
member of the baseball team
received complete scholarships.
The remaining grants, all
partial, went to the following
sports: baseball, 8; track and
field, 3; soccer, 2; tennis, 2,
and golf, 1.
The three track and field
grants and the two in soccer
were given solely on the basis
of financial need, according to
the respective coaches.
Track and field coach
Edward Witt indicated,
however, that scholarships for
track and field will be given
primarily on the basis of
talent next year.
Six other scholarships
belong to 3 athletic assistants,
1 equipment manager and 2
members of the football team.
The two football grants are
supplemental in nature, and

football team to be competitive in Division I, additional grants would have to
be offered , Ehlers said. He
explained that at this time
sufficient funds are not
available to enable Madison's
football program to be
competitive in the higher
division.
The money just isn't
available to completely
support all sports, Ehlers
said. "Our problem is raising
money to do this. There just
isn't enough to go around."
The central question facing
Ehlers and the others involved
in the department is, according to Ehlers, "How to
;lice the pie? Do you give to

all sports, or give to just a
couple of them to make those
stronger?"
Men's basketball is given
first priority, Ehlers said,
because "it is conducive to
developing
a
strong
program."
The "small
numbers"
involved
in
basketball, as compared to
football, make the sport less
expensive to support with
scholarship funds.
Priority is also given to
basketball, Ehlers said,
because it produces more
revenue than'other Madison
sports.
■Athletic scholarships,
complete and partial, are
awarded on the individual
coaches'
recommendation,
the need and talent of the
athlete, and the availability of
money, Ehlers said.
Students who receive
grants for their participation
on Madison athletic teams are
not paid in cash directly, but
rather have all or a portion of
their college expenses paid
with the scholarship money.
All funds used for athletic
grants come from contributions given to the
Madison College Student Aid
Foundation.
It does not,
Ehlers stressed, come from
general college funds -tuition,
room and board or student
activities fees paid by
Madison students.
Dr. Raymond Sonner, who
has the task of raising
scholarship funds, also emphasized that the college has
nothing to do with fund raising
efforts.

Sonner, vice president for
public affairs, noted that the
Student Aid Foundation raises
"practically all" grant
money.
"We raise the
money," Sonner said, "and
turn it over to the college."
Most of the contributions
come from the local community, Sonner said. "The
local response to our foundation has been tremendous.
Many people in this area want
to see a top quality athletic
program."
The second largest contributing group is Madison
alumnae. Sonner estimates
that approximately 20 to 25
per cent of all donations come
from this group.

H

Women athletes may soon receive
a larger share of scholarship funds
By FRANK RATHBUN
Athletic scholarships offered by Madison's
intercollegiate athletic department have been
limited almost exclusively to men, but this
pattern will begin to change next year, according to athletic director Dean Ehlers.
The policy is changing thanks to Title IX.a
part of a massive education bill sponsored by
the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare.
What the controversial bill does is require
educational institutions to offer "comparable
opportunities" in men's and women's
athletics, according to Dr. Leotus Morrison,
Associate Director of Intercollegiate Athletics.
These comparable opportunities have been
extended to athletic scholarships, thus forcing
Madison to establish an athletic scholarship
program for women.
Of the 36 athletic grants given by Madison
during the 1975-76 academic year, only one
went to a female.

'basketball would receive
top priority'

'?.

This semester none of the 36 recipients are
female, but Morrison and Ehlers indicate this
pattern will change.
Ehlers said he will recommend a grant
program for women's basketball beginning
next year.
Like its male counterpart, basketball will
receive top priority in the women's athletic
Kogram. Basketball will receive priority,
orrison said, because it will be very difficult
to be competitive in the sport without offering
scholarships.
In women's basketball, there is more
competition toteleitf than in oj&er.wprnejils..
sports, thus a greater need to offer grants, she
said

She explained that the department will take
a "go slow policy" regarding the introduction
of grants into the women's program. In
basketball, for example, a few will be given
initially, adding some each year, she said.
Field Hockey, though not receiving as many
as basketball, will also receive scholarships.
There is stiff competition for good hockey
players, Morrison said. "If you occasionally
want an outstanding player, you have to offer a
scholarship," she said.
Apparently, additional women's sports will
receive grants, but Morrison could not yet give
specifics.
Morrison expressed apprehension concerning the issuance of athletic scholarships to
women.
One potential problem she alluded to is the
"morale factor" on an athletic team which
includes some women on athletic grants. It is
possible, she said, that those not receiving
scholarships could be replaced by highly
touted scholarship recipients.
This type of situation could cause "resentment," thus adversely affecting team morale,
Morrison said.
Another potential troublespot, she said,
would be the amount of money to go to each
sport. Priorities will have to be set she said.
"You've got to be realistic somewhere along
the line. A lot of difficult decisions will have to
be made" as to where the money is spent and
who's going to get it.
The equal rights movement, Title DC in
particular, has forced institutions at all levels
to re-evaluate and restructure their athletic
programs.
But although "comparable opportunities
must be offered," the split between women's
and men's athletic scholarship funding does
not have to be "dollar for dollar," Morrison
said. As a result, the men's athletic program
at Madison will probably continue to receive a
'larger "portion"of ~(he available' scholarship
funds than the women's program.

Like
Ehlers,
Sonner
realizes the need for additional money.
"We're
constantly trying to get
more," he said, adding "We
just raise what we can."
Sonner's efforts to raise
money have met with improved results during the last
few years.
The amount
collected has increased
threefold in the last three
Kars, and all those involved
pe the trend will continue.
Why are these officials so
interested in scholarship
money?
The answer to such a
question usually contains the
phrase,"to be competitive."
Madison must offer athletic
scholarships, according to
Ehlers, if selected teams are
to be competitive in Division I.
Yet
competitiveness is
not the sole driving force
behind the grant program,
Ehlers said.
. A successful athletic
program is generally believed
to be beneficial to any college
institution. Madison athletic
officials apparently subscribe
to this theory.
A strong athletic program,
Ehlers said, helps attract
students to college. Quality
teams, he continued, "bring
recognition to your school.
Ehlers has a goal for the
Madison College athletic
program. That goal, he said,
is to be on the same level of
competition with schools such
as The College of William and
Mary and Virginia Military
Institute. "Our objective is to
be as good as anyone in the
state," Ehlers said, adding,
the program has a "long way
to go before that objective is
reached."
Ehlers concedes that
recruiting has caused some
people to cut corners. "It's
obvious some have cheated,"
he said, referring to other
schools. "You can't control
human behavior. When you
have all those people making
offers, where do they stop?
How do you control it? You
can't control the rabid fan who
wants to help."
Despite the illegalities that
occur, reports of (illegal
recruiting practices are
"exaggerated," Ehlers said.
Madison's recruiting practices always stay within the
regulations, Ehlers declared.
"Scholarships don't
necessarily have to be an
evil," Ehlers said. "I amta
favor of scholarships' because"
i went through college on one."

V
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Soccer season successful despite record
As Dukes received NCAi4qpu„f off bid
By JEFF RAYMOND
The Madison soccer team
wound up the 1976 season with
its worst record in six years, 96-2, and for the first time in
five years, failed to win or
share the Virginia Intercollegiate Soccer
Association Championship.
Initially, this year's team
appeared to be one of the best
ever assembled at Madison as
the Dukes boasted a fine blend
of experienced veterans and
talented newcomers.
The veterans were led by
high scoring Tom Hochkeppel,
goalkeepers Jerry Nay and
Jim Abt, backs Hal Partenheimer and Don Reda, and
senior forward Ken Morris,
who has been asked to tryout

by the Dallas Tornadoes of the
North American Soccer
League.
Top among the newcomers
were freshman back Carl
Strong and freshman forward
Jon
Mullenex
Strong

After five games, it appeared
as
though the
preseason optimism was
understandable, as the Dukes
outscored their opponents, 256 while going undefeated.
However in game six,

Jay Rhoderick goes high (left)
Frank Cullen sets to pass (right)
exhibited excellent mid-field
play for the Dukes and was
selected to the VISA second
team. Mullenex throughout
the season came up with many
key plays and was one of
Madison's top scorers with
five goals.

Madison
displayed
a
dangerous style of play that
would plague them the rest of
the season. The style of play is
called "Kick and run" soccer,
and resulted in a 2-1 loss to a
strong Maryland team.
Kick and run describes a
style of play where a player
kicks the ball up the field and
runs after it, instead of
dribbling and setting up plays
with passes.
According to goalie Jerry
Nay, "it seemed that in quite a
few games we'd get away
from'playing as a team and
play kick and run soccer."
How Madison got into this
practice, no one can be sure,
but it definitely hurt them late
in the season.
The highlight of the season
however, had to be the first
match with Clemson, the
nation's no. 1 ranked team.
Madison entered, the game
with a 7-1-1 record.
In that match, the Dukes
played better than they had all
year and at the end of
regulat an time, the teams
were ti« d 2-2. Overtime was
hard fought with Clemson
finally overpowering Madison
with a goal mid-way through
the extra period.
After the Clemson game,
Madison got by Old Dominion
University 5-4, and just beat
cross town rival Eastern
Mennonite 3-2, to improve
their record to 9-2-1.
Next the Dukes traveled to
the Naval Academy, where an
official's decision to disallow a
Madison goal at the final
buzzer resulted in a 2-2 tie
game.
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^••^he fine line between winning attitudes
Is defeat worse than death?
By JIM MORGAN
The words were uttered
after a close game in a
crowded locker room by a
well-known coach whose
winning record gained him.
respect and several lucrative
job offers.
"Defeat is worse than
death, because you have to
live with defeat," he exclaimed, talking to reporters.
The message is a simple
one. In the modern American
society one must win in order
to be successful.
No where is the emphasis on
winning more important than
in athletics, and no one stated
the -case for winning better
than Vince Lombardi, the
former coach of the Green
Bay Packers and Washington
Redskins. Lombardi talked of
competitor!, praising it and
empasizing that winning was
the one important aspect of a
man's life.
He said:
—Winning isn't everything,
it is the only thing.
— To play this game you
must have fire in you, and
there is nothing that stokes
fire like hate.
— I will demand a commitment to excellence and to
victory, that is what life is all
about.
Some people agree, while
others, including a number of
prominent physicians and
psychologists, disagree. One
outspoken critic of Lombardi
and the idea of winning at all
costs is author James A.
Michener, who examined
America's infatuation with
winning in his study of Sports
in America.
"I can not support Lombardi and the coaches. Losing
a game is not equivalent to
death. Failing to be numero
uno does not make me a lesser

human being," he said.
He added that the average
man or woman should be able
to absorb a fair ration of
defeat, and if some superjock
growls "that proves you're a
loser and there's nothing
lower in the world than a
loser." then look at the man
with bewildered compassion.
There is nothing wrong with
competition, but there is
something wrong when the
need to win overshadows all
other considerations.
Douglas Looney pointed out
in an article in the "National
Observer" that competition
appeared to be a natural
component of human life, but
he argued that it was better to
j in competition with oneself
rather than another individual.
Added
tensions
from
competition and an overdeveloped sense of competition can damage the
nervous system, and according to some cardiologists
explains why many American
men die prematurely.

There is a fine line between
a winning attitude and an
attitude to win at all costs, and
it is the latter that has created
problems in the American
society and specifically in the
structure of American sports.
While many coaches agree
an athlete should feel a need to
win, several have taken the
position that an athlete should
feel he must win no matter
what the cost. One example
occured at Florida State
University in 1973. A story in
the "St. Petersburg Times"
revealed that 28 scholarship
members of the football team
had decided to quit because of
what they called organized
brutality. The brutality did
not occur during the season,
but in an off season class,
which the players said they
were obligated to attend if
they wished to keep their
scholarships.
In the class players were
forced to combat each other in
an effort to gain toughness
and a winning attitude. According to one of the athletes

who quit, the biggest players
were often pitted against
smaller players.
Florida State officials
stated that they were only
doing what other schools were
doing, and that the entire
program was sanctioned by
the NCAA.
Such conduct is condoned by
some hardline coaches, and
condemned by others.
"I've coached against
coaches who used such tactics, and I've tried to be
careful not to judge, but I
don't feel that such actions
could aid a program or more
importantly the individual
players involved," commented Madison head football
coach Challace McMillin.
He explained that each
coach has his own way of
doing things and that some
systems are better than
others, and suggested that "a
code of responsibility" be
drawn so that coaches don't
abuse their authority.
"We have to guard against
using people in order to gain

something. In this case
winning football games," he
said. "In football, business, it
really doesn't matter what,
people have got to be treated
like people."
McMillin, who has a 22-9-1
win-loss record at Madison,
stresses what be calls "the
right, attitude," which involves a dedication to playing
one's best, not necessarily
winning. He agrees with many
coaches that athletes prosper
from competition not from
winning or losing.
However, it is obvious that
winning is much more enjoyable than losing.
Every coach at Madison
agreed that to produce a
winning team in a successful
program a combination of
talent and a winning attitude
is needed. Most agreed that
talent is not enought to insure
a winning program.
Jim Prince, head wrestling
coach and an assistant football coach at Madison, felt
that the winning attitude was
(Continued on Page 14).

Balog: Madison's best golf team ever
By BOB MORGAN
When Madison College
moved to the ranks of the
NCAA's Division I this past
fall, men's golf may have lost
its best chance ever to win a
national title.
The Dukes, who have played
in the Division n national
tournament the past two
years, will field their
strongest team ever this
spring according to golf coach
Drew Balog.
"We will have the golfers
this spring to be by far the
best golf team Madison has
ever had," said Balog. "If we
were still Division II, we
would be hosting the national
championships next year, (the
school had received word
from the NCAA that the
tournament would indeed be

hosted by Madison at the
Ground
Hog
Mountain
Country Club in Hillsville,
Va.), and in my opinion we
would be one of the top few
teams."
Instead, the golf team will
be competing on the level with
Wake Forest, Alabama and
Houston.
'Those schools play the best
college golf anywhere and
how can we be expected to
compete on that level without
scholarships?" Balog
lamented. "We have a great
deal of talent, but still the
level of competition that we
will be playing against in so
much better than you see in
the college division."
But even with problems,
Madison may have the best
golf team in Virginia on any
level.
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This past fall, playing
without its top two golfers
according to Balog (both are
transfers and ineligible until
January), the Dukes recorded
a 9-0 matched mark and
placed first, second and Fifth
b three invitational tournaments.
Madison tied with Virginia
Tech, which has a scholarship
golf program, in the 23-team
Madison Invitational tournament and defeated every
other University division
school in the state in that
tournament.
"We can win the state
championship this season,"
Balog noted. "We are that
strong."
Transfer Mike Moyers, who
has never played a round for
the Dukes, is considered by
Balog as the best of the 14
golfers he will have on the
team this spring.
Moyers, who's older brother
D. L. was a three-time AilAmerican at Madison and
graduated in 1974, transferred
to Madison last spring after
Blaying one semester at
ardin-Simmons University
in Texas.
"Mike is capable of being
one of the top golfers ever in
this area and at Madison,"
Balog said. "He has all the
physical tools to do it"
The other transfer, who
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Warm-Up Suits
Specializing in

Balog consideres as good as
Moyers, is Bert Simmons, a
junior who transferred from
Campbell College.
"Bert is a fine golfer and I
would be very surprised if he
and Mike both aren't our top
two golfers in the spring/'
Balog noted.
Added to this group is Mike
McCarthy (sophomore), an
all-confernce selection as
freshman and a second-place
finisher in the Madison Invitational.
"Mike is a very tough
competitor," Balog7 said. "He
is a super golfer.'
Mark Pacacha (junior)',
who has never played up to his
Ktential at Madison, and
ter Pels (sophomore) are
the other lettermen from last
year's Virginia College
Division champions
Both Pacacha and Pels are
erratic, but Balog noted that
each has the ability to match
any golfer on the team, "if his
game is on."
The rest of the team is made
up of first-year golfers that
played in the faU.
"The entire group was
inexperienced in the fall,"
Balog said "But all of them
were able to play both in
match and tournament
competition and it should help
us as a team."
(Continued on Page 14)
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Sports as a game often lost in the shuffle
(Continued from Page 13)

more important than talent,
noting that talent can be
refined and developed, while a
winning attitude cannot be
instilled in an athlete.
However a problem arises
when a coach is faced with an
athlete that believes he must

win at all cost, rather than
face the consequences of
losing.
"Such ah attitude must be
discouraged if possible,"
maintains Madison head
basketball coach Lou Campanelli "A player must
function in a frame work of

rules and conduct, and if he is
willing to just about anything
to win, then I don't think that
he can function within the
bounds of those rules."
One further problem stems
from our evaluation of why an
athletic program is successful.
Programs and

concerned with our players,
and how successful they are,
but in the long run we are
judged by the number of
games we win."
It is the pressure to win
which forces some coaches to
abuse the authority of their
position and push their
players beyond the bounds of
normal competition. It is
these coaches who have taken
Lombardi's approach to
athletics, and it is these
coaches who have placed a
stigma on the ideal of sports.
It was just weeks after Bill
Musselman had called defeat
worse than death, that his
Minnesota basketball team
met Ohio State in a big ten
game. Despite being heavilyfavored, Minnesota trailed the
Buckeyes 50-44 with 36
seconds remaining in the
game. At that time a brawl
which more resembled a riot
between players, coaches,
fans, and police erupted after
an Ohio State player, who
offered a concilatory handshake, was kneed in the groin.
While the governor of Ohio
called the outrage "gang
warfare," Musselman
defended his team's actions.
He felt that winning was more
important than rules of
conduct.
The year following the
televised incident, Musselman
left Minnesota for a job
coaching in the professional
ranks. He left Minnesota
during the midst of an NCAA
investigation that left the
Gophers with over 120 counts
of illegal actions, ranging
from recruiting violations to
misuse of funds.
Too often those involved
with athletics forget that
sports, no matter what tinsel
and decorations we use to
disguise, were meant as
games.
If the game is not fun, it has
lost its justification.

coaches are not considered
successful if they produce a
variety of athletes with a
proper attitude, but by their
won-loss record.
"We're paid to coach and
paid to win and that's bow
we're evaluated," said
Campanelli. "We must be

Transfers, underclassmen lead golf team
(Continued from Page 13)

A pair of twins, John and
Ken Saunders, lead the firstyear players. John Saunders
placed fifth in Madison Invitational among 126 golfers
and had the lowest strokeaverage in the fall. Ken placed
17th in that tournament and
was medalist in one match.
The rest of returning
players are Rory Rice (fresh-

man), Bob Lassiter (junior),
Harold Boone (junior), Stu
Brew baker (freshman), Jeff
Bostic (freshman), Jim
Casteel (freshman) and Joey
Hodges (freshman).
Madison opens its spring
season in the Carolina Classic
at Myrtle Beach, £.C, in
Febuary.
We are taking six golfers on
that trip and right now they
will be Moyers, Simmons,

Rice, John Saunders, McCarthy and Pacacha.
"If those people don't play
well in that tournament, then
other will move up. We have
the talent and the depth to do
that this year," Bafog said.
The Dukes will play in 21
matches in the spring and
eight tournament.
Balog noted that one
problem the Dukes had in the
fall and last year was the
absence of a team leader, a

golfer to rally the team
behind.
"In the fall, we lacked the
golfer that could pick up a
couple strokes in a round. The
one that can make a charge
and ignite the whole team,"
Balog said. It was especially
evident in the tournaments.
Now he hopes Moyers will
provide that role.
"Right now we have the
talent to beat anyone in the
state," Balog said.

Bowl games will decide national title
Undefeated records on the line
By ED BUDDS
The upcoming college football bowl games should prove
exciting, as well as determine this season's national champion.
No. 1 ranked Pittsburgh will be trying to hold on to the top
spot when they play Georgia (10-1) in the Sugar Bowl in New
Orleans on New Year's Day. The Panthers, led by Heisman
Trophy winner Tony Dorsett, are undefeated in 11 games this
season including victories over Notre Dame and Penn State.
Pitt's defense will face a strong test in trying to contain
Bulldog runners Kevin McLee and Al Pollard, who ran
rampant most of the season. If Pitt is victorious, it's almost
certain they'll be number one, while Georgia will be trying to
strengthen their current No. 5 ranking.
Another major undefeated college football team of 1976 is
Maryland (11-0), who will face Southwest conference champion Houston (8-2) in the Cotton Bowl. The Terps finished very
strong with three consecutive shutouts ana are the first
Atlantic Coast Conference team to finish unbeaten in 21 years.
This also marks the first time in 15 years that an ACC team
will go to a major bowl. Houston should prove a strong opponent, as they demonstrated by winning the SWC in their very
first season in that conference. Quarterback Danny Davis
leads the potent Cougar attack while Maryland's Mark
Manges directs the Terrapin offense.
In the Orange Bowl, Ohil St. (8-2-1), runner up in the Big 10
will clash with Colorado (8-3), co-champion of the Big 8. The
Buckeyes are coming off a 22-0 drubbing at the hands of
Michigan and Woody Hayes and company should be ready.
OSU's offense consists of an awesome running attack led by
Pete Johnson and Jeff Logan and a seldom used passing game.
The Buffaloes ground game is sparked by tailback Tony Reed
who has run for 308 yards in his last two games. However,
Colorado must bolster their passing game if they are to
challenge the Buckeyes.
The best New Year's game should be the Rose Bowl where
Pacific 8 champion Southern Cal battles Big 10 winner, the
Michigan Wolverines. Both teams own identical 10-1 records
and Michigan is ranked No. 2 while Southern Cal is third.
Southern Cal earned the right to play in Pasadena on New
Year's by soundly beating UCLA 24-14 behind the running of
Ricky Bell and quarterback Vince Evans. The Wolverines will
get their first look at the Rose Bowl since 1971 and should well
represent the Big 10 with talent like quarterback Rich Leach,
wingback Jim Smith, and running backs Rob Lytle, Russell

Waldens Bar-B-Q

Davis and Harlan Huckleby. This game could very well decide
the national championship if Pitt falls.
In other bowls, Oklahoma (8-2-1) faces Western Athletic cochamp Wyoming in the Fiesta Bowl in hopes of improving
their No. 8 ranking. Seventh ranked UCLA tangles with
Alabama (8-3) in the Liberty Bowl.
Both teams had
frustrating seasons, especially the Bruins (9-1-1-) who were
upset by USC two weeks ago to spoil their undefeated season
and deprive them of a Rose Bowl berth.
The Gator Bowl in Jacksonville, Fla. pits Notre Dame
(8-3) against perennial East Coast power Penn State (7-4)
while in the Tangerine Bowl Big 8 power Oklahoma St. (8-3)
goes against Brigham Young (9-2) in what could be a super
aerial show. Oklahoma State's Charlie Weatherbie and BYU's
Gifford Nielsen have both thrown for over 400 yards in a game
this season.
Tenth ranked Texas A&M (9-2) winner of 6 in a row opposes
Florida (8-3) in the Sun Bowl at El Paso. After a slugglish loss
to Kentucky, the Gators of Florida looked impressive in
thrashing Rice 50-22. Kentucky earned a Peach Bowl bid in
that victory over Florida and will face North Carolina (9-2).
The Astro-Bluebonnet Bowl in Houston rounds out this year's
bowl slate as ninth ranked Texas Tech will meet Nebraska (73-1).As one can see, there is an impressive list of participants in
this year's bowl games who'll be challenging for the national
championship. However it appears that Pitt, USC, and
Michigan have the best shot at number 1, but in thewild world
of college football anything can and will happen.
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Cross country running: test of determination
two months beginning in midnegative aspects which he
By WALT MORGAN
runs the 880, the mile and the
illnesses such as colds and
September.
believes outweigh the postive
three mile in track.
Rejoice, We Conquer!
mononucleosis, according to
"You begin training by
ones.
"There is a difference
Greehan.
Moments after shouting this
running distances of 10-15
"You have to rest the day
between
cross country and
message the young Greek
Cross country is by nature a
miles in either one or two
before the race instead of
track. Because of the layout
soldier fell dead, the victim of
sport of the individualist, but
session a day," Greehan said.
training, but even more of a
and surface of the track you
an exhaustive run from the
Greehan was quick to point
As the season progresses
problem than the lost training
can run faster and pace
battleground of Marathon to
out
the importance of
the "Fartlek," which roughly
time is the effect a race can
yourself better than on a cross
coaching.
the city of Athens.
translates as "run as you
have on your personal
country course where you
'The coach can find your
To achieve his goal, the
feel," is introduced into the
schedule." he said.
must contend with rough
strenghts and weaknesses and
legendary soldier pushed
routine. "The Fartlek is
He explained that a race
terrain and the weather," he
develop workouts which will
himself to the limit, and then,
designed to keep the runner
acts very much like the speed
said.
help correct any problems and
a little beyond. For today's
moving all the time," he said.
cross country runner it is
He explained that the runner
much the.same.
will repeatedly run hard until
'You want to test yourself to the limit,
tiring, then ease off to a
"Winding through the narrow
slower pace.
paths of the countryside,
Speed routines called inMadison College's number
and then go a little beyond that.
tervals — a rest-run exercise
one cross country runner Mike
— are then added to the
Greehan, repeats to himself a
workouts. According to
single phase.
interval training used to bring
Greehan, as more intervals
The cross country runner
"Yes, I can keep going.
give you a better chance of
a
runner to his peak — but at
are
incorporated
the
distance
must prepare both mentally
Despite the pain which
reaching you goals," he said.
this point the peaking is
covered in each interval
and physically for the obGreehan describes as more of
But "most important" he
decreases.
premature.
stacles he will find during the
a "fatigued, worn-out or
quickly added, a coach can
During most U.S. cross
"Increasing the speed inrace, obstacles which do not
helpless feeling," the cross
show "real" confidence in the
country
meets on the college
tervals
is
designed
to
bring
plague performers in track.
country runner must fight the
members of the his team.
the runners' ability to a
level 12 member teams race
"We have to run in all kinds
natural terrain. As he forces
"When you know someone had
over a five to six-a nd-a -halfpeak,'' he said. "This is why
of weather — snowy, rainy,
his aching limbs to follow the
confidence in your ability, the
mile
course.
The
first
seven
the speed intervals are inhot or cold — and this adds an
countours of the course, the
confidence you have in
team runners to finish are
troduced only in the latter
additional mental burden." he
cross country runner faces
youAelf increases." he said.
scorers, with the top five used
part of the season when a
said
enourmous levels of physical
"Ana this is extremely imto determine the team score.
runner needs to peak for the
The roughness of the course
and mental stress.
portant."
big meets."
The scores of the top five are
also leads to a variety of in"You want to test yourself to
"You feel the pain — the
added to determine the total
- The "big meets" are those
juries, the most prominent
the limit, and then go a little
physical pain — but after a
team score. The lowest total
on the conference, state and
being sprained ankles and
beyond
that. You have to if
few miles you don't think
winning.
national levels which follow
shine splits. Bad weather can
you want to win." he said.
about it. Its the mental stress
Greehan, who finished 3lst
the regular season dual
increase the frequency of
"To have that kind of
you must deal with." said
meets.
in the state last year and
injuries and makes the rundetermination you must have
Greehan.
According to Greehan, the
fourth in the conference, also
ners more susceptible to
confidence in vourself."
regular season meets are of
Greehan,
a
6-foot
little importance and may be
sophomore from Springfield
a handicap.
Va., added that the cross
country runner often becomes
"In cross country a team
can do poorly in the regular
"mentally fatigued." "You
want to quit right there .season and still win the imto all major sports, occurred on Sept. 8,1976,
—(Continued from Page-*H
portant meets," he said.
without taking another step,
when
federal judge William B. Bryant
Last year Madison did just
but something keeps you
the "Rozelle Rule," the cornerstone of footdeclared the football college draft illegal. In
going."
that, posting, a 4-10 regular
ball's reserve system, was illegal.
his decision, Bryant declared, "The owners
Such determination is what
season record in the Virginia
The Rozelle Rule stipulated that any team
have
agreed among themselves that the right
makes a winner. "When you
Collegiate Atheletic
signing a free agent must compensate the
to
negotiate
with each top quality college
begin to hurt, you know the
Association conference before
player's former team. Larson's decision,
athlete
will
be
allocated to one team and that
other guy is hurting too. But
winning the state meet for
currently under appeal, opened the doors to the
no
other
team
will deal with that person.
(hose who can -give a little
Division II schools and later
free market for football players.
"This
outright,
undisguised refusal conextra at this point are the ones -finishing 20th in the nation at
A collective bargaining agreement which
stitutes
a
group
boycott
in its most pernicious
who win," he added with a
IVvine, Calif:
would have resolved the issue was turned down
form,
a
device
which
has
long been condemned
philosophical tone in his voice.
Greehan said the dual meets
by the players just prior to the 1976 season. The
as
a
violation
of
anti-trust
laws."
Cross country runners begin
can give a "rough estimate"
agreement contained provisions that
Bryant's
ruling,
also
under
appeal by the
giving that little extra when
of a performer'^ ability
simulated owner control of players in the
NFL, could apply to other sports if upheld. This
graining starts in 'early May,
through comparisons to other
"Rozelle Rule" era.
«. T
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Stith, Slayton rush with style
'Tandem leaves record books full

RON STITH looks foe daylight in a run against Towson State.

By GEORGIA STELLUTO
Determination and Style.
For the past four years,
Bernard Slayton and Ron Stith
have rushed for more than
5,000 yards in offense for the
Madison football program.
Much of it came from the
pair's determination, some of
it came because each had a
style all his own. Silt most of it
came becase each constantly
strove to be the best tailback
he possibly could.
Slayton
and
Stith,
nicknamed the "Tailbacks in
Tandem" by members of the
press, hold every rushing and
rush-scoring record at
Madison.
For the past four years,
Slayton and Stith have shared
the tailback position for the
Dukes' offense. Slayton has
rushed for 2,969 yards and 28
touchdowns in his Madison
career. In 1974, he was an
Associated Press College
Division Honorable Mention

All-America. Slayton has
twice earned first team AllVirginia College Athletic
Association honors.
Stith has scored 26 touchdowns and gained 2,480 yards
in his 4-year Madison career.
He was an Honorable Mention
to the All-VCAA ream in 1974,
after scoring 8 touchdowns
and rushing for 542 yards.
Last year, Stith was honored
as Madison's Most Valuable
Offensive Player. He was also
voted College Player of the
Year for Virginia by the Richmond Touchdown Club, as
well as earning first team
VCAA honors.
Together the pair has
collected more honors than
the rest of the program has
since its inception in 1972.
Yet neither player is
surprised at his achievements
over the years. Stith said he
felt confident four years ago
that he would be making
contributions to the team and

9

'Mixed emotions filled football season
By WADE STARLING
When Madison College lost
its final football game of the
1976 season to Snippensburg
State, it ended a season filled
with mixed emotions.
"I felt that record-wise our
season was successful," said
head coach Challace McMillin. "But I also felt that we
had the type of team capable
of winning any of the games
on our schedule, and I think
we had the capabilities of
going further."
Indeed, the Dukes did have
several chances to proceed to
the Division III post-season
playoffs. But losses to

weekend telecast, and many
people were given the opportunity to see Madison
College football.
Madison played and won its
first game ever against a
Division I opponent. The
Dukes traveled to Davidson
College, once a muchrespected major college
football team, and downed the
Wildcats, 17-12.
^
Perhaps the brightest spot
of the season was the running
of senior tailback Ron Stith,
who had a rushing average of
more than 100 yards per game
through the season's first
eight weeks. But while the

'a difficult schedule, a marked team'

(V

Hampden-Sydney, Shepherd,
and perhaps most costly of all,
Randolph-Macon, left
Madison nowhere to go but
home after the final loss to
Snippensburg ended the
sfiflsoti flt 7*4
McMillin thinks that one of
the main reasons the Dukes
suffered four losses was the
success of last year, when
Madison won its last nine
games of the season after an
opening tie to finish the year
undefeated.
"We played a very difficult
schedule this year, and we
were a marked team against
most of our opponents,"
McMillin said. "After our
success of last year, everyone
knew that we had a very good
team, and people were able to
get easily psyched up to play
us. We were the team to'
beat."
But the Dukes do have
several bright spots to look
back on. Although it was
short-lived, Madison College
was ranked no. 1 among
Division III schools in the
nation by the National
Collegiate Athletic
Association.
Before the loss to Hampden-Sydney, Madison had the
longest winning streak in the
nation among NCAA member'
teams—12 games.
The Dukes appeared on
ABC regional television last
fall. Their game at HampdenSydney Was an NCAA regional

Dukes were losing two of their
last three games, Stith was
held below his average, and
failed in his bid to become the
first 1,000 yard rusher in
Madison history. Stith still
finished the year with 953
yards, a Madison record.
The Dukes' season began
as it had ended the year
before. The opening game was
at home against Glenville
State, the only opponent
Madison did not defeat last
year. The Dukes gained their
revenge, smashing Glenville,
30-14.
The record stretched to 3-0
after a 26-20 victory over
Emory and Henry, ana a 28-26
squeaker over Towson State.
Against Towson, the Dukes
built a 17 point first half lead,
but had to hold on in the
second half as Towson rallied.
Towson finished the season 82, and entered Division III
playoffs.
After the first three wins
came the news of the No. 1
ranking, the televised game,
and the longest winning streak
in the nation. But Madison
traveled to Death Valley,
home of the Hampden-Sydney
Tigers, and ran into an inspired and psyched up team,
resulting in a 21-14 loss.
The next week the Dukes
lost their second straight
game for the first time since
they began playing a varsity
schedule, as Shepherd College
pulled out a 6-0 win during a

constant downpour.
But Madison soon returned
to winning form, taking the
next three games, two by
large margins, to up the
season record to 6-2.
California State visited
Madison Stadium, and left
with a 35-17 defeat. The Dukes
next recorded their win over
Davidson, and smashed
Frostburg State the following
week at home, 44-7.
Since the Dukes had suffered their two losses earlier
in the year, they had generally
been counted out of consideration for post-season
play. But now they had won
three straight, had beaten a
Division I opponent, and had a
respectable 6-2 record. Talk of
making the playoffs came up
again.
Madison was to visit
Randolph-Macon next, in
what was a "must" game.
They beat the Yellow-Jackets
last year for the VCAA title,
and Macon was out for blood.
They came on strong, and
embarrassed the Dukes in
what was probably Madison's
worst game ever. The 18-0 loss
ended anyhopes the Dukes
had for the playoffs.
The Dukes had two
remaining games on their
schedule, both against tough
teams. They traveled to
Maryland to play Salisbury
State, and displayed a
tremendous offensive performance, winning 38-36.
But the loss to Snippensburg State not only left
the Dukes with a disapEinting end to their season,
t it also ended Madison's
nine game home winning
streak. The 1976 season was
over.
A major question mark at
the beginning of the season
concerned the quarterback
situation at Madison. The
position was left open with the
graduation of four-year
starter Leslie Branich. Junior
Stan Jones won the starting
job in preseason, and had
what McMillin termed an
outstanding season.
But the offensive standout
of the season was Stith. While
rushing 156 times for 953
yards, he scored seven touchdowns, which led the team.
Also having an outstanding

season for Madison, for his
fourth straight year, was
senior tailback Bernard
Slayton. While sharing the
tailback position with Stith,
Slayton rushed 156 times for
656 yards, an average of more
than four yards per carry, and
scored five touchdowns.
Junior Shane Hast, in his
first full year as a starter,
gave Madison something it
had never before had—a
running fullback. Hast had a
fine season, running 104 times
for 467 yards, most of them
through the middle of the line.
He also scored five touchdowns.
What about next season?
Madison will not play
Davidson College, California
State, or Glenville State next
season..
McMillin says the Dukes
will have another good football team next year. If they
find an adequate replacement
at tailback, he should be right.

achieving the goals he set for
himself.
Slayton said he likes to be
the best at what he is doing.
He
considers
his
accomplishments as something
he is "Supposed to do." He
added, "I haven't reached my
limit. I don't feel iVe done all
I'm capable of- on and off the
field
The pair has helped build a
winning tradition at Madison,
taking the school from a
winless season (1972, a year
prior to their enrollment) to
an undefeated one, in their
junior year.
Each year, the tailback
tandem added more yards and
victories to the Madison
tradition.
As a freshman in 1973,
Slayton rushed for 1,045 yards
and 10 touchdowns and was
voted the team's Most
Valuable
Player.
The
following year he rushed for
873 yards and nine touchdowns.
In 1975, * Stith was the
team's leading rusher and
scorer as he rushed for 735
yards on 142 carries for a 5.2
yards per carry average, and
scored seven touchdowns.
This past season, Stith
established a new varsity
single-season rushing record
with 953 yards in addition to a
single-game mark of 216
yards.
Since Madison's football
frogram is relatively new,
tith and Slayton decided they
would have a good chance to
play here. Originally, Slayton
had not planned on attending
college. He said Madison was
the only school he was interested ia .
According to Stith, most
colleges thought him too small
to play ball. He commented
that Madison offered the
"opportunity to help build a
tradition."
There are always those
football games when it is hard
to accomplish what you set out
to do. Slayton said he is
disappointed in just about
every game, because he is
(Continued op page *»)

BERNARD SLAYTON attempts to break a tackle.
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Dukes lose finale to South Alabama, 80-77

COACH CAMPANELLI disputes official's call.

Finish second in tournament
s

By PAUL McFARLANE
Madison College came
within three points of winning
their own basketball tournament as they were defeated
by the University of South
Alabama 80-77 in the final
round of the Madison Invitational Tournament.
Georgia State captured
third place, beating Rider
College (N.J.), 104-99 in
double overtime.
The Dukes, who trailed
South Alabama for the last 15
minutes of the first half and
for most of the second, battled
back in the final minutes but
could not take the lead.
"They're a good ball club,"
said South Alabama head
coach Cliff Ellis of the Dukes.
"They were down two or three
times and kept fig hting back.''
South Alabama virtually
won the game on the foul line.
The Jaguars hit 93 per cent of
their freethrows, missing just
once in the second half.
"That's what it's all
about," explained Ellis,
"You've kv.<*e get them from
the line."
Trailing by six at the half,
the Dukes battled back to take
the lead with 14:20 to go in the
?ame when freshman Steve
tielper hit a 10-foot jumper
from the lane.
Madison stretched the lead
to four points a minute later,
but South Alabama went

ahead to stay with seven
minutes to go.
Friday night, the Dukes
defeated Georgia State
University to advance to the
finals of the tournament.
Freshman Jeff Cross sunk a
25-foot jumper with one
second remaining to give the
Dukes a 69-68 win.

Dosh selected
All- Tournament
'That's one of the toughest
shots you'll ever have to make
in a basketball game," joked
Madison coach Lou Campa nelli, "The old 25-foot,
double-clutch banker withtime running out on the
clock."
Roger Hughett took a
baseline jumper that bounced
to the top of the key to Cross.
Cross looked inside, found no
one to pass to, then fired up
the shot.
The ball banked off ihe
backboard, hung on the front
of the rim but took a Madison
roll into the net
The Madison team and
cheerleaders mobbed Cross at
center court after the shot
while the Georgia State
Sayers slowly walked back to
eir bench.
Cross, however, could have
spared the Dukes from those

anxious moments, accorcing
to Campanelli.
Madison went to its fourcorner "tease" offense late in
the game and Cross was
fouled twice by Georgia State
trying to gain posession. Both
times Cross, who, according
to Campanelli, is usually a
good foul shooter, missed the
first shot of a one-and-one
situation.
Despite the loss to South
Alabama, Campanelli was
pleased with the team's
preformance.
"I can go to sleep tonight
and feel very good about the
game," he stated. "I was
pleased with the way we
banged with them underneath
and pleased with the way we
rebounded with them.
"If you would have told me
we were going to be 2-2 at this
point, playing the way we
have, and without Sherman
(Dillard), I would have been
surprised."
Dillard, the Dukes AilAmerican forward, has noJ,_played this season due to ah
injury. Sources close to the
team indicate that Dillard will
be red-shirted, enabling him
to sit out a year but retain his
fourth year of eligibility.
Madison will host the
University of RutgersCamden Wednesday night and
travel to East Tennessee State

Saturday.

. , ,
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GERARD MATURINE watches Saturday's action after
being injured.

<
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Madison ruggers look
for survival, siqccess

RUGBY players risk bruises, lacerations, broken arms, in a scrum.
>

Astroturf questions continue
Does 'controversialcarpeting 'cause injuries?
By TOM JOYCE
In days of yore, teams of
armor-clad warriors clashed
in vicious combat, battering
and bruising each other for
the coveted prize of pigskin
victory.
They would come together
weekend afternoons in huge
numbered fields of soft grass,
and amid cheers from the
multitudes and marches from
the band, would tackle,
block, run, hit, and pass in a
mighty effort to gain but 10
yards more of the elusive soil.
In rain, sleet, snow, and
wind the battle would rage on,
even though the soft grass got
muddier, and muddler, and
muddier....
But alas, football's natural
sod has rapidly become
outdated; thereby carpeting
the way for one of the most
ingenious, yet controversial,
sports inventions of all timethe artificial surface.
The artificial surface in its
three guises of Astroturf,
Polyturf, and Tartan Turf, has
added yet another dimension
to the already complex game
of football.
The popularity of synthetic
turf has caught on. The home
fields on 16 of the 28 National

Football League teams now
have artificial surfaces. In
addition, many colleges and
Universities throughout the
United States (including
Madison College) have
athletic fields that are artificially surfaced with some
variation of synthetic turf.
Synthetic playing surfaces
have not been restricted to
just football playing fields
alone, but have
accommodated other sports as
well. This is the case in cities
such as San Francisco and
Pittsburgh, where their
respective baseball teams
occupy Astroturf stadiums
that double as football fields
during the grid season.
On the college level,
Astroturf fields are shared
between
various
intercollegiate sports. This is
true of Madison College,
which utilizes its Astroturf
field for Football, Soccer, and
Field Hockey, as well as for
intramural
sports and
physical education classes.
As with most relatively new
and
innovative
ideas,
Astroturf has received its
share of opposition and
criticism from coaches and
players alike. Many of the

arguments rising from tins
dissent stem from the theory
that artificial surfaces invite a
larger degree of injuries than
does its natural counterpart.
Dr. William Smith, former
team physician for the
University of Pittsburgh,
recorded a "5(^60 per cent"
increase in injuries following
Pitt's conversion from an
natural turf field to a artificial
surface. However, improper
shoes were blamed for the
injuries, and not Astroturf
directly.
Team physician of the
University of Washington, Dr.
James Garrick, conducted an
indefinitive study on football
injuries and presented his
findings to a House subcommittee
investigating
product safety in late 1971.
Garrick presented color
slides
of
"grotesquely
blistered palms and burned
elbows; linear abrasions;
(Continued on Page 21)

By JEFF RAYMOND
Rugby is a game where
there are no winners, only
survivors.
Three years ago the sport
of Rugby was introduced to
the Madison College campus and the teams, which was
poorly organized, looked as if
it was going to disappear as
fast as it had appeared. It
survived the early failures,
however, and this fall the
team begins its third season.
There are more than 60
players an the squad this fall
and for the first time there is
an abundance of school
support, including a financial
grant given by the Student
Government Association.
According to team veteran
Steve Knzay, the financial
grant extended by the SGA
covers only about one third of
the costs of a Rugby season.
Krizay said that, more importantly, the grant proves
the school has finally
recognized the Rugby club as
viable organization.
The Rugby club can be
compared to the Dukes'
football team in that after just
one losing year, the Madison
ruggers turned into winners.
In their first year they played
three games and were beaten
easily in all three. Last year
the club won seven of eleven
games, and played in several
post-season tournaments.
Team
president Gary
Gazenski believes this year
the team is extremely
talented, and could have its
most successful season.
The game of Rugby

originated in 1823 on an
English schoolyard .when
English school boys began
using their hands in a soccer
garni.
It is played with 15 players
and I substitutions • are not
permitted If a player leaves
due jto injury or rule infraction, his team must
continue to play without a
complete roster. A game lasts
85 minutes, with two 40 minute
halves and a five minute
halftime.
There are four ways to
score! in Rugby: first a team
can- get a "try", 3 points,
which is an equivalent of a
touchdown in American
football; second, after a try, a
team can place kick, 2 points,
the equivalent to an extra
Sioint kick in American
ootball; third; a penalty kick
is worth 3 points; and fourth, a
drop kick over the goal is
worth 3 points.

Because Rugby is an incredibly physical game injuries often occur. It is a
game of contact and finesse,
and unlike American football
is played without the benefit of
helments and pads.
According to Gazenski, the
average rugger won't make it
through one season without
his share of bumps, bruises,
lacerations, and broken
bones.
With such risk of injury one
would wonder why someone
would play in a match. The
answer is simple, said rugger
Tim Walters/The game is
just plain fun."
—»—»»»»»»»»»»»»»—»<
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One of the many trials of a wrestler is the challenge match, where he must earn a spot on the team. Here Mike Hast nears his fate as Bill Halsey forces him into a pin.

Wrestling - competition in its purest form
By BOB GRIMESEY
Two competitors shake
hands and stand facing each
other. At the sound of the
referee's whistle, they will
engage in a form of combat to
determine which is stronger,
more durable, and more
determined to succeed.

One competitor secures a
position on his hands and
knees, while the other kneels
to one side. The latter places
one hand on the closest elbow
and the other around the far

It is at this point where pain
settles in and the competitors
search within themselves to
find that extra desire to carry
them through.
Breathing becomes hard,
muscles ache, and hearts

'fee must have a desire to succeed

The competitors, resembling Roman gladiators, are
wrestlers.
For two minutes they
remain in a prone position,
attempting to throw the
ponent down and pin hk
shoulders to the. mat.
Following a short break, a
coin toss determines the
opening position of the next
three-minute segment •

succeed in throwing his opponent to the mat from the
prone position while still
retaining control, he is
awarded two points.
Should neither pin. the
opponent's shoulders to the

unlike any other athlete'
side of the opponent's waist to
secure a position on his
stomach.
Again they anticipate the starter's whistle.
Throughout the struggle,
the competitors are awarded
points for accomplishing
various positions.
For
example, should one man

mat, the competitor with the
highest accumulation of
points is declared winner.
For the final three minute
period, the wrestlers resume
the same position that began
the second period with only
their placement being exchanged

..throb wildly as again they
await the referee's whistle.
When a pin accurs or the
match ends with a point difference, there is jubilation for
the victor and dejection for
the loser. In victory, the
wrestler has no one to
congratulate but himself. In

defeat, he has no one to blame
but himself. He cannot hide
behind the cover of a team.
Beyond the competition,
the wrestler must exhibit a
dedication found in few other
sports. His sport is one in
which to be successful he must
keen his weight to a
minimum, his stamina high,
and his muscles well-toned.
Underlying it all, he must
have a desire to succeed
unlike any other athlete.
WresHihg is possibly the
most dramatic example of
sport, whereby success comes
only to those who dedicate
themselves entirely.
Because of this, only a specific
breed can withstand the
sacrifices that wrestling
demands.

No Thanksgiving for dedicated wrestlers
By BOB GRIMESEY
Joe Sampson, a Madison College
sophomore, is one of that special breed of
athlete that competes in wrestling. He wrestles
in the 132-pound weight class but keeps his
weight at 145 pounds between matches.
Looking at his boney frame, one wonders
how he can afford to take the weight off each
week. Sampson takes it all in stride, pointing
out, "If I'm 145 on Monday, then I can make
weight on Thursday."
Sampson considers the real challenge to be
the three crucial months prior to the season,
when the 'wrestler must push himself into
shape by running, weight lifting and strict
dieting.
"You've got to get in the habit of working
out. You can't get out of the routine," he said.
"You must beat yourself mentally."
During this period) Sampson eats three
small meals per day, each being Just enough to
keep him mentally alert until the next. He
stressed that at no time can the wrestler overindulge at a meal or party.
"Getting drunk on Friday night can kill
you," he said, "because you have a hard time
getting back in the groove for the next three or
four days."
/
In addition, since Thanksgiving falls on the
eve of the opening of wrestling practice,
Sampson says he has skipped the big feast for
the last sue years.
To compliment his diet program, Sampson
runs five miles per day through out October
and undertakes a daily weight training .routine
stressing arm and shoulder strength.
Sampson, who has wrestled in the same
weight ;cias&.suifle\his freshman year of high

Joe Sampson exhibits one of the many facets of conditioning
for his sport as he works hard with a curling bar.

school,.started wrestling at an early age when
he found himself caught in the whirlwinds of
the sport's popularity in Nassau County, New
York.
He has stayed with it because, "I was pretty
good at it and I guess anything you're good at,
you like," he said.
"Wrestling entails everything," he continued. "You can't wrestle without strength,
quickness and endurance. But on the same
token, it doesn't make any difference how big
or tall you are. It's just how hard you work.
"Through all the mental pain, I guess the
main reason I wrestle is for the feeling you get
whenever you win.
"Man, when the referee raises your hand up
in the air, it's just the greatest high you could
imagine," he concluded.
Despite wrestling's lack of granduer, pep
bands, and headlines, there exists a form of
satisfaction In those who participate.
True rewards can only be shared by he who
attains them with the only benefit identified by
each competitor who interprets what jubilation
or dejection means to him.
For Sampson, wrestling lets him know how
much he can accomplish with the ability he
has. From this he gains satisfaction.
In closing, Sampson quoted Frank Shero,
coach of the Philadelphia Flyers hockey team
in reference to the athlete who is willing to
strive for any goal, saying, "Once you go
beyond the realm of shear pain, there are no
intangibles."
For a successful wrestler, there can be no
intangibles then, because each, to gain his
position, must at one time conquer shear pain.
For these modern gladiators there is only

>•
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Intramural review:

IntramuraIs supply variety of competition

■

By BOB GRIMESEY
There are those that are
short and those that are tall,
those that are slim and those
that are not so slim. They
come in a variety of ages and
an even wider diversity of
talents. They are athletes
within the Madison College
intramural program.
In the semester now
coming to a close, the competition between these people
has received more extensive
coverage than ever granted
intramurals at Madison
before. As a result, we have
become more aware of a
competitiveness that is as
equally diverse as the shapes
and talents of the participants.
Intramurals are a form of
recreation for the students of
Madison College who are
unable to compete on the
intercollegiate level for any
number of reasons. However,
because their reasons for not
competing on the higher level
are so diverse, many interesting situations arise
within the program, providing
an air of professionalism in
even this most pure form of
recreation.
In order to study this
problem of big time competition moving in on a
recreational program and to
review the highlights of this
fall's intramural competition,
we present a review of the
main occurrences so far this
year in intramurals.
It may be recalled that the
year's first big uproar was
created when students
returned from summer
vacation to find that intramural basketball and
football had traded places in
the schedule. Now, out of

practice basketball players
would shoot awkwardly in the
fall as conditioned football
players froze in the late winter
months.
The reason was obvious,
however.
Madison College

as usual, more fierce than any
other intramural sport.
Adding to the competition
was a list of the top ten teams
on campus each week appearing in The Breeze. As a
result, there was an extra

has seen fit to create a
competitive
intercollegiate
basketball program, yet not
build ample facilities, and
there was no room for men's
intramural basketball in the
winter.
The
changeover
in
basketball, as it turned out,
made little difference; the
competition at all levels was

incentive for regular season
victories.
Despite
the dog fight,
Space Cowboys, who have
been at the top for four year,
coasted through the regular
with a 7-0 record and into the
playoff finals with an 11-0
record.
However, awaiting their
arrival was a team called

>XSTOvT

Skinny's Boys, whose captain
had promised sincerely at
midseason that his team
would beat the Cowboys in the
finals. So, with an equally
impressive
10-1
mark,
Skinny's Boys met Space
Cowboys in the intramural
basketball championship.
With all due respect, the
game was one of the most
well-played ever in Godwin
Hall With close to 500 people
looking on, the teams played
to a tie going into the final
moments of regulation.
However, with the score
tied 90-90 IS seconds left, the
scorekeeper realized her
individual statistics did not
agree with her running score
or the score on the
scoreboard. As a result, with
eight seconds remaining on
the clock, two points were
deducted from the Cowboys'
score to give Skinny's Boys a
90-88 edge.
George Toliver of the Space
Cowboys sank two free throws
with three seconds left and the
game went into overtime.
In overtime cold shooting
and fould trouble on the part
of the Space Cowboys was
enough to leave Skinny's Boys
on top, 96-95.
Meanwhile, during all the
hubbub of basketball, freshman Cindy Waddell upset a
strong field of- local women
players
to emerge
as
champion in women's intramural tennis. The men
decided on Bob Kidney, Kenny
Morris and Jim Abt as
finalists, but could never find
time to finish it off.
In women's flag football, 50
per cent of all games were
decided by forfeit. Still Shorts
emerged as champions with a

13-0
triumph
over
Fredricksonl
In cross country, Margo
Boublick was the only noncross country team finisher
and thus was given the trophy
despite coming in eighth
place. Greg Kraus won the
men's division when leader
Tony Credicle took a wrong
turn and ran an extra half
mile.
Next was men's swimming
with Logan Hall finishing with
115 points to wipe out the
competition.
Their closest
competitor was the Catholic
Campus Ministry with 51.
In racquetball, Bill Grey
beat Kevin Anderson 21-16,
21-17 for the championship.
As the semester wound
down, the Volleydolls, behind
an entire squad of women
basketball players, seemed
destined for the women's
volleyball crown, while the
Main Team and Theta Chi
made the men's soccer season
look like a matter of one
game.
Intramural Wrapup Table:
Basketball: Overall-Skinny's
Boys Champ. Div - Ik en berry
Tennis: Men-still undecided
Women: Cindy Waddell Staff:
George Toliver
Cross Country:
WomenMargot Boublik Men-Greg
Kraus Men's Team-Pi Kappa
Phi
Swimming:
Men-Logan
Women- Chappeler
Women's Flag Football:
Shorts
Racquetball: Bill Grey
Women's
Volleyball:
Volleydolls
Men's Overall Team standings:
1. Shorts IV
2. Logan

Sports Analysis:

Equal competition: good idea, but wrong
placed regulations on the number of varsity
By BOB GRIMESEY
athletes that a team could field. As the year
It was not entirely by accident that
E regressed, however, the minimum number he
recreation director George Toliver initiated a
ad set on the sports proved still ample enough
rule whereby varsity athletes could no longer
to provide an imbalance, as the Space Cowboys
participate in intramurals.
and Main Team proved.
In recent years it has become common for
As a result, Toliver proposed that former
groups of these experienced individuals to
varsity athletes be eliminated entirely.
band together on intramural teams that tend to
The decision came as a result of a number of
dominate the competition.
things, he said, but the main reason was to
The Space Cowboys won the basketball
make the competition more equal.
His
championship in the winter of 1974, behind the
proposal was approved in an 8-3 vote by the
play of former varsity basketball standouts
Executive Intramural Council, comprised
joe Frye and Toliver. For the last two
primarily of students.
seasons, the Cowboys have been runners-up to
So. starting with women's swimming in
teams that also employed individuals who
December and Men's flag football in were once involved with the Madison
February, anyone that has been part of a
basketball program.
varsity team may not compete in that sport in
In softball, although they claimed that the
intramurals. Whether an individual was a part
sport was different than the sport they had
of a varsity team roster in 1976 or 1966, he is
lettered in, the Outcasts employed similar
still ineligible to participate intramurally in
tactics in bringing together former varsity
the sport he may enjoy most.
baseball players. For three years they fielded
If one athlete was second string in high
highly competitive teams, until they finally
won the championship last year.
Soccer alsocametobe domina ted by former
varsity athletes with the most dramatic
example supplied by the Main Team this year.
Behind'the play of former Madison varsity
soccer players Bob Viti, John Provost and
Sports for the individual competitor dominate the second
Billy McArdle,
the Main Team weekly
semester intramural schedule.
destroys even the strongest competitors. Only
Such sports as basketball one-on-one, basketball free throw,
Theta Chi, behind former soccer player Bob
table tennis, badminton, golf, tennis, and even horseshoes are
Kidney, seems strong enough to give the Main
offered for men, women and staff members alike.
Team a tough game.
Squash will be available for men and staff, racquetball for
Even tennis had to be regulated after forthe ladies and weight lifting for the men only.
mer varsity tennis player Mike Sowers
Team sports for the men include, in order of season;
dominated the competition in the fall of 1975
volleyball, football, wrestling, softball and track and field.
and the spring of 1976.
■For women, team sports include basketball, softball and
tldixan
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school and second string in college for one
year, and another was an ail-American in
high school who decided not to play in college,
the latter would be eligible to participate in .
intramurals. Which one seems more likely to
upset the balance of competition?
Obviously a wide variety of circumstances
surround each individual's history.
By
eliminating all former varsity participants, it,
is highly likely that certain individuals will be
cut out even though they don't affect the
competition.
Certainly there is a possibility of unfair and
unbalanced competition with the presense of
these athletes, but if intramurals are for the
recreation of students unable to compete
otherwise, then the elimination of this, or any
group within the Madison College community, .
takes away from the degree of participation.
So the director suggests the formation of
club sports, whereby athletes may compete
against teams from outside the college community.
The problem here, however, is that club
sports, in comparison to intramurals, demand
much more time and cost to the participants.
So despite the drawbacks, the only proper
solution is to put the idea of balancing competition aside and allow complete participation
by all members of the college community no
matter what they have done in the past.
Intramurals many times become very intense, but the one complaint that nobody has
been able to voice is that he or sbe has not been
allowed to have a good time.
Having a good time was what intramurals
has been all about. Because a group of
students has been eliminated, that may no
i • ■ /
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Unsung swimmers stroke for personal goals
Little glory even in victory
By BECKY FURBISH
They are powerful and energetic, with broad shoulders and
chlorine-bleached hair. They are the Madison College men's
swimming team.
These men are determined, self-disciplined, and able to
withstand physical punishment.
For more than two hours a day the swimmers see only the
bottom of the pool, smell only chlorine, and feel only the water
engulfing their bodies. ~
"It's you and you alone," said swimmer Rick Sulzer.
"Swimming is an isolated sport."
Each swimmer is on his own. He must decide for himself
whether he wants to swim three or four miles a day,
sometimes at 6:30 in the morning.
He must decide if he will swim until he feels ill, and his
muscles are cramped. And he must be willing to come back for
more.
Watching the swimmers practice, one wonders what
motivates them to swim length after length of the 25-yard pool.
"I've been swimming competitively for nine years," said
Dave Hardwick. "In high school we could swim for the medals
and ribbons, but in college there's no outside source of
motivation."
. "I guess I just swim for personal satisfaction," Hardwick
said. "We're swimming Division I now so it's getting very
prestigious."
Most swimmers are motivated by a desire to win.
"I swim because I can doit," said Sulzer. "I guess the only
real reason for swimming is to win. I'd say it was for the glory,
but there really isn't any."
Hardwick agrees with Sulzer that the team gets very little
glory. "Our morale would be better if we got more publicity
and support," Hardwick said.
"Nobody knows about the team," said Sulzer. L
Even though the team gets little recognition, the swimmers
keep on swimming.
For them swimming is a way of life.

Astroturf statistics support varied views
(Continued from Page 18)
second-degree burns on arms,
legs, and hips; and purple
toe nails resulting from feet
trying to slide through the
shoe on high-traction synthetic turf."
Gar nek
estimated that SO per Cent
more injuries occur on synthetic turf than on grass. ■
-But for every group of
statistics that reveals high
injury rates, there is another
that show lower injury, rates
from artificial turf.
For
example, the University of
Houston has had a significant
■ decrease in knee injuries
since they have been playing
in the Astrodome which has an
artificial surface.
In addition. Hank Stram,
the former coach of the
Kansas City Chiefs and now
coaching the New Orleans
Saints, felt that synthetic turfinjury question was, being
blown out' of' proportion.
"Players would get hurt if we

played on marshmallows," he
said.
Madison College head
trainer Robbie Lester also
feels that synthetic surfaces
do not promote more injuries.
Lester has worked for three
years with teams on the
Astroturf at Madison, and five
years previously at the
University of West Virginia,
which also has an Astroturf
football statium.
Lester has witnessed no
significant increase in player
injuries on Astroturf, as opposed to natural grass, but
says that injuries related to
Astroturf play tend to to be
more severe. These include
knee injuries and some types
of burns. He said that "carpet
burns" usually occur to
players not accustomed to
running and sliding on a
synthetic surface. He added
that elbow pads can be. worn, to .
counter tiiis jprpblem.
The
Madison
trainer

favored synthetic surfaces
over grass fields for football,
and said that all things considered, the Astroturf athletic
field is the best type for
Madison, since it is easier to
maintain.

to those worn on basketball
courts.
Another
disadvantage
many coaches and players see
with astroturf is the enormous
heat generated from the
surface on hot days. This was

'players would get hurt
if we played on marshmallows.'
Lester sees advantages
with Astroturf even in wet
conditions.
Players can
maintain a higher degree of
traction on wet astroturf, than
can be achieved on a muddy
natural surface.
Madison's trainer felt shoes
play an important role between success and failure on
astroturf.
According to
Lester, most players wear
shoes with short, flexible
cleats or tennis shoes similar

' eviuent at a l p.m. game in
Miami where the polyturf
surface registered
120
degrees.
Lester agreed that the heat
aspect can indeed be a
problem since the surface of
the Madison field can be as
much as 15 per cent hotter
than the air temperature on
warm days. However, Lester
said that this factor can be
advantageous for the Dukes in
the warmer, early-season

games against teams that are
not prepared for the additional heat of an astroturf
field.
From the fans' viewpoint,
games played on syntheticturf fields appear more
"picturesque" than otherwise, because of the smooth,
clean surface. But one has to
wonder whether field—beauty
has a place in such an intense,
violent game as football,
where the more menacing
aspects of sports are
displayed, not aesthetic
beauty.
Richie Allen, now of the
Philadelphia Phillies, once
said that he does not like
"playing on something that
horses can't eat" But then
again, for every player or
coach like Allen, there are
countless others who think
that grass shouldn't be used
for anything • except horse
feed.
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A glimpse at professional referees:

J

Hounded, abused and in spitting distance
Bv BOB MORGAN

And
STEVE BUCKHANTZ
Wanted: Ambitious person
with ability to make quick
decisions for 82 days out of the
year. Must be in excellent
physical condition and enjoy
travel. Ability to shed effects
of jet-lag desirable. Single
men preferred, but married
men accepted.
Must be
willing to take mental and
physical abuse. Good salary
starting at $19,500 and expenses paid. Apply to: Could
you be an official? Care of the
National
Basketball
Association.

hardest thing about officiating
is the traveling.
Most people would think
that ability is the toughest — it
isn't, because if you don't
have the ability, you won't
make it to the professional
ranks.
"Professional referees are
just like the players,"

usually downgraded to tourist
with the difference being
pocketed). Total medical and
retirement benefits are
provided.
Schlafman noted that there
are other inducements such as
free sporting goods equipment
for perhaps a good word later
about it.

It's doubtful that this ad
would ever appear in a
periodical, but it does
provides a glimpse of what it
v%v<iakes to be a referee, in the*
basketball
*
In every sport, there is
always the man in the dark
blue blazer or the striped shirt
to make sure games are
eiyed according to the rules,
t few are under the stress
and strain that a basketball
referee feels.
In professional basketball,
the off icals are hounded by the
fans, coaches, players, and
even the public address announcers.
"We are within spitting
distance of them all," said one
official, "and the abuse that
we take is incredible, but it's a
job and we do our best at it."
The men that officiate the 82
regular season games in the
NBA are trying to control 10
oversized men that are constantly pushing and shoving
from one end of a 98 x 48 foot
court. ^
They have to stay on top of
the action and be ready to stop
the play on every transgression.
The average basketball
official runs five to six miles a
game and the whole time he
has to concentrate on 10 men
who are in constant motion.
And all the while he is being
criticised.
Who wants a job like this?
"It takes a special person,"
said Mark Schlafman, a
former
professional
basketball official. "You have
to make sacrifices, work long
hard hours, and put up with a
lot of stuff. But the rewards
are there and the pay isn't all
that bad."
According to Schlafman,
who made his way to the
professional ranks without
ever officiating a college
game — a bit of an oddity, the

©T<>Twr

Schlafman said. "They are
the best in th world at what
they are doing. You don't want
the third best regulating the
best and you don't have that."
Schlafman goes on to explain the traveling. "The
changing time zones and
weather conditions are the
most difficult factors in the
profession," he explains.
"You may be inconvenienced
by waiting through a six hour
delay when your plane is
snowed in. Or you may find
being on the road for nine
straight days away from your
wife and family is tough."
The hardships are there, but
then there are also things that
make them easier to bear.
The average NBA official
has a starting salary of $19,500
a year and some offi e officials make ■ as much as
$50,000 annually. He works
only six months out of the year
(regular season) and receives
$650 a month expenses during
that time. Travel by plane
(first-class fare, which is

Schlafman and several
other officals noted that offseason jobs mean even more
benefits (usually financial),
but they agreed that more and
more officals shun this second
job. .
The reason is usually the
pressures that are on the
offical and the fact that a topnotch official spends close to
nine months on the job.
Most officials agee that it
takes a special individual to
handle the rigors of the NBA.
Pressure is the name of the
game from their standpoint,
and if they can't handle it
correctly and maintain total
control, then usually they find
themselves in another line of
work when the next season
rolls around.
Pressure
comes
from
everyone. Most people are
aware of the fans, players ans
coaches, but few realize the
strain put on the officals by
supervisors, members of the
press, politicians and even
other officials.

"There is a great deal of
peer pressure," one official
said. "You know that other
officals are thinking about you
and you find yourself doing
the same thing."
Officials are also quick to
aknowledge the compliments
they receive. But none have
the meaning of one addressed
from another offical or a
supervisor.
An offical on all levels
should have the ability to
make a decision in a split
second. He should be decisive
and correct. It takes an uncanny ability to evaluate and
make a judgment in less than
a second.
"You have to have guts,
reflexes and and talent," said
Dan Woolridge, one of the top
collegiate officals in the MidAtlantic states. "You aren't
trying to be popular."
But the official on the
professional level must go one
step farther. He must be able
to sell his calls to the players
and coachs. He has to appear
so sure of himself that
everyone has to believe him.
"It takes a natural flare,"
said -one young official
working in one of the
[trofessionfl
summer
eague's. "You have to be able
to get everyone's attention —
especially the scorekeeper's
so he stops the clock — and
keep it. You have to be confident, but not cocky."
But no matter what the
offical does, he finds himself a
lonely man.
Unlike the players, the
offical doesn't have teammates to go out and unwind
with
after
a
game.
Associating with either
players or coaches off the
court is taboo.
"Sometimes you wonder \
about the worth of it ail " one
official said. "But usually you
get some enjoyment out of the
competitive nature of it all."
Officals, like players, are
competing just like the rookie
draft picks and free agents
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373 N Mason St.
433-1734

BIKE SHOP
accesories - service
complete lines of bikes
NISHIKI MOTOBECANE
434-5151
1098 S. College Ave.

Beer
Snacks
Soft Drinks
Next to Campus on Main St.

open 24 hrs.
Donuts, Pastries

•MARK'S*

Midway Arco- Grocery

The Donut King say's
Good Luck this season,
Dukes and Duchesses

52 varieties

each year. Each official
knows that he is expendable
and it is a "dog-eat-dog
profession."
To become an official on the
NBA level you need many
things, but the key is exposure. It is usually accomplished by working
scholastic and college games,
or by working in the
professional summer leagues
around the country.
Most major NBA cities have
such a league and they help
the aspiring referee gain
exposure and experience. The
summer leagues are usually
officiated
by
regular
professional referees and
intern referees.
The next step would be the
referee try out camp, and
system progresses from there
through a series of camps to
the league itself.
The official, if he reaches
the final stages, must learn
several things outside of onthe-court procedure and
knowledge of the rules.
The offficial must know the
special adaptation of the rules
to the NBA, the philosophy of
the league and how to deal
with its people.
"Some officials are great on
the court, but can't cut it off
the court and are therefore
dropped," Schlafman said.
An professional referee is at
times lonely and abused. On
other days he is on top of the
world. Coping with the lonely
days may be the hardest job
an offical has.
"There are times when
you're done," Schlafman
added, "That there is
probably only one person in
the whole world who you can
honestly say likes you, and
that will most likely be your
mother."

A Great Place to Celebrate"
Come on Down to the

DONUT KING
and Talk that great victory over!
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Newcomers add fresh look to 1976 season

By ED BUDDS
In addition to a number of
exciting new players, the 1976
major league baseball season
produced three newcomers to
the ranks of divisional winners.
Despite this change and
rejuvination within the "old
ballgame," it was the same
Cincinnati Reds who won it all
again.
Yet, even with the
predictable finish, the
emergence of winners in
Philadelphia, Kansas City and
New York leave hope for those
wishing to challenge Cincinnati's big Red Machine.
In the American League
East, the New York Yankees
had a relatively easy time in
capturing the division title.
The
Yankees were led by
S American
League home run
leader Graig Nettles, the
pitching of Ed Figueroa, Dock
Ellis and Catfish Hunter and
the baserunning of Mickey
Rivers.
It wasn't a typical year for
Hunter, who failed to win 20
games for the first time in six
years, but the staff led the
league in team earned run
average with a 3.19 mark.
Thurman Munson the
league's MVP who bit .302
with 101 runs batted in, and
Chris Chambliss (.293,17 HRs,
96 RBI) powered the Yankees
to a 10ft game margin over
second-place Baltimore.
The Orioles had a disappointing season. Reggie
Jackson (.277,27HRs, 91 RBI)
and Lee May with 109 RBI
provided most of Baltimore's
offense. Jim Palmer, who led
the league with 22 wins, and
Wayne Garland (20-7, 2.68)
were the Orioles' outstanding
pitchers. Other than a few

standout performances,
though, the 1976 season was
not a great one for the Birds or
their fans.
Compared to Baltimore,
Boston had an even more
frustrating season after
having gone seven games with
Cincinnati in losing the 1975
World Series. In 1975 the Red
Sox could do no wrong, but
this season nothing seemed to
go right for them. Fred Lynn
and Jim Rice had good years

but nothing like their rookie
seasons in 1975. Carlton Fisk
had an off year and pitcher
Bill Lee missed much of the
season after brawling with the
Yankees in New York. Luis
Tiant won 21 games, but the
Red Sox would like to forget
1976.
The Cleveland Indians,
Detroit Tigers and Milwaukee
Brewers never really figured
in the race. The Tigers,
however, had one of the

game's brightest young stars
in Mark "The Bird" Fidrych.
He led the league in ERA
and won 19 games as a rookie.
The Kansas City Royals'
solid hitting led them to their
first divisional title. Although
they clinched the A.L. West
flag with only days left in the
season, their awesome hitting
put them far out in front by
midseason. They held on to
outlast Oakland by 2Mt games.
A.L. batting champ George

Brett hit .333 and designated
hitter Hal McRae was runnerup with a .332 mark. Tom
Poquette (.302) and Amos Otis
(.279, 18 HRs, 86 RBI)
provided additional offense.
The Oakland A's made a
late-season cha rge but ran out
of gas. Vida Blue and Mike
Torrez pitched well for the A's
as did reliever Rollie Fingers
who won 13 games and saved
20 others. The A's were led by
Bill North's .276 batting
average and Joe Rudi's 94
RBI but showed little else
after that. Gene Tenace and
Sal Bando provided power but
had low averages.
The Minnesota Twins, who
led the league in team batting
with a .274 mark, finished
third in the division. Rod
Carew, Lyman Rostock, Steve
Braun, Larry Hisle, Butch
Wynegar and Dan Ford all hit
well for the Twins, but the
team had only one consistent
pitcher, Bill Campbell (17-5)
with 20 saves.
The fourth-place Angels'
highlights included Frank
Tanana's 19 wins and Nolan
Ryan's 327 strikeouts. Texas
and Chicago finished fifth and
sixth in the division.
In the National League
East, the Philadelphia
Phillies' awesome hitting and
good pitching led them to their
first title since 1950. The Phils
nearly blew a Wh. game lead
they had in late August but
held off Pittsburgh. Mike Schmidt won his third straight
home run crown with 38, and
Garry Maddox (.330), Jay
Johnstone (.318), Greg
Luzinski (.304, 21 HRs, 96
RBI) and Dave Cash (.284)
tave the Phils a potent attack,
teve Carlton (20-7) and Jim
(Continued on Page 24)

Free agent rule threatens baseball's balance
By GARY MICHAEL
Baseball's recently enacted free agent rule
was instituted to Insure a system of free
competition, allowing players to sell their
talents to the employer making them the best
offer. What must be considered about the
system, however, is whether the efforts to
guarantee a competitive market will destroy
the competitiveness among the teams.
Balance among the teams has been a
trademark in baseball in recent years, a
foundation on which the sport has prospered
and built. But the rules allowing free agents to
change teams nearly at will and the consequent buying of players by several of the
richer teams threaten to destroy the balance
and possibly the game itself.
With its teams playing 162-game schedules,
baseball depends upon balance to preserve fan
interest, a must if payrolls are to be met.
Since the lower placed teams are competitive
with the pennant contenders (the teams are so
balanced that even the world champions don't
consistently dominate the bottom teams) fans
continue to support their favorite team
throughout the season. The fact that the
baseball playing year runs from early April to
late October seems to make no difference to
most fans since their team, no matter where it
is in the standings, has a good chance of
winning against a divisional leader.
The danger that the present free agent
system creates is that the better or the richer
teams will be able to attract a larger percentage of the better players, thus upsetting
the balance so vital to the game. With this
balance destroyed, there could be loss of interest and drops in attendance for the teams
losing their top players.
According to the system, all teams have an
equal opportunity to sign free agent players.
But in practice, the system does not operate in
such a fair manner. Supporters of the new
system argue that most of the players
changing teams under the new rule have gone
to teams with poorer records than their old
clubs. Although this is true, a number of

unusual circumstances have contributed to the
trend.
Cincinnati's Don Gullett left the Reds, but
he had to go to a team with a poorer record—
the Reds are the World Champions and have
had the best record in baseball the last two
seasons. Likewise, moves by Dave Cash
(Philadelphia to Montreal) and numerous
Oakland free agents are not typical. Cash's

move allowed him to play in a city close to his
hometown of Utica, New York, and any move
would generally be considered a favorable one
by the players leaving Charlie Finley's
Oakland club.
While the players have gone to teams with
poorer records, they have gone to the so-called
glamour cities, with a general trend toward
moving south. Rollie Fingers and Gene Tenace
moved from Oakland to San Diego, Joe Rudi
and Don Baylor went from the A's to the
California Angels, San Francisco's Gary
Mathews signed with Atlanta and the A's Bert
Campaneris signed with Texas. Add to these
Gullett's and superstar Reggie Jackson's move
to New York, and the trend can be seen.

New York offers tremendous opportunities
for extended media coverage, and the cities of
southern California, Atlanta, and Dallas are in
rapidly expanding areas, offering excellent
financial opportunities for the players.
Cold weather is also a factor, considering
that players have left Minneapolis and San
Francisco, and no one has gone to these cities
or to Chicago or Detroit.
Baseball players, like anyone involved in
business, are going to search for the best opGntunity available. And this is to be expected.
owever, a sport cannot operate under the
same rules that govern the business world
because of the unique aspect of competition
and its direct link to fan interest.
To best realize the potential hazards involved with the present system, consider the
following, not totally impossible.
The Yankees were the American League's
best team in 1976, and they have already added
Gullett and Jackson through the free agent
draft. These two establishedstars, added to an
already strong cast could make the Yankees
truly awesome in 1977.
But at the end of next year New York will
again be able to participate in the free agent
draft. Suppose at that time players like
Baltimore pitcher Jim Palmer or
Philadelphia's Mike Schmidt decide to join the
Yankees. What then has happened to the
balance of the teams in baseball?
The free agent system is a positive step
toward allowing players more freedom in
determining their futures. It also allows
players like those in Oakland, totally
frustrated with Finley's operation of the team,
the chance for an environment more to their
liking. But the freedom of choice by the players
cannot be granted at the expense of the game
itself.
A system limiting the teams to a certain
number of free agent signings, (a system more
restrictive than the present two per year), and'
some allowance for teams whose cities aren't
as economically or climatically attractive is
needed. Unless changes are made, baseball
could be in serious trouble.
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Baseball Dukes- nothing new at Division I
Babcock: 'team has potential to duplicate last year's success'

&*>

By ED Bl DOS
Coming off a season
highlighted by a second-place
finish in the NCAA regional
tournament and a No.4
national ranking, the Madison
baseball team is looking
toward its most challenging
season and the move to
Division I competition.
Last year, the Dukes won 29
of 37 regular season games
and advanced to the finals of
the NCAA Division II South
athlantic Regional Tournament in Florida. The
tournament was double^
elimination and even though
Madison didn't place first, the
team played good baseball.
Center fielder Todd Winterfeldt was the tournament's
most valuable player and
shortstop J.W. Mitchell and
first baseman Mike LaCasse
were named to the alltournament team.
The Dukes won the opening
game of the tournament, 6-1.
against Florida International.
They won game two. 7-2. over
Columbus College of Georgia.
Madison's next opponent was
Florida Southern who dealt
the Dukes their first loss of
the tournament 7-6, in an
exciting, well-played game.
Madison recorded its final
victory against Eckerd
College. 10-5. before losing the
tournament finale, ironically,
to Florida Southern, 7-1. thus
missing the chance to participate in the Division II
College World Series.
The
Duke's
accomplishments last season
were amazing. Not including
the tournament, the team
finished strong, winning 25 of
its last 29 games and was
ranked • fourth in the nation
among Division II teams.
The team also was ranked
second in the nation in batting
with a solid .362 mark. A hefty
9.1 runs per game average
ranked the team third in
scoring. Eleven players on the
team finished the season with
a batting average of over .300,
including two .400 hitters,
Mitchell and Billy Sample.
Sample, a first team AllAmerica n, who led the club in
virtually every offensive
department last year, is the
only player from last year's
team who won't be returning
this season. He was drafted by
the Texas Rangers of the
American League.
This year's team will have
nearly the same look as last
year's but there may be some
changes. LaCasse. who played
first base last year, will
alternate between first and
second with freshman Joe
Bono. Mitchell who hit .424
last season and Jim Barbe will
round out the infield at
shortstop and third base,
respectively.
Some of the players vying
for the starting outfield
positions will be Winterfeldt,
a third team Ail-American
last year, Roger .Lee. Dave
McLaughlin. Tim Semones
and Gary Simmons.
Carl Zerambo. Mike Naff.
Dennis Meade. Semones and
Jeff Moore (6-0.1.56 E.R.A.)
will be among the pitchers
returning this season.
Dave Showalter will return
as the catcher, and Jim
DeCroce
will
be
the
designated hitter
This season will mark the
first year of Division I competition for the Dukes, and the

change from Division II is
reflected in this year's
schedule Of the 44 games
scheduled. 2b are against
Division I opponnents
The season begins March 5
when the Dukes travel south
for eight games against
teams from Georgia. South
Carolina and North Carolina.
Included will be games
against national powers South
Carolina and Clemson. and
Norgh Carolina State and
Georgia.

Later in the season
Madison will face V.M.I.
Virginia. North Carolina.
Maryland,William and Mary.
Hhode Island and George
Mason.
Coach Brad Babcock said
hedoe«i't think there is much
of a difference between
Division I and Division II
baseball when you have a
team the quality of Madison's.
Asked if the thought this years
team is as good as last year's
Babcock replied. "The loss of

Sample will definitely hurt,
but experience and selfconfidence, and the addition of
Bono to the infield should
considerably help."
Babcock added that this
year's club definitely has the
potential to duplicate last
success. He says the Dukes
will have to win around 35
games to qualify for postseason play.
Sometime
during
the
season the seniors on the team

will reach the loo-victory
milestone, an amazing accomplishment for a college
baseball
team.
Moore.
Zerambo. Barbe, I^aCasse and
DeCroce have shared 80
victories in their three-year
career.
Following the success of
last year's team and with
virtually the same team this
season, the Dukes are anticipating another good year
and a successful move to
Division I.

Same Cincinnati Reds tyin again in 1976
(Continued from Page 23)
Lonborg (18-10) were the
club's leading pitchers.
The Pirates rallied late in
the season but came up short
because of lack of consistent
pitching. John Candelaria.
who pitched a no-hitter on
national television, had a 16-7
record and was the Buc's most
consistent starter. At the plate
the Pirates were strong. Al
Oliver hit .323, and Dave
Parker, Richie Zisk and Bill
Robinson supplied home run
power and clutch-hitting.
The Mets, who finished
third, were the only other club
in the East above .500. Pitchers Tom Seaver, Jerry
Koosman, and Jon Matlack
make up the best starting
three in baseball, and Dave
Kingman, who hit 37 homers
despite missing more than a
month, gave the Mets the long
ball threat they have always
needed.
E.R.A. leader John Denny
paced fourth-place St. Louis
which was hurt immensely by
the injury to Bake McBride.
Bill Madlock, who won his
second straight batting title,
salvaged an otherwise dismal
season for the Cubs. The
Montreal Expos, who lost 107
gmes, finished 46 games
bind the Phillies.
Led by incredible hitting
and fielding and adequate
pitching, the Cincinnati Reds
breezed to their fifth Western
Division title in seven years.
Joe Morgan (.320,27 HRs, HI
RBI), George Foster (.306, 29
Hrs, 121 RBI), Ken Griffey
(.336), Pete Rose (.323), Cesar
Geronimo (.307) and Tony
Perez (91 RBI) helped the
Reds lead the majors in hitting with.a .280 mark. Rawly
Eastwick (26 saves) and
rookie Pat Zachry (14-7, 2.74)
led the pitching corps.
The Los Angeles Dodgers
finished second again, mainly
because they couldn't beat the
Reds in head to head competition. In 18 games with the
Reds, the Dodgers won but 5
times.
Steve
Garvey,
who

collected 200 hits for the third
straight season, Ron Cey
(.277,23 HRs, 80 RBI) and Bill
Buckner (.301) paced the
Dodger's attack. Rick Rhoden
(12-3), Doug Rau
(2.57
E.R.A.), and reliever Charlie
Hough (20 saves) pitched well.
Don Sutton, who was 7-8, 4.79
on July 2, turned his season
around and finished with a 2110 record and 3.06 E.R.A.
The rest of the division
finished below .500. J.R.

Richard (20-15, 2.75) and Bob
Watson (.313, 16 HRs, 102
RBI) led Houston, while
fourth-place San Francisco
was paced by the hitting of
Gary Matthews and the pitching of John "Count"
Montefusco who tossed a nohitter in his final start.
Randy Jones (22-14,' 2.47)
and rooKfe Butch Metzger
provided most of the excitement for the Padres.
Atlanta's Willie Montanez

Tailbacks strive for perfection
(Continued from Page 16)
"constantly striving for
perfection." "Most people see
it as unobtainable, but who is
to say you can't strive for it?"
Stith tries to look at each
game optimistically, encountering only "momentary
discouragement- nothing that
lasts too long..."
Both players expressed the
desire to become mvolved in
some aspect of business in the
future. Slayton said that
playing pro-football has

crossed his mind as an
"alternative
for
postgraduation, occupation,'' while
Stith never really considered
it. He said, "If the opportunity
arises and what others arise
would make the difference in
that sort of situation." Neither
Stith nor Slayton included any
thoughts of coaching in their
future plans.
But no matter what the
future plans are, Slayton and
Stith will be missed at

'
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Madison.
Coach Challace McMillin
summed up just how important Slayton and Stith have
been to Madison's football
program, saying they are both
"fine football players, with a
lot of natural ability."When
asked if losing his two star
tailbacks next year would hurt
the team, he replied, "Any
time you lose two men like
that, you're going to feel it.
Those type don't come along
every day."

LIVE ENTER TAINMENT
Thursday Nite is College Nite
at the

o

HICKORY PIT .
No Cover
Beer 50*
Bar Liquor $1.00
Call liquor $1.25
Tequila Solos $1.00
Singapore Slings $1.75

with College ID
rUITILT
HMOTTOK
434-IOIQ

(.317, 208 hits)
and Andy
Messersmith (3.04 ERA) led
the Braves
Despite the dominance of
the Reds, the 1976 World
Series was well-played
technically and was anything
but dull.
True, it lacked the magic of
last year's series but the Reds
faced a more talented Boston
team
At arty rate, the best team
won the 1976 World Series.

350 Waterman Drive
433-1001

DINING
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Athlete: 'I couldn't function without trainer
By TIM O'LEARY
He is friendly, at ease, and
in command of the situation
despite the seeming chaos
that surrounds him.
The
Madison College football team
is set to invade the eastern
shore of Maryland for its
annual game with Salisbury
State and preparations for the
game are many.
This will be a typical
Friday afternoon before an
away football game for
Madison head trainer Robby
Lester. Lester calls the period
from
August to midNovember "the busiest part of
the year."
"Right now there are
twelve sports going on, including the ones with the most
number of participants," said
Lester.
"There's
an
overlapping of fall and winter
sports which really keeps us
busy."
Lester has held the head

trainer's position for three
years.
He and his eight
assistant trainers service the
bumps, bruises, and injuries
of the participants of eighteen
varsity sports
Said one grateful athlete,
"I couldn't function as an
athlete without them."
The training room itself is
large and spacious; cabinets,
taping tables, and thoughtprovoking posters break the
monotony of cinderblock
walls. One such poster shows
Larry Brown, Washington
Redskin, sweeping around end
in defiance of his pursuers.
The caption reads, "Find the
way to your goal without
drugs."
Lester emphasizes that
under no circumstances is an
athlete allowed to participate
if he must have drugs to play.
"If a kid has to do something
like that, there's no use having

him in the ball game."
Lester is a member of the
National Athletic Trainers
Association (NATA) which
sets ethical standards for its
member. "We*have a code of

relaxers, but never before a
game. During football season
we usually know the Thursday
before game day if an athlete
can play."
Another poster on a

first decision, but if one's not
available, then it's up to the
trainer."
A truly unique situation
exists at Madison College
While the rest of the male-

4

I think I've got about as good a staff
as I could ask for'

ethics in NATA much like the
physicians' Hypocratic oath,"
he said. "However, I personally have known some
trainers who have done things
unethical to an athlete."
"If he cant go, he doesn't
play," said Moe Hazelette, an
assistant trainer. "Our
doctors are the same ones who
work out of the infirmary.
They
do
administer
painkillers and muscle

training room wall shows a
football player, a Green Bay
Packer, wallowing in pain on
the field of play. His ankel,
raised to the air, is broken,
terribly
mangled.
The
message on the poster"Football is not a contact
sport-it is a hitting sport"comes across with horrible
clarity.
"As long as you have a
contact sport with force
against force you're going to
have injuries," said Lester.
"The most common is the
ankle injury, but it varies
from sport to sport. Percentage-wise, we've been
lucky. We've had two injuries
to athletes this year that have
required surgery. But I've got
to look at it realistically. If it
does happen, I'm sorry for
that athlete, but sometimes
they just can't be avoided."
Betsy Cizek, one of three
women trainers on the staff,
says "strained muscles and
conditioning strains" are also
prominent problems, as are
knee injuries, which occur
often in women's field hockey.
Cooperation between
coaches and trainers, says
Cizek, is good. "A coach will
not put in a player that Robby
says can't play" she said.
"I've had real good
cooperation with most of the
coaches as far as this goes,"
said Lester. "It's the doctor's

dominated sporting world has
been upset by the ravages of
Title K, its implimentation is
hardly necessary at Madison
where equality between the
sexes has long been apparent.
Madison maintains a like
number of men's and
Women's sports and things
are no different in the
training room.
"Everything is equal," said
Hazelette. "Even between the
best and poorest players."
"Everybody gets the same
treatment from me," said
Cizek.
Lester was emphatic in
noting the importance of the
women trainers. "They take a
tremendous load off me
They're with the girls much
more than the guys, but
during football camp they
come in with the guys, too.
They probably saw more
injuries
and
training
problems in those two weeks
than they'll see all year."
Cizek called her experience
with the men valuable since
she sees a "wider variety of
injuries."
"Things that happen in
football don't necessarily
happen in field hockey," she
said. "Phis there are two male
trainers who are certified
(with NATA) and I learn an
awful lot from them."
On road games female
(Continued on Pace 27) *■-

TRAINER Robbie Lester tapes a football player prior to a fall practice session.

Trainers-'no easy business9
By GEORGIA STELLUTO
injury," said Lester. "It's important to treat
Injuries make up some of the most serious
injuries within the first few days they occur."
problems in athletics today.
The prime
He said the athletes work with the knee
responsibility in the prevention and
machine, ankle weights, and the shoulder
rehabilitation of these injuries is given to the
rehabilitator. The injured athletes are also
athletic trainer.
given individual isometric and range of motion
Madison College's head trainer Robbie
exercises to do.
Lester said that although injuries will always
The worst mishap Lester has seen was a bad
be a part of athletics, "many of them can be
knee injury at West Virginia University. The
prevented through conditioning, weightathlete stretched nerves throughout his leg and
training, flexibilities, and taping procedures."
tore his knee cap. Lester said he was on a
Lester noted that most conditioning programs
rehabilitative program for 14 months. He
are set up by the coach of a specific sport, and
pointed out that "Athletes get very worried
he feels that it is "a great accomplishment
about knee injuries, because they are the most
when you can lessen the severity of any inpublicized."
jury."
"Head and neck injuries are the worst that
Facilities for injury treatment are a
trainers
have to deal with, because of the
necessary part of a rehabilitation program.
permanent damage they could do," said
One such device is the whirlpool, which
Lester. He said danger of concussion or
operates with cold and hot water, producing a
paralysis is a major concern in these areas.
massaging effect on the injured area. Cold
Lester pointed out that heat problems are
water helps control fluids from coming into an
another big concern, due to the sometimes
injured area, while hot water gets the fluids
fatal danger of neat stroke.
"Many
out.
precautions
are
taken
to
prevent
this—field
Lester pointed out that the use of cold
conditioning, type of practice and equipment
treatment is becoming emphasized today.
'
wear Heat can sneak up or gradually build up
"My philosophy is the use of cold treatment. ..
on an athlete."
I have the best results from this." he said.
Rehabilitation procedures for mild to
The responsibilities connected with a
moderate injuries depend on their location,
trainer's job are many. He must supervise the
according to Lester. He said initial treatment
rehabilitation of injured body parts and take
involves controlling hemorrhaging and
precautions against future injury. He must
swelling, diagnosing the injury's severity, and
decide what program is best suitable to help an
deciding if a doctor is needed. After that, the
athlete to a complete recovery. Although
exercise program begins.
people may underestimate the necessity for
"A big problem we have here is that many
competent trainers, dealing with injuries is no
atfUetes ^donHxome ^sopn, exKyjgjua {ter^a^.

A STUDENT athlete receives whirlpool treatment in the
college's athletic training, facility.
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Finding reality on an eighty-five foot rock
By MARK DAVISON
We rose early on a Sunday morning in early
October. The sun was just coming over the
mountains, and it was evident a sunny day was
in store for my first attempt at rock climbing.
Our climbing party was small, consisting of
Madison College students Frank "Flash"
Gordon, Roy Chaudet, and myself.
Flash has climbed "seriously" for eight
years. \Roy, his student, has climbed four
times. Flash was integrating his skills to blend
with Roy's potential as a climber. I, the
greenhorn, was ready. For breakfast, that is.
We ate a good meal, gathered needed
equipment and nit the cold morning air with a
quiet enthusiasm.
Chimney Rock, our destination, was steep
It shot from the ground, an 85-foot sheer grey
slab. "It's the backbone of the mountain. It's
what gives a mountain strength," said Flash.
It looked strong!
My thoughts went back to what Dr. Rex
Fuller, an experienced rock climber had told
me. "Rock climbing is non-competitive, not
against yourself, or against nature. In fact,
you are enhancing the cooperation between
yourself and what the rock has to offer in order
to make the climb."
If this slab of grey Mother Nature wanted
my cooperation, I was more than willing.
We got the equipment ready for our climb.
Seats were made of webbing wrapped in a
certain way around the hips, legs and buttocks
to afford comfort and security. This "seat" is
attached to a metal ring, which attaches to
various ropes needed to provide a margin of
safety during different climbing phases. \
Flash loaded the equipment on his body to
climb the back of the cliff and set a top rope.
Top roping is a means of catching a fall, and
always used by Flash when teaching someone
to climb.
At the top, anchors are set in the rock.
Ropes are set to the anchors and attached to
the back of a climber at the top of the climb. A
rope is then dropped to the bottom of the climb
rock where it is attached to the fro n t of the
climber. A special knot is used that must be
tied correctly, or it spells DOOM, if you happen
to fall.
The climber attached to the top of the climb
is the belayer. As you climb, his "working
hand" keeps slack out of the line. The rope
goes around his waist to the "belay hand"
Should a climber fall, the belayer simply pulls
the belay hand across his body. The friction of
the rope around the Delayer's body is enough to
catch the fall. It does not take strength, just
proper technique.
As Flash was setting the top-rope, Roy
helped me polish my knot tying. Anticipation
of the climb had me by the seat of the pants,
but I was confident. Roy's praise for Flash as
a climber and teacher was great.
"He lets me handle things, because he
knows I can," said Roy. "But he is always
testing me. Each time I go rock climbing I
learn an incredible amount."
It was time to learn communication
techniques between the belayer and climber.
Roy told me it was important that the climber
and belayer have a clear understanding
through their verbal symbols, as many times
they don't see each other throughout much of
the climb.
"Rope" is the Delayer's signal that he is
throwing a rope down. The climber ties into
the top-rope and says, "On belay?" asking the
belayer if he is ready to begin.
''Belay on." The belayer is ready.
"Up rope" is given by the climber to tell the
Delayer there is slack in the rope and he would
like it taken up.
"Climbing?" asks permission of the Delayer
to climb. "Climb away" is an affirmative
answer.
"Falling," not the most joyous word in a
climber's vocabulary, means that the belayer
start catching, the climber is now descending
accidentally.
"Rope." The top-line came down from
Flash.
Roy was to be the first climber. His first
attempt was to be an overhang in his climb
path.
An overhang is a problem involving a piece
of the rock that juts out beyond the normal face
of the rock. The climber must get under,
around and above the jut to climb an overhang.
This is not a simple chore, but it is made easier
by the knowledge that the belayer is in constant awareness, prepared to catich you it you
fall.
"Belay on?" asket Roy.
"Belay on," replied Flash.

"Up rope."

J

The loose rope at Roy's feet slowly disappeared as Flash pulled the slack.
"Climbing?"
"Climb away."
Roy was ready. Flash was ready. The
mountain was ready.
"A climb is completed when three elements
interact, two climbers and the rock," said
Fuller. "It's important to realize that it's not
us, the climber, against the rock. To approach
it that way destroys what I consider the beauty
of the sport." The climb is sort of an abstract
thing. You, theclimber.with the skill you have,
have, and the rock with what it has to offerfootholds, handholds, friction-"combine to
complete the climb," I remembered Fuller
saying.
Roy began his climb, but after a strong
hearted attempt, realized that he could not
make the overhang. He was let down by the
top rope, and set out to climb another difficult
portion of the rock. This time he chose a spot
30 feet left of the belay point. He climbed 20 or
so feet and took unexpected fall.
' "Falling." He was immediately caught by
the belayer. However, being off the side of the
belay point sent him swinging in pendulum
fashion. He stopped, composed himself and
climbed the remaining 70 feet to the top.
He disappeared over the top of the rock, this
spine of the mountain, Flash repelled down.
Nothing to it, I thought.
It was now my turn to cooperate, to conquer
this cold slab of rock. "It is a participatory
•\

thing." I remembered Fuller telling me.
I thought back to another thing Fuller had
said. Rock climbing brings out an attitude
about yourself and nature-respect. "You can't
cooperate with something you don't respect"
•rOn belay?" I yelled:
Roy, my belayer, yelled back, "On belay."
"Up rope." There goes the slack. I looked
at the face of rock and said to myself, "I'm
ready if you are, Chimney," hoping that this
beautiful brute of nature would sense my
desire to cooperate if I spoke on a first name
basis.
"Climbing?"
"Climb away."
Toehole. Fingerhold. Up. Iremembered
reading that a cumber must choose his path
before he starts, 'and continue without
hesitation. He also must not hug close the rock
because it greatly hinders the climb.
I hesitated, trying to grow accustomed to
this new feeling. I hugged close to the wall,
seeking secure hand and footholds-and I
suddenly realized that fingernail and tippytoe
holds are sometimes all that areavailable.
Noexcuses. I didn't make it. After 15 feet of
hesitation and hugging the rock, I turned to
Flash and told him T thought maybe they
should climb some more, and I would try later.
I climbed down.
Flash made ready. "Belay on?" "Up
rope." "Climbing?" Everything set. He was
excited about the overhang. I was excited
(Continued on Page 27)
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Climbers know you canH fool the mountain
(Continued from Page 26)
about seeing a climber who "knew the ropes."
He climbed away. About 15 feet up he had
one toehold with the other foot free. He suddenly jumped off the secure foot and replaced
it with the previously dangling one. I watched
with awe.
My camera in a ready position, Flash
climbed just below the overhang. I wanted this
on film. How many exposures left? I looked
down to check, but when I looked back up, I saw
that Plash was no longer below the overhang
"Flash?" I called softly. I was too surprised to ask him to come back and do it again.
He climbed the rest of the way in what
seemed a matter of seconds.
"What
cooperation," I thought.
Plash then looked back over the side and
told me to come around to the back of this
spiny pinnacle.
When I got around back, I noticed that this
side too was not a mountain, but merely a huge
piece of rock that somehow had pushed itself
through the crust of the earth. But on this side,
instead of an 85-foot cliff, there was only one of
30 feet. There was a wooded hill that ran a
little over half way up.
"You're going to climb up, and repel down,"
Flash told me.
I looked at the climb. This is more my style,
I thought. Roy and Flash were still up top, and
as I hooked into the top rope, Flash climbed
down unaided. His confidence and ability .v^
inspiring.
"Belay on?" "Up rope."' "Climbing?" I
climbed. I found a few rough spots where I
didn't think I could find a handhold. But Roy
helped my discover a little crack in the rock,
and I suddenly found this backbone of the
mountain cooperating. We were both involved.
I was confident and respectful in the same
breath. I climbed to to the top with Roy.
Roy prepared the equipment for a repel as I
sat atop Chimney Rock, beginning to sense
what this sport is all about. It's quiet. It is to
be taken calmly, yet with intense respect and
attention.
Flash climbed up to Roy and me and
checked out the belay line attached to me.
All was in order. I was willing on my first

attempt to descend the less vertical of the two
choices, but Flash convinced me otherwise.
Suddenly I knew he was right. My confidence
was affirmed. I would repel the 85-foot side.
Repelling is a matter of friction. A rope is
secured to the top of the rock, and then to you.
It is tied so that there is a sliding knot which
affords.the friction necessary to lower yourself
at any given rate of speed. The higher friction
the knot the slower you go. Mine was high
friction.
I was in. All was ready and directions came
spontaneously from Flash. "Face the Delayer.
Lean from the rock so that you are at a 90
degree angle from the rock. Now slowly ease
the friction of the knot so that you slide. Now
hop out and slide down."

It takes a few hops, but you do gain control.
You sense how much tension the knot needs to
slide freely and how much it needs to slow you
down when you are coming towards the rock to
push off again.
Push off, lessen tne friction, slide..., more
friction, back to the wall, push off, lessen the
friction, slide..., rhythm. This is alright, I
thought-fun actually.
But my enthusiasm for repelling was kept in
check Flash had told me stories of "repel
freaks" who after the initial thrill of repeMng
was gone, did things to make it a thrill again I
realized that repelling had its place in climbing. I thought of climbing down those 85 feet
and grew in appreciation of repelling. But I
was down. "Off belay." Roy repelled next, and
we gathered the equipment.
Flash was still on top. He had the chore of
gathering equipment still on top of the rock
fj'"M on ™s t^y and climbing down the 30
He climbed down. His confidence, ability
and experience combined to make the climb
down look as easy as climbing a tree
Something that Flash had told me earlier
which seemed ambiguous at the time, now
made more sense to me. "Climbing is a good
way for me to establish reality. It's a tool."
Rock climbing is an integrating process. To
m ape ,',Wsa(e* sw>. v*m tm—a---- -**- -^
—... —..iw/x.at^an^equipmenrjeaTri ib""'
evaluate your own ability, and stay within the
boundnes of your own ability," according to

FLASH PREPARES equipment tor
a long haul up the slope.

You must respect and cooperate with
nature. "You can believe you're a better
climber than you are, but you can't fool the
mountain," said Flash.
Rock climbing is an invigorating sport, both
physically and mentally. The effects are
calming and educating.
My debut as a rock climber was, to me a
success.
Rex Fuller said that some climbers often
climb the same rock many times because "it's
the pleasure" of that particular climb.
I found great pleasure in that short 30 feet I
climbed. I might, given the chance, do it again.

Fencing team optimistic for repeat state title
By TIM KILLORAN
With all but one starter
returning, the coach of the
Madison College women's
fencing team is optimistic the
team will be able to repeat its
state championship.
The team was rated tenth
in the nation after a 10-3
record in 1975. The 1976 team

'/ look for good
hand-eye reaction
in a fencer''
had a disappointing 3-10
record in its regular season,
but bounced back to take the
state title.
The varsity team will
automatically qualify for the
national competition, because
Madison will host the 1977
national tournament. This will
be only the third time the

tournament has been held out
side
the
New
York
metropolitan area, according
to varsity coach Jean Dalton.
The physical aspect of
fencing is very important.
Since almost all the fencers
Dalton comes in contact with
are beginners, she stresses
self-discipline, exercises to
stretch and strengthen legs,
and drills to improve hand and
wrist quickness.
"I always look for good
hand-eye reaction in a fencer," Dalton added.
"Intelligence is also a large
part of fencing," she said. "A
fencer must learn now to feel
out an opponent. While a
fencer is trying to psyche
herself up, she is also trying to
psyche her opponent out."
Of the three weapons that
can be used in fencing, women
use only the foil, the lightest,
most flexible weapon. The
only way to score in foil
fencing is to touch the opponent in the torso, point on.
Recently, officiating has been
aided by the use of electricfoils, which have pressure-

HUGHES' PHARMACY
1021 South Main Street

DIAL 434-8650
PRESCRIPTIONS - FILM
COSMETICS . STATIONARY
CANDIES - GREETING CARDS
,i,i hoiuiiJ i ■ >

sensitive tips that sense good
touches
and
light
a
corresponding bulb.
Dalton gives instructions in
the foil, as well as the other

two weapons, to the fencing
club, which meets Mondays
from 8 to 9 p.m. and Wednesdays from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
The women's fencing team

opens its season Jan. 29 in
Williamsburg. The forty-ninth
annual national tournament
will be held March 31 through
April 2.

Trainer vital to sports program
(Continued from Page 25)
trainers do not travel with
men's teams, and vice versa,
because all away training is
done in the locker room where
certain
privacies
are
necessary.
Cizek said the guys seem
"comfortable" around the
women, but one male trainer
said that's not always the
case. "They can get on your
nerves more than the guys
do," he said.
.-.' H" X7»oi io tilH.it i""" ■*•'<''

"I think I've got just about
as good a staff as I could ask
for," said Lester. "Most of
them are considering pro
training, and I think the
student staff is a big asset to
the athletic department. But I
demand a great deal from
them. I feel that if a person
wants me to teach him
something (about training)
then he should give up a little
of his time".
But why would someone

want to become a trainer?
Pete Haberstroh presented
one interesting reason-*'I'm
just a frustrated medical
student," he said.
"My high school coach said
I was too small to play football," said Hatelette, "so he
said I'd be a trainer."
Perhaps there's a bit of the
frustrated athlete in all of us,
but one thing is for sure. There
would be much more if it
weren't for athletic trainers.

(•&&
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News releases, brochures, phone calls:

SID'sjob more than free entry to games

i,

-

By GARY MICHAEL
The telephone rings, a
student assistant walks into
the office to have an article
examined, and a college of
ficial drops by to get some
"inside information" on an
upcoming game.
The scene appears hectic,
and it is.
But for Rich
Murray, the man to whom the
attention is directed, it is all in
a day's work.
Murray. is
Madison
College's sports information,
director, a job requiring long
hours and a dedicated effort.
To Murray, however, it is not
really a job. Instead, it is an
enjoyable way of earning a
living and the answer to a lifelong dream, to work in some
capacity in the world of
sports.
"I really enjoy what I am
doing here," he said. "I've
been a part of a growing
program, and it was quite
rewarding in August with the
announcement that we had
been accepted for Division I
membership."
As rewarding and enjoyable as the job might be,
however, a great amount of
time and effort is required to
perform it satii < "'only.
Murray is charged with
reporting to the news media
on all 24 of Madison's intercollegiate sports; he serves
as the school's link with the
news media in the state and in
the nation.
The sports information
director also handles all
statistical work foe the
school's athletic teams, and
sees that members of- the
media covering a specific
event receive any information
that will aid in reporting on
Madison athletics.
"It gets pretty hectic at
times," said Murray, "like in
the spring when so many
sports are going at the same
time. But I get a great deal of
help from the staff in the office and from a number of
student assistants."
Murray has a full-time
assistant working in the office
with him, as well as a staff of
part-time student workers and
practicum students working
in the office for academic
credit
To inform the public of
Madison's
acitivites,
Murray's office keeps a
mailing list of those to whom

information about the college
is relayed Included on the list
are all newspapers and radio
and television stations in
Virginia and all the media in
the hometowns of Madison
performers from out of state.
Each of those on the
mailing list receives information on the various
Madison teams, as well as
special releases on the performers from its immediate
area of coverage.
These special hometown
releases, in which the efforts
of individuals are emphasized, are of significant
importance to Murray. Often
a newspaper or a station won't
cover Madison as a whole,
Murray said, but if a local
athlete is mentioned in the
release, it will be used
because it will be of particular
interest to local viewers or
readers.
When the media report on
these local performers, they
are also likely to mention how

the team is doing at the time.
This not only benefits the
individual athlete but aids
Madison's
program
in
general, he said.
Those not familiar with the
job of sports information
director might say he has an
easy job-he gets to travel with

'people tell me
I have a good job
and I do n't argue'
the teams and see all their
games -but
anyone
acquainted with the job
Murray does knows this is
anything but the case.
Whether he is performing
his day-to-day duties or
working with the media or an
athletic event, Murray is the

SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR Rich
Murray, along with a student assistant.

picture of a dedicated individual who goes far beyond
the requirements of his job.
His work day starts at 8
a.m., but seldom ends by 5
p.m., when most other office
personnel go home. Instead,
he often has an event to attend
at night or a late afternoon
contest on which a report
must be filed.
Neither is his work confined to weekdays; many
events take place on Saturdays and Sundays. All football games and many
basketball games and other
events are scheduled for
weekends These only add to
the time Murray must spend
outside the office.
Murray is reluctant to say
just how much time his job
requires, but he does admit
that he "works some hours
after five."
"Some hours after five"
hardly describes his efforts,
as a weekend during the past
football season demonstrates.

prepares basketball statistics Saturday during
the Dukes' game with South Alabama.

Sportscasters are frustrated jocks
(Continued from Page 7)
event that is interesting to the
average person.
He may
focus on a particular person
on a team.
People want to see action,
Dulaney said. They don't
want to look at the sportscaster's "mug" all the time.
Dulaney's biggest problem
as a studio sportscaster is
budgeting time, staff and
materials. Because he shares
equipment and personnel with
the WHSV news department,
he cannot always give
adequate coverage to certain
events, he said. As a result,
Dulaney has to shoot much of
his own film and then tape his
interview.
The basic difference between working for a small
market television station and

working for one in a larger
market is facilities, Dulaney
said.
"If a person looks good
doing a local small market
television broadcast, he can
look great in a major
market," he said. It's just

telecast, time is also a
&robiem.
According to
ulaney, he has only five
m inutes for a sports report.
His features \ are, on an
average, three' minutes long.
At WTVR in Richmond a
sportscaster has seven or

'three or four hours learning names
and numbers and compiling statistics'
easier when you have good
facilities, he added.
Dulaney said he makes an
extra effort to get one good
feature while a Washington
station has a choice of six or
seven stories to use.
In a small market sports

eight minutes for his telecast,
he said.
Dulaney also tapes a daily
sports report for WSVA radio,
consisting of local interviews
and sports news.
Prior to a football OF
basketball game broadcast,
Dulaney spends three or four

hours learning the players'
names and numbers and
compiling statistics.
Dulaney finds it hard to
give a constant description of
the action of a football game
for two and a half hours
because the game is abstract.
"You can't be as the viewer,"
he said. Dulaney must give a
commentary of the game that
is independent of what the
viewer is seeing.
Television and radio are
similar because the key to
success is preparation,
Dulaney said. In radio, a
sportscaster has to constantly
keep the viewer informed
about the game's action. In
television, he said, a sportscaster has to work harder at
being professional since the
viewer sees the action.

Madison
played
at
Davidson College in midOctober, and as is the case
with other major athletic
events, Murray had to be in
attendance. There is nothing
unusual about that, except
that the game was played in
Charlotte, N.C., a six-hour
drive from Harrisonburg.
To cover the game.
Murray, several student
assistants and members of
the local media,
left
Harrisonburg at 5:30 a.m.,
drove six hours to Charlotte,
worked the game and drove
back that night. But even
after completing the 20-hour
day, the task of properly
cove-ing the game was not
complete.
To f-nish the job, Murray
had to ATite a press release
and update all the team
statistics to include the
Saturday game.
The Davidson example is
unique in a sense, but it
i'2monstrates the time involved in properly doing the
job.
Despite Murray's already
heavy work load, Madison's
move to Division I will increase his tasks and provide
his biggest challenge yet as
sports information director.
No longer will the job be
one of competing in the
publicity field with smaller
state schools. Murray, like
the athletic program in
general, must be ready to go
against the major schoolsVirginia, North Carolina,
Mary land-to reach the eyes of
the public.
"We have to find time to do
more," he said, referring to
the job of his office in the
move to Division I. "We must
be able to compete with the
major schools for the quality
athletes, and we'll be at a real
disadvantage if we don't
improve our services," he
said.
"We
haven't
really
scratched the surface in the
broadcast media," he said. It
is to this area that Murray
looks for his office to expand
its services.
"There are four or five
calls that I make to radio
stations after football games
(to give reports on sports
wrap-up
programs
or
scoreboard snows) and we can
possibly expand in this area,"
he said.
The school also owns a
camera with a built-in sound
system, and Murray wants to
expand work with such
equipment.
Programs,
such
as
coaches' shows or special
interiews taped for the media
around the state, are quite
possible in the future, according to Murray.
How the office will operate
in the future and the road that
Madison athletics will take is
still unknown, but one thing is
for certain. The sports information office will be in
good hands as long as Murray
is its director.
He has brought the school's
sports' 'information office to
the same level of credibility as
the athletic program, while
performing a job that he says
"really isn't like work at all."
Murray best sums up the
job himself: "People tell me I
have a good job, and I don't
argue with them."
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Dillard heads Madison's All-America cast
Dukes list nine in short history

V

By WADE STARLING
Being named to an All-America team is one of the
greatest individual honors a college athlete can
receive. He's being judged as one of the top performers
in the nation in his individual sport, and it's an award
that relatively few receive.
"It's something that every athlete shoots for ,"
explained three-time All-America Sherman Dillard.
"You're being compared to all the other guys in the
nation."
Most colleges are fortunate if they have one athlete
picked as an All-America. In its short history of men's
athletics, Madison College has had nine, with more
likely by the end of this academic year.
The list of athletes is led by basketball star Sherman
Dillaid. Others include soccer player Alan Mayer
baseball players Billy Sample and Todd Winterfeldt,
football players Bernard Slayton, Woody Bergeri, and
Dewey Windham golfer D.L. Moyers, and archers
Robert Ryder and Ray Stone.
Dillard is the most well-known of the Ail-Americans
still at Madison. Although he was injured and missed
several games last season, Dillard averaged 22.4
points per games and finished the year as Madison's
career scoring leader with 1,566 points.

Something every athlete shoots for'
Ah honorable mention selection to the Associated
Pre* College Division All-America team for the third
straight year, Dillard was a first team College Division
Academic All-America selection and a National
Associaton of Basketball Coaches College Division AllAmerica selection. He was also a member of the AllTournament team at the NCAA Division II South
Atlantic Regional Tournament and was the Most
Valuable Player at the Madison College Invitational
Tournament.
Dillard explained that once the initial goal of
making an All-America team is reached, the athlete
strives for more.
"After you make All America, say if it's just
honorable mention, you feel that maybe you can make
the second or third team," he said. "You set your goals
, higher, and just try harder."
Now that Madison has made the move to Division I
in all sports but football, the All-America goal will be
much harder to reach.
"There are just so many super good players in
Division I that it will be hard to make one of the
teams," Dillard commented. "I'd probably have to
average 30 points a game to make it in Division I."
Madison s first and most successful All-America
was soccer goalie Alan Mayer. Mayer was a first team
All-America in on the National Soccer Coaches
Association of America team in both 1971 and 1972.
Mayer holds all of Madison's goalkeeping records.
In 1972, his junior year, he set records for the most
shutouts in a season, 11, the most consecutive shutouts,
5, and the most career shutouts, 19, which he stretched
to 24 in 1973. He led Madison to an 8-4-1 record in 1971,
and to an outstanding 13-1-2 record in 1972.
Mayer has moved on to professional soccer in the
North American Soccer League. He was the first
round draft choice of the Baltimore Comets, now the
Las Vegas Quicksilvers. He played behind Lincoln
Phillips, Howard University soccer coach, at the
beginning of the year, but moved into a starting
position midway through the season. He has remained
there ever since.
Madison soccer coach Bob Vaderwarker beams with
delight when talking of Mayer. "He is not only the
greatest soccer player, but the greatest athlete I've
seen at the college level. He was a tremendous competitor, and a great inspiration to our teams."
Another Madison athlete who has make it to the
professional ranks is Billy Sample, named a first team
All-America last summer by the American
Association of College Baseball Coaches.
Before signing with the Texas Rangers of the
American League, Sample, a second baseman, led the
Dukes to a 32-10 record and a second place finish in the
NCAA Division II South Atlantic Regional Baseball
Tournament in 1976Sample left Madison after an impressive 1976
season. He batted .421 and led the team in runs batted
in with 49. He scored 57 runs, stole 27 bases and hit 15
doubles. He also hit three home runs.
Another baseball All-America is centerfielder Todd
Winterfeldt, named to the third team in 1976. Although
injured much of the season. Winterfeldt managed to hit
.3X6 with 47 RBI's and five home runs
Winterfeldt was honored as the NCAA Southern
Regional tournament's Most Valuable Player, and,
award usually reserved for a member of the first-place
team. ButWinterfeldt was deserving. He had 12 hits in
20 at bats, scored seven funs, and drove home five.
Winterfeldt said it was the playoffs which led to him
receiving All-America honors. "I was hurt most of the
season, and didn't have a real good year. The playoff
did it for me."

Madison's three-time AllAmerica Sherman Dillard
shoots a jumper in one of last
year's games.
Dillard, a
senior, is currently oat of
action with a broken foot, and
may miss the entire season.

Junior Woody Bergeria takes
down a runner in one of last
year's games. Bergeria led
the defensive line last year, as
the Dukes went the entire
-season without a defeat.
Bergeria ' was give AllAmerica honors to compliment his outstanding
season.

The first Madison football player to obtain AllAmerica honors was tailback Bernard Slayton who
has been one of the keys to Madson's Multiple I offense
for the past four years. Slayton's best year was 1974
when, as a sophomore, he was an honorable mention'
Associated Press College Division All-America
selection.
- He rushed for 873 yrds and scored nine touchdowns
while leading the Dukes to a 6-4 record in their first
year of varsity competition.
The All-America honor didn't mean as much as it
could have to Slayton, simply because he wanted
more. When I made honorable mention in 1974 my
goal was to have been named first team All-America
Sol was a little disappointed, "he said.
Slayton was Madison's-second leading rusher this
season wth 656 yards. He rushed for 395 in 1975 when he
missed five games because of a separated shoulder
Two Madison defensive footall players, guard
Woody Bergeria and linebacker Dewey Windham
earned honorable mention Associated Press College
Division All-America honors in 1975.
Bergeria, was the leader of Madison's defensive
line. The 6 231-pound junior was the mainstay oT the
defensive unit, which in 1975 was ranked fourth among
Divisionll teams in the nation in scoring defense
Bergeria had impressive statistics in 1975. He was in
on 94 tackles, 31 of them unassisted. He also had 10
quarterback sacks, caught opposing runners for losses
12 tunes, and recovered two fumbles. Bergeria did not
have quite as good a year this past season, whe he was
often double-teamed by the opponents offensive
linemen. ...
,
: "You always think about making All- America "
Bergeria said recently. "But you never really expect to
make it. But when you do, it means everything It's got
to be the biggest individual thrill in sports "
Just as important in 1975 was Windham, a senior,
whose absence this year left a gaping hole in the
Madison defense.
Windham had an outstanding year in 1975, as he
fought for 148 tackles. He made unassisted tackles on
51 of those, and had the first hit on 58 others. He had
four quarterback sacks, caught runners in the backfield seven times, caused four fumbles, and deflected
six passes.
Golfer D.L. Moyers is another three-time AllAmerica from Madison. After being named an
honorable mention selection to the 1972 and "1973
College Division All-America Golf Team by the Golf
Coaches Association of America, Moyers advanced to
a third team selection in 1974.
Moyers was named the Most Valuable Player on the
Madison team in in both 1974 and 1975. He averaged
just more than 75 strokes a round in 1974, and was
named to the All-VCAA first team after finishing in a
tie for second place at the VCAA golf tournament.
Moyers also finished second in the College Division
competition at the Virginia Intercollegiate GolfTournament at Hot Springs in 1974.
Bob Ryder was selected as a first team member of
the 1973 National Archery Associations Collegiate AllAmerica Team. He was one Of 12 men named to the
team and the only one from an eastern college
Ryder won the 1973 Mens Individual championship at
the US. Intercollegiate Archery Championships. He
was also the Virginia Intercollegiate Champion in 1971
he qualified for the Olympic and world tryouts in 1972
and 1973. and finished sixth in the 1972 Olvmoic trials
Another top archer from Madison, Ray Stone, was
an alternate to the 1975 All-America team.
These Ail-Americans demonstrate the upsurge
Madison College sports has taken over the past several
years. Since Madison has joined the ranks of Division
1, it will be much tougher to receive both team and
individual recognition.
But while there may be fewer honors, there will
continue to be athletes at Madison capable of competing with the nation's best. How many remains to be
seen.
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HARR Y CHAP1N
& touring 5 piece band
including brother Steve
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Saturday, Dec. 11
Two Shows

7:30 and 10 P.M.

Wilson Hall
TICKETS

$4 In Advance
$5 At The Door
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MADISON makes

Welcome, to the most popular island in die Caribbean.
*

Spring Break
March 5 - 10. 1977

• 5 Nights

*

$289

LOOK WHAT'S INCLUDED:

cost per person
(quad occupancy)

SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO

Hound trip air transportation
with food and beverages served in flight.
Transfers between airport and hotel
5 nights accommodations in a first class hotel
No regimentation
Spend your time at your own pace
Optional sightseeing available
Not included:
Meals. S3 00 U S departure tax.
baggage insurance, items of personal nature.1
For Information:
433-6217-

-/5S5*8>

COMING

The first deposit of $50 00 is due by January 15, 1977 However,
please remember the sooner your deposit is received, the more
assurance you have of receiving a space. The balance of the payment
is due by February 1. 1977.

Tues. Dec. 7
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Voyage
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7&10PM
75VID

WCC Ballroom
8:30PM
FREE
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Campus clubs bring students, slopes together
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By KEN TERRELL
Despite what local Park
Service brochures tell us
about winter snows covering
the ; Surrounding mountains
"like death shrouds," there
are1 certain areas in the
nearby hills that welcome the
snows as a renewal of life.
to resorts such as
Massanutten. Bryce Mountain, and Wintergreen, the
white cover means the return
of activity, and the cash flow
of another skiing season.
Located from 20 minutes to
an hour of driving time from
any one of these facilities,
Madison College students
certainly will add their share
to the tills. Fortunately, at
least
two
Madison
organizations offer cheap and
enjoyable plans for bringing
students and slopes together.
Organized this year, the
Madison Ski Club has already
arranged for discount prices
at Bryce Mountain and
Massanutten. Members of the
Ski Club, which is open to all
Madison students at .$5 per
•year,-•»<« issued- d<.«£~—^
cards by the club's officers
entitling them to lower lift and
rental rates at the two resorts.
The discounts are in effect
only on certain weeknights.
"We're trying to arrange
for two different nights per
week at each place," said Ski
Club President Suzanne
Sullivan. "That way, there
will be four nights when we
can ski at a discount."
The Ski Club also offers
several trips, beginning with
an excursion to Sugarbush,
Vermont, January 2 to 8.
A spring-break trip to
Sugarloaf, Maine, weekend
trips to Wintergreen, and a
proposed jaunt to Sun Valley,
Idaho, are also on the club
agenda.
Other projected activities
include a race against other
Virginia colleges for the
competitive level skier. For
the die-hard skier Bryce

Mountain will offer the club
discount cards for their grassskiing program.
Sullivan emphasizes the Ski
v

students unfamiliar with the
sport. Several ski clinics are
scheduled, featuring instructors from the local
resorts and area ski merchandisers. Topics will range
from how to handle yourself
on the slopes to how to handle
yourself in the ski shop.
"Speakers from the shops
will make suggestions about
size, type and prices of
equipment, because if you
don't know what you're doing
when you go into a shop
they're going to try and sell
you the expensive stuff,"
Sullivan said
Sullivan also encourages
beginning skiers to sign up for
the Sugarbush trip, citing the
excellent instruction available
there. Any student interested
in joining the Madison Ski
Club or curious about what the
club offers, is invited to attend
the club's regular meetings on

Vertical drop

Massanutten

795-foot

(703-289-2711)
Snow Info, call
(703-527-4018)

Mondays at 6:30 p.m.. Room
D, Campus Center.
Another Madison Club
of-Q^te-xb^trtB^idceTsIopes Is *
the Madison Outing Club.
During the peak months of
January and February, the
club's regular meetings often'
become impromptu skiing
trips.
"If there are three or four
days of good skiing weather
before the meeting, we'll post
an announcement the day
before and just pile into cars
and take off for the slopes on
meeting night," said Outing
Club President Larry Vitez.
There are economic as well
as social advantages to hitting
the slopes en masse, according to Vitez.. "Last year
there was no such thing as a
student rate at any of these
resorts," Vitex said. "But we
can usually get group rates for
20 or more people," he added.
Weeknight excursions offer
the additional advantages of
lower prices and fewer
crowds.
The latter is

Trails-Slopes
9 trails-slopes
total- 2VS miles
longest run 5,600'

especially desirable if you
bring your own crowd, he
said.

.- ..*.«*«.*„** M«L best
time fd?skiing," according to
Vitez. He cited the visual
effect of skiing under the
lights and the improved
condition of the snow in the
absence of the sun's heat.
Like the Ski Club, the
Outing Club enocurages
beginning skiers to join them
on their trips. The club holds
meetings Thursday nights, at
6 p.m. in Moody Hall.
For student skiers unfamiliar with the local resorts,
Sullivan and Vitez offer their
personal preferences. The
two presidents agree on Bryce
Mountain as their top choice.
Sullivan finds the slopes at
Bryce more challenging than
Massanutten, and the snow
conditions generally superior.
She also enjoys the setting of
the Bryce Mountain resort.
Vitez
emphasizes the
friendly attitude of the Bryce
Mountain personnel towards
the students as opposed to the

Lifts (cost)

sometimes uncooperative
attitude he said his group
encountered at Massanutten
in the past. Specifically. Vitez
recalls an instance at
Massanutten when he felt the
Outing Club was overcharged
on a night with "terrible
skiing conditions."
Sullivan echoes Vitez view
of Massanutten's attitude.
"Last year, with the Outing
Club, they were always
rushing us along, as if they
were annoyed to have us
there." she said.
However. Sullivan said, the
Ski Club received a positive
reaction when inquiring about
discount group rates Tor the
coming
season
at
Massanutten.
The large
Massanutten display at the
club's disco recently . also
Eromises a closer cooperation
?tween Madison groups and
the most convenient of the
area ski resorts.
Wintergreen, in its second
year of operation, remains the
mystery area of the three.
Neither Sullivan nor Vitez
have skied there.
Vitez
gathered positive reports on
the slopes and facilities from
skiing acquaintances, and the
Ski Club is optimistic enough
to have planned a number of
trips to the new resort.
In addition to the trips
planned by the two campus
clubs, there usually are a
number of ski outings
organized by dorms and
various other Madison groups.
The majority of these trips
are scheduled during the peak
skiing months of January and
February, although all three
local resorts project opening
dates for mid December.
For those ski buffs who
can't wait for the club trips
and who prefer to solo, the
related table lists pertinent
information about the three
skiing areas. The Outing Club
also offers a limited amount of
brochures at, its Campus
Center office.

Rental Fees

Lessons

Directions

skis,
boots,
' poles,

American
Method
$5 group

Rt. 33 East

4 double chairs
1 T-bar$10 weekends
$7 week

lJ/4 hr.

to McGaheys
ville-Entrance
on left

call area

American
&GLAA
Methods
$6 group
1»/4 hr.

181 North
to Exit 69 to
Mt. Jackson
Rt. 263 West
to Bryce

181 North to
164 East

$8

1

Bryce Mt.

500-foot

3 slopes
total-2 miles

(703-856-212?;
Snow Info, call
(703-856-2151)

longest run 3,800'
•
<

Wintergreen

525-foot

(804-263-4831)
> 1

2 double chairs
3.rope tows
$11 weekends
$5 & 8 weekdays

6 slopes-trails

2 triple chairs

skis.

GLM

total-3 miles J

1 double chair

longest run 2,850'

$11 weekends
$7 week

boots,
poles

Method
$6 group

$8

1'/» hr.

. ._ .

Waynesboro
to Rt. 250
S to Rt. 151

Mountain Run
(703-984-4198 )

*

300-foot

5 slopes

1 double chair

total-4,000'

1 rope tow

longest run-1,800'

$8 weekends
$6 week

■k Last year's rates of M assanutten-may increase
■

■

.

skis,
boots,

GLM

181 North to

Method

exit 67

poles,

rates
. not set

$7.50

Rt. 11
Eost 5 miles

